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ZUR THEORIE LIMESFORMER RAUME II*
von
DIETER LESEBERG
Technische Universitat , Braunschweig
{Eingegangen am 15. September 1987)

9. Die Kategorien Limform und Ultraform
9 .1 LEMMA: X sei eine Menge un<l (Y, L) ein limesformer (ultraformer) Raum. Fiir eine Abbildnng f : X ~ Y setze fiir A E
E lflX : Lu-1 }(A) := {1)1 E ~ 2 x I fl)1 E L(J[A])}, so ist Lu-1} ein
limesformer (ultraformer) Operator auf X mit f: (X, Lu-1 }) ~ (Y, L)
ist eine limesforme Abbildung.
BEWElS: Aus Grunden der Trivialitiit zeigen wir nur <las Axiom
(U) (vergl. Hinweis 4.10. bzw. Definition 4.11.).

zu (U): Fiir A E lflX sei 1)1 E L u-1} (cl t

u-i} (A)),

so gilt nach Defi-

nition von L u-1} jl)1 E L(J[clL u-i} (A)]). Wir zeigen : f[clL u-l} (A)]
C clL(J[A]). y E J[clL

u- 1}(A)] impliziert die Existenz eines Elemente3

. u- 1 }(A) mit y = f(x) .

x E ell

Wahle 91 E L{!-1}(A) mit x E n91, so folgt f91 E L(f[A]). Wir
haben f(x) E

![ n 91]

C nf91, woraus y E clL(f[A]) resnltiert. Da

L(Lf2) erfiillt, folgt

weil L <lariiberhinaus Axiom (U) erfiillt. Samit 1st schlieJ3lich 1)1 E
E Lu-i}(A). Trivialerweise ist f: (X,L{!- 1 }) ~ (Y,L) eine limesforme Abbildung.

* Den ersten Tei} s. in dieselber Zeitschrift,

Band 32 (1989) , 37-·60.
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9.2. LEMMA: Fiir eine Menge X bezeidme Limform(X) Lzw. Ultraform(X) die Menge aller Limesformitaten Lzw. Ultraformitaten auf X.
Fiir 0 # ~ c Limform(X), Ultraform(X) gilt dann: n~ E Limform(X),
Ultraform(X).
BEW EIS: Aus Grunden der Trivialitat zeigcn wir nur <las Axiom
(U).
zu (U): Fiir A E ~X sei 91 E n~(clnlB(A)) und L E ~, so gilt
91 E L(clnlB(A)). Wir zeigen: clnlB(A) C clL(A). x E clnQ3(A) impliziert
die Existenz eines Mengensystems 91 E n~(A) mit x E n91 . Es folgt
91 E L(A), mithin ist x E clL(A) . Unter Anwendung der Axiome (Lf2)
bzw. (U) folgt dann L(clnQ3(A)) C L(clL(A)) C L(A), woraus sich die
Aussage 91 E n~(A) ergibt.

9.3. SATZ: Limform (Ultraform) ist eine topologische Kategorie.
BEWEIS: (Yi, Li)iEI sei eine Familic von limesformen (ultraformen)
Raumen, X sei eine Menge und Ji : X ~ Yi fiir jedes i E I eine
Abbildung.

Setze Lin := n{Liu:--1}

I

i E I} , so ist mit den Lemmata 9.1.

I

bzw. 9.2. Lin eine Limesformitat (Ultraformitat) auf X <lerart, dal3
fi.ir jedes i E I Ji : (X, Lin) ~ (li, Li) eine limesforme Abbildnng ist.
Sei nun (Y, L) ein limesformer (ultraformer) Raum und g : Y ~ X
eine Abbildung mit Ji o g: (Y,L) ~ (Yi,Li) ist for je<les i EI
eine limesforme Abbildung, wir zeigen: g : (Y, L) ~ (X, Lin) ist eine
limesforme Abbildung.
Fiir A E ~y sei 91 E L( A), so folgt fiir jedes i E I (Ji o g )91 E
E Li((fi o g)[A]). (Ji o g)[A] = fi[g[A]], so dal3 die Aussage (Ji o g)91 E
E Li(fi[g[A]]) resultiert. Wir haben (Ji o g)91 = fi(g91) , woraus g!J'l E
E Lin(g[AJ) folgt.
9.4. BEMERKUNG: Limform(X) un<l Ultraform(X) sind Mengen
und fiir Elemente Li, Lz E Limform(X), bzw. Li, Lz E Ultraform(X)
mit lx : (X,£1) ~ (X,£2) ~ (X,L1) sei jeweils eine limesforme
Abbildung folgt dann £1 = L2.

9.5. BEISPIEL: Auf einer einelementigen Menge X <lefiniere die
bei<len folgen<len verschiedenen Limesformitiiten, wobei mit "x" <las
einzige Element van X bezeichnet wird.

(i)

K(A)

(ii)

P({x})
P(0)

:=

~ 2 X \ {0};
:: { {{0},{0,{x}},{{x}}},
.- {{0}, ... ,{0,{x}}}.
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9.6. SATZ: Die Kategorie Nullform ist eine passend gefaserte (properly fibred) topologische Kategorie.
BEWEIS: Nach Satz 9.3. ist Limform eine topologische Kategorie,
in der die volle Unterkategorie Nullform mit Satz 5.3. bikoreflektiv
liegt. Fi.ir einen nullformen Raum (X,L) und einen limesformen Raum
(Y,T) sei f : (X,L) ~ (Y,T) eine homooforme Ahbildung (vergl.
Definition 2.3), so ist trivialerweise (Y, T) ein nullformer Raum. Mi thin
ist Nullform in Limform isomorphie-abgeschlossen. Mit einem Satz
aus der Kategorientheorie folgt dann, daB Nullform eine topologische
Kategorie ist. Dari.iberhinaus gilt Bernerkung 9.4. auch fi.ir die NullformFaJer Nullform(X). Wir zeigen noch, daB auf einer einelernentigen
Menge X = {x} N ullforrn( X) aus genau einem Element besteht.
Fi.ir A E '.JJX setze L(A) = {'Jl E '.Jl 2XI A E stack!Jt}, so gilt
trivialerweise fi.ir T E Nullform(X) die Beziehung .i ~ T. Umgekehrt
sei fi.ir A E '.JJX 'Jl E T(A):
1. Fall: A= 0, so folgt mit Axiom {N) 0 E stack 'Jl, und es gilt 'Jl E L(A) .
2. Fall: A= {x}; da nach (Lf3) 'Jl =/= 0, folgt 0 E 'Jl oder {x} E 'Jl.
In beiden Fallen gilt A E stack 'Jl, und somit ist 'Jl E L(A). lnsgesamt haben wir .i = T.
9 .7 . LEMMA : (X,L1), (Y,L2) seien limesforme Raume. Fi.ir eine
Abbildung f: X ~ Y sind dann die folgenden Aussagen aquivalent:
f: (X, Li)~ (Y, L2) ist limesforme Abbildung;
(i)
A E '.JJY und 'Jl E L1(f- 1 [A]) implizieren f'Jl E L2(A);
(ii)
(iii)

L1~L 2 {1-1}·

BEWEIS: trivial, vergl. auch Lemma 9.1. .
9 .8. SATZ : Die Kategorie RaJtform (Filfo rm) ist eine bikoreflektive
Unterkategorie der Kategorie Limform (Nullform).

BEWEIS: Zunachst beachte man die Definition 5.7. bzw. 6.5.
Fiir einen limesformen (nullformen) Raum (X, L) setze fiir A E l.lJX:
Lr( A) := {'Jl E '.Jl 2X13 Raster !Jt E L(A) !Jt ~ 'Jl}, so ist {X, Lr)
ein rasterformer (fil terformer) Raum, und 1x : {X, Lr) ~ (X , L ) ist
die RaJtform (Filform) Bikoreflektion von (X,L). Desweiteren beachte
man, daB die Bilder van Rastem wieder Raster sind.
(i)
(ii)

9.9. LEMMA:
RaJtform ist isomorphie-abgeschlossen in Limform;
Filform ist isomorphie-abgeschlossen in Nullform.
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BEWEIS: Trivial.

9.10. BEMERKUNG: Da Ra3tform eine bikoreflektive isomorphieabgeschlossene voile Unterkategorie der topologischen Kategorie LimJorm ist, ist Ra3tform eine topologische Kategorie. Analog ist Filform
als eine bikoreflektive isomorphie-abgeschlossene voile Unterkategorie
der passend gefaserten topologischen Kategorie Nullform selbst eine
passend gefaserte topologische Kategorie. SchlieBlich weisen wir darauf
hin, daB ein analoger Satz und ein analoges Lemma gelten, sofern van
der Kategorie Ultraform ausgegangen wird (vergl. auch Satz 9.3.), d.h.
R-Ultraform ist isomorphie-abgeschlossen in Ultra form, und F-Ultraform ist isomorphie-abgeschlossen in N-Ultraform. Die Objekte von
I-Ultraform (l:=(R), (F), (N)) sind dabei gerade diejenigen ultraformen Raume, welche die entsprechend genannten zusatzlichen Axiome
erfi.illen. In diesem Zusammenhang sei insbesondere auf Kapitel 3. bzw.
Kapitel 6. hingewiesen. R-Ultraform ist bikoreflektiv in Ultraform, und
F-Ultraform ist bikoreflektiv in N-Ultraform. Bei der zuletzt genannten
Kategorie beachte man, dafi der in Definition 4.3. erklarte Hiillenoperator di das folgende zusatzliche Axiom erfiillt:

cl(0) = 0.
Aufgrund der vorangehenden Bemerkungen zeigen wir: Lr erfiillt das
Axiom (U).
zu (U): Fiir A E !.pX sei 91 E Lr(clLr(A)), so existiert ein Raster
9't E L(clir(A)) mit 9't ~ 91. Wir zeigen: clir(A) C clL(A). x E clLr(A)
impliziert die Existenz eines Mengensystems 9J1 E Lr(A) mit x E n9J1.
Wahle einen Raster~ E L(A) mit ~ ~ 9J1, mithin folgt x E n~, so dafi
die Aussage x E clL(A) resultiert. lnsgesamt folgt nun: 91 E Lr(A), da
L nach Voraussetzung eine Ultraformitiit ist.
(i)
(ii)

9.11. KOROLLAR:
Die Kategorie R-Ultraform ist eine topologische Kategorie;
Die Kategorie F-Ultraform ist eine passend gefaserte topologische Kategorie.
10. Die Kategorien Rastform und Filform

10.1. LEMMA: (X, L) sei ein rasterformer Raum, Y eine Menge und
--+ Y eine surjektive Abbildung. Fiir A E !.pY setze:

f :X

L{!}(A)

= {91E':p 2Y13 9J1 E L(f- 1[A])

so ist L{f} final beziiglich ((X, L), f, Y), d.h.
bildung in Rastform.

f9J1 ~ 91},

f is eine Quotientenab-
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BEW EIS: Zu (Lf 1) - (Lf3) : trivial.
Zu (Lf4) : y E Y impliziert die Existenz eines Elements x E X
mit f(x) = y, da f nach Voraussetzung surjektiv ist. Es folgt {{x}} E
EL( {x} )C L(f- 1 [{y}]) mit f { {x}} ~ { {y} }, so daB { {y}} EL{!}( {y})
resultiert.
Zu (R): trivial unter Beachtung der Tatsache, daB das Bild eines
Rasters wieder ein Raster ist. Evidenterweise ist f: (X, L) -+ (Y, L{f})
eine limesforme Abbildung.
Sei nun (Z,T) ein rasterformer Raum und g: Y-+ Z eine Abbildung derart, daB go f : (X, L) --+ ( Z, T) eine limesforme Abbildung ist,
wir zeigen: g : (Y, L{f}) --+ (Z, T) ist eine limesforme Abbildung. Fiir
A E l.pY sei 1)1 E L{f}(A), so folgt die Existenz eines Mengensystems
9J1 E L(f- 1[A]) mit f9R ~ 91.
Es folgt nach Voraussetzung (go J)9J1 E T((g

o

J)[!- 1 [A]]). Nun

gilt (go J)[f- 1 [A]] = g [![f- 1[All] c g[A], woraus (go J)9J1 E T(g[A])
folgt, d .h. g(!W1) E T(g[A]), und wir haben mit (Lfi) g9'l E T(g[A]).

10.2. BEMERKUNG: Fiir manche Zwecke ist es giinstig zu einer vorgegebenen Kategorie isomorphe Kategorien anzugeben, die es gestatten,
diffizile Sachverhalte der Ersteren in Letztere zu iibertragen, um hier
"iibersichtlichere" Losungen zu finden. Wir tun <las im folgenden Fall
und erkliiren:
10 .3. DEFINITION: Fiir eine Menge X bezeichne R(X) die Menge
aller Raster iiber X. Eine Abbildung T : l,:JJX -+ 1,:JJ(R(X)) heiBt
Rasterlimitierung auf X, und das Paar (X, T) heiBt Rasterlimesraum,
wenn die folgenden Axiome gelten:
(Ri)
A E l,:J}X, 9'l1 E T(A) und 9'l1 ~ 9'l2 E R(X) implizieren
9'l2 E T(A),
A1, A2 E l,:J}X und A1 C A2 implizieren T(A1) C T(A2),
T(0) -/= 0,
(R4)
x E X impliziert {{x}} E T( { x} ).
Fiir Rasterlimesraume (X, T1), (Y, T2) heiBt eine Abbildung f: X-+ Y
lime3treu genau dann, wenn fiir alle A E l,:J}X die folgende Implikation
gilt:
9'l E T1(A) impliziert f9'l E T2(f[A]) . .

R-Lim bezeichne die Kategorie der Rasterlimesraume mit den limestreuen Abbildungen.
10.4. SATZ: Die Kategorien Ra-'tform und R-Lim sind isomorph.
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BEWEIS: Fiir einen Rasterlimesraum (X, T) setze fiir A E '.lJX:

Lr(A) := {!Jl E 1.13 2X J 3!.R E T(A) !.R ~ !Jl}.
Umgekehrt betrachte fiir eine Rasterformitat L1 auf X den folgenden
Operator:
Tl,(A) := {!.R' E R(X) I!.R1 E L'(A)}.
10.5. SATZ: Die Produktabbildung zweier Quotientenabbildungen
in R-Lim ist wieder eine Quotientenabbildung in R-Lim.

(X,Lx), (X',Lx1), (Y,Ly), (Y 1 ,Ly1) seien Rasterlimesriiume und f : (X,Lx)
(X'Lx1), g : (Y,Ly)
(Y 1,Ly1) seien
Quotientenabbildungen in R-Lim, wir zeigen:
BEWEIS:

-+

f x g : ( x x Y, L x

-1
{PX}

-+

n Ly

-1 )

{Py }

-+ (x' x y'' LX'{p_K}} n Lyt{Py}} )

ist eine Quotientenabbildung in R-Lim, wobei mit PX, PX'• py, Pyt
die jeweiligen Projektionen bezeichnet werden. Trivialerweise ist f x g
surjektiv. Es bleibt zu zeigen, daB L X'
n Ly1
final beziiglich

{py.;}

{px~>

( (Xx Y,Lx

-1

{PX }

n Ly

-1
{Py }

),! x g,X' x Y') ist.

Wir zeigen zuniichst:

Jx

g:

(xx Y,Lx {PX}
_ nLy
1

_

1
{Py }

ist eine limestreue Abbildung.
Fiir A E '.lJ(X x Y) sei

)-+ (x' x Y',Lx'{p-}} nLy,{p-}} )

1)1 E

x

Lx

1

n Ly

{pX }

Px!Jl

E

Lx(Px[A]) und pyl)l

E

1
{Py }

y

(A), so folgt

Ly(py [A]). Da f, g nach Voraussetzung

limestreu sind, gilt

Wir zeigen:

(1)

Px1U x g!Jl) E Lx1 (Px1[f x g[AJJ),

(2)

Py1(J x g!Jl) E Ly1 (py1[f x g[AJJ).
Dazu geniigt es, folgende Beziehungen nachzuweisen:
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f[px[A]] = Pxdf xg[A]],
(ii)
g[py[A]] = py1[f x g[A]],
(iii)
f(px'Jl) ~ Px'U x g'Jl),
(iv)
f(py'Jl) ~ py1(J x g'Jl).
Aus Analogiegriinden zeigen wir, daB die Aussage in (i) und (ii) gelten.
Zu (i): f(px(z1, z2)) = f(zi) = Px'U x g(zi, z2)).
Zu (iii): Sei FE f(px'Jt), so folgt F = J[G] fiir ein GE px!Jl. Wir
haben G = Px[N] fiir NE 'Jt, mithin gilt F = f[px[N]]. Andererseits
ist f x g[N] E f x g'Jl, woraus Pxdf x g[NJJ E Px1U x g'Jl) resultiert. Mit
(i)

(i) folgt nun die Behauptung. Insgesamt erhalten wir Lx1 (!lPx[AJJ) =

= Lx1 (Pxtff x g[AJJ), mithin folgt f(px'Jt) E Lx1 (Pxtff x g[AJJ), und
schliefilich gilt
Px1U x g!Jl) E Lx1 (Pxdf x g[AJJ).
Sei nun weiter (Z,L) ein Rasterlimesraum und h: X' x Y'
Abbildung derart, daB

h 0 (J x g):

(xx Y, Lx{pX } n Ly
-1

-1 ) - t

{Py }

-t

Z eine

(Z, L)

limestreu ist, wir zeigen:

h:

(x' x Y',Lx {f}{p_K } nLy{g}{p;,}
1

1

)

-t

(Z,L)

ist limestreu. Da Lx1 final beziiglich (CX,Lx),J,X') und Ly1 final
beziiglich ((Y,Ly1),g,Y 1 ) sin<l, gilt Lx1:::;; LxU} bzw. Ly1:::;; LY{g}•
woraus die Aussagen Lx'
~ Lx
_ 1 und Ly1
~Ly
_1

{PX:}

resultieren. Fiir A E

{Pyl}

{f}{p X 1 }

{g}{pY'}

l.lJ Z zei
n Ly

91 E Lx
{/}{px:}

( h - l [A])

{g}{pv:}

,

wir zeigen: h'Jl E L(A) (vergl. auch Lemma 9.7.).
Nach Definition gilt

Px11Jl

E Lx{f} (Pxdh- 1[AJJ)

Wahle
und wahle

fmx

E

und Py191

Lx(!- 1lPxi[h- 1[AllJ)

!my E Ly

(g- [pyi[h- [AllJ)
1

1

E Ly{g} (py1(h- 1[AJJ).
mit
mit

ffmx ~Pxi'Jl

g!.my ~ py191.
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Wir zeigen nun:

(i)

1- 1 [Pxtfh- 1 [All] c PX [ui 0 (J

x g))- 1 [AJ]'

(ii)

g-l [pyt[h- 1[AJJ]

x g))- 1[AJ].

Zu (i): Seiz

f(z)

C py [(11 o (J

E f-l [Pxtfh- 1[AJJ],

so folgt f(z)

E Pxr[h-I [A]],

d.h.

= Px1(z) fiir z E h- 1[A]. Zeige: z = Px(z*) mit h(f x g(z*)) EA.

Nun gilt z = (x 1,y1) mit x 1 EX' und y1 E Y' und h(z) = h(x 1,y1) EA.
1
1
Wir haben J(z) = Pxr(z) = Px1((x 1, y1)) = x und g(y) = y fiir
ein geeingnetes y E Y, da g nach Voraussetzung surjektiv ist. Setze
z* := (z,y), so folgt Px(z*) = Px(z,y) = z und h(J x g(z*)) =
= h(J x g((z, y))) = h((f(z), g(y))) = h((x', y1)) = h(z) E A, woraus
die Behauptung folgt.
Zu (ii): analog; benutze dabei die vorausgesetzte Surjektivitat der
Abbildung f.

E Lx(Px[(h o (! x g))- 1[AJJ). Mit (ii) gilt
Ly(py[(ho(fxg))- 1 [AJJ). Setze9J1:=p:X19J1x/\

Mit (i) gilt nun 9J1x
entsprechend9J1y E

/\py 19Ry und beachte die Tatsache, dal3 die Urbilder von Rastern
wieder Raster sind und fiir Raster !.n1, !.n2 gilt, dal3 !.n1 /\!.n2 ein Raster

ist. Wir haben nun
9J1 E Lx

-1

{PX }

n Ly

1

0

(! x g))- 1[A]);

{Py }

denn es gelten die Aussagen:
(iii)
9J1x ~ px9J1 und
(iv)
9J1y ~ py9J1.
Zu (iii): Sei Mx E 9J1x: da 9J1y
1

((h

-1

f. 0 wahle My

E 9J1y, mithin gilt

1

Px [Mxl n Py [Myj E 911, woraus PX [Px [Mx) n Py 1 [MyJ] E px9J1
folgt. Wir haben weiter

was die Behauptung beweist.
Zu (iv): analog! Da h o (! x g) nach Voraussetzung limestreu ist,
folgt ho (f x g)9J1 E L(A) .
Es bleibt zu zeigen: ho(fxg)9J1 ~Ml Sei dazu FE ho(f xg)9J1, so
ist F =ho(! xg)[M] fiir ein ME 9J1. Es folgt M = Px1 [Mx)npy 1 [My)
fur Mx E 9J1x und My E 9J1y. Damit hat F die folgende Darstellung:

ZUR THEORIE LIMESFORMER RAUME II

[Px1
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1

F =ho (f x g)
(Mx] npy (MyJ], und es gilt f(Mx] :::> PxtfN1] fiir
N1 E IJl bzw. g[My] ::) pyt[N2] fi.ir N2 E IJl.
Wir zeigen:

(v)

(f xg)

denn dann gilt

[Px1[Mx]npy 1[MyJ) :::> Px; [![Mxl] npy.} (g[MyJ);
'

Px} [J[MxJ] :J Px} [PxtfNiJ] :J N1 und

Pyt [g[MyJ] :::> Pyt [pyt[N2J]

:J

N2,

woraus die Aussage ·

Px} [![Mxl] n Py! [g[MyJ] ::) Nin N2::) N3 E IJl
folgt (weil IJl ein Raster ist). Damit gilt F :J h[N3], was die Behauptung
beweist.

Zu (v): Seiz E Px;[f[MxJ] n Py} [g[MyJ], so ist z = (x 1 , y1 ) mit
x' EX', y1 E Y', und es gilt: Pxr(z) = Px1((x 1,y1 )) = x1 E J[Mx] bzw.
Py1(z) = py1((x 1,y1)) = y1 E g[My] . Wir haben x 1 = J(x) fiir x E Mx
und y1 = g(y) fiir y E My, so da6 z = (J(x),g(y)) = f x g((x,y)) ist
mit px((x,y)) E Mx und py((x,y)) E My, was zu zeigen war.
10.6. DEFINITION: Fiir einen Rasterlimesraum (X, T) hei6t T Filterlimitierung auf X, und das Paar (X, T) hei6t FilterlimeJraum, wenn
zusatzlich das Axiom (R5 ) gilt, wobei:
(R5)
~ E T(0) impliziert 0 E ~.
F-Lim bezeichne die Kategorie der Filterlimesraume mit den limestreuen Abbildungen.
10 .7. SATZ: Die Kategorien Filform und F-Lim sind isomorph.
BEWEIS: Man vergleiche den Beweis zu Satz 10.4 . .
10.8 . BEMERKUNG: Mit Bemerkung 9.10. und vorangehendem Satz
ist F-Lim eine passend gefaserte topologische Kategorie, welche unter
Beachtung des Satzes 10.5. die Eigenschaft hat, dafi die Produktabbildung zweier Quotientenabbildungen in F-Lim wieder eine Quotientenabbildung in F-Lim ist. Trivialerweise erfiillt L{f} das Axiom (R5),
sofern L diese Eigenschaft hat (vergl. auch Lemma 10.1.). Damit erfiillt
F-Lim die Voraussetzungen einer prekonvenienten Kategorie im Sinne
von L. D. Nel.
F- Lim* ist dann eine kartesisch abgeschlossene passend gefaserte

topologische Kategorie, in der F-Lim bireflektiv eingebettet ist. Unter
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Beachtung der Bemerkung 6.6. und der Siitze 6.8., 7.7. und 10.7. enthiilt
die kartesisch abgeschlossene Kategorie F-Lim * als Unterkategorien
insbesondere die Kategorie Top der topologischen Riiume und stetigen
Abbildungen, sowie die Kategorie LE-PROX der Leader-Proximitiitsriiume und p-stetigen Abbildungen.
11. Kompaktheitsbegriffe

11.1. DEFINITIONEN: Fiir einen limesformen Raum (X, L) sei \j' ein
Priifilter (vergl. Bemerkung 5.8.) iiber X, x E X und A, U E l.l}X, so
heiBt
x L-Adhiirenzpunkt von J genau dann, wenn es ein Mengensy(i)
stem 1)1 E L( {x}) gibt mit stack 1)1 C sec J,

J genau dann, wenn es ein Mengensystem 1)1 E
E L( {x}) gibt mit 1)1 ~ J; wir sagen dann auch, daB J gegen x
L-konvergiert oder J gegen x L-konvergent ist,

(ii)

x L-Lime3 von

(iii)

U L-Umgebu.ng von A genau dann, wenn die Aussage U E
E stack V L(A) gilt. Fiir x E X heiBt ilL(x) := {U C XI U
ist L-Umgebung von {x}} L-Umgebung33y3tem von x.
11.2.

BEMERKUNG:

Man beachte insbesondcre, da£ jeder £-Limes

eines Priifilters einen L-Adharenzpunkt dieses Mengenssystems darstellt. Fiir Ultrafilter sind dagegen beide Begriffe iiquivalent.
11.3. HINWEIS: Fiir einen rasterformen Raum (X, L) sei fiir einen
Priifilter J ein Punkt x E X L-Adhiirenzpunkt von J, so gibt es einen
Priifilter J' E L( {x}) mit stack J' C sec J.
11.4. LEMMA: Fiir einen rasterformen Raum (X,L) sei J ein Priifilter iiber X. Fiir einen Punkt x E X sind dann die folgenden Aussagen
aquivalent:
(i)

x ist L-Adhiirenzpunkt von

(ii)

Es existiert ein Priifilter
L-konvergent gegen x.

!)l

J;
iiber X mit

J

~ !)l

und

!)l

ist

BEWEIS: (ii) impliziert (i): Wiihle nach Voraussetzung einen Prafilter !)l iiber X, der gegen x L-konvergiert, so daB ~ ~ !)l gilt. Wir haben
dann stack 1)1 C stack !)l C sec !)l C sec J, wobei 1)1 ein {x }-limitiertes
Mengensystem ist.
(i) impliziert (ii): Nach Voraussetzung existiert ein {x}-limitiertes
Mengensystem 1)1 derart, daB stack 1)1 C sec J gilt. Mit Bemerkung
11.3. wiihle einen Priifilter !)l E L( {x}) mit !)l ~ 91, mi thin folgt
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Vl C secJ. Setze J' := VlAJ, so ist ~' ein Priifilter mit den gewiinschten
Eigenschaften.
11.5. LEMMA: Fiir einen kernformen Raum (X.L) und einen Prafilter J iiber X sind fiir einen Punkt x E X die folgenden Aussagen
iiquivalent:
(i)
J ist gegen x L-konvergent;
(ii)
UL(x) C stackJ.
BEWEIS: (ii) impliziert (i): Da L <las Axiom (K) erfiillt, folgt insbesondere VL({x}) E L({x}), und es gilt VL({x}) C UL(x), woraus
unter Anwendung der Voraussetzung die Behauptung folgt.
(i) impliziert (ii): Fiir U E UL(x) wiihle ein {x}-limitiertes Mengensystem lJ1 mit lJ1 ~ J, so folgt U E stack lJ1 C stack~-

11.6. LEMMA: Fiir einen kernformen Raum (X,L) und einen Prafi.lter J iiber X sind fiir einen Punkt x E X die folgenden Aussagen
iiquivalent:
(i)
x ist L-Adhiirenzpunkt von J;
(ii)
UL(x) C secJ.
BEWEIS: analog!
11. 7. DEFINITION: Fiir einen limesformen Raum (X, L) heiBt <t C
C '.pX L-Uberdeckung von X, wenn fiir jedes x E X und jedes {x }limitierte Mengensystem lJ1 es eine Menge C E <t so gibt, daB C E
E stack lJ1 gilt.

11.8. BEMERKUNG: Fiir einen limesformen Raum (X, L) ist dann
offensichtlich jede L- Uberdeckung von X eine Uberdeckung dieser
Menge unter Anwendung des Axioms (Lf4).
Unter Beachtung von Beispiel 2.2. (v) ist jede X-offene Uberdeckung von X eine L_x-Uberdeckung dieser Menge. Sei dazu x E X
und lJ1 E Lx( { x} ), so folgt X( { x}) ~ 91, und es existiert eine Menge
C E 'tS'n X mit x E C. Wir haben dann C E X( { x} ), woraus C E stack lJ1
resultiert.
11.9. DEFINITIONEN: (X, L) sei ein limesformer Raum. L heiBt

(i)

kompakt genau dann, wenn fiir jede L-Uberdeckung <t C '.pX
es ein endliches Mengensystem <t* C <t so gibt, daB <t* LUberdeckung von X ist;

(ii)

epikompakt genau dann, wenn fiir jede L-Uberdeckung <t C '.pX
es ein endliches Mengensystem <t* c <t so gibt, daB U<t* = X
ist.
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11.10. BEMERKUNG: Offensichtlich ist mit Bemerkung 11.8. jede
kompakte Limesformitii.t epikompakt . Im nun Folgenden werden wir
zeigen, daf3 im Fall von Topoformitii.ten beide Begriffe ii.quivalent sind.
Schliefilich weisen wir darauf hin, daf3 von kompakten ( epikompakten) Riiumen gesprochen wird, sofern die entsprechende Limesformitiit
auf ihrer Trii.germenge diese Eigenschaft hat.
11.11. SATZ: Fiir einen limesformen Raum (X,L) sind die folgenden Aussagen iiquivalent:
(i)
L is epikompakt;
(ii)
Jeder Priifilter iiber X hat einen L-Adl1arenzpunkt;
(iii)
Jeder Ultrafilter ist L-konvergent.
BEWEIS: (i) impliziert (iii): Angenommen es gii.be einen nicht Lkonvergenten Ultrafilter uber X, d.h. es existiert il Ultrafilter, so daf3 fiir
alle x E X und fur alle {x }-limitierten Mengensysteme 91 die Aussage
stack 91 c/.. il gilt.
Setze <t := {X \FI F E ll}. Fur x E X und 91 E L( {x}) wii.hle
F E stack 91 mit F </. il. Es folgt X \ F E 11, da 11 Ultrafilter ist, und es
existiert ein N E 91 mit F :::> N. Wir haben F E <t, woraus die Aussage
<t ist L-Uberdeckung von X resultiert. Sei nun <t* C <t endlich, so gibt
cs cin n EN mit I!:•:= {C1, . .. , Cn}, mithin gilt Ci= X \Fi for Fi EU

n

n

n

t=l

1=1

mit i E {l, ... ,n}. Wir haben U<t* = .u Ci= .u X \Fi= X \ .n Fi
n

mit .n Fi of.
t=l

0.

n

t=l

Wable x E .n Fi, so gilt x
.~1

</:.

UI!*, woraus folgt, daf3 L

nicht epikompakt ist.
(iii) impliziert (i): Angenommen (X, L) ist nicht epikompakt, so
wii.hle eine L-Uberdeckung I! C 1.J!X, so daf3 fur alle <!:* C <t endlich die
Aussage UI!* of. X gilt.
Setze !R := {X \ U<t* I I!* C <t endlich}, mi thin ist !R ein Prafilter
uber X. Wir zeigen <las Axiom (R2): Seien F1, F2 E !R, so gilt F1 =
=X\U<ti und F2= X\U<t2 fur l!i, <t2 CI! endlich. Setze <t* :=<ti U 1!2,
so ist <t* C <t endlich und nach Voraussetzung gilt UI!* of. X. Setze
F := X \ U<t*, so ist FE !R mit F1 n F2 = (X \ Ul!i) n (X \ U<t2) =
=X\(Ul!j UU<t2) :::>X\UI!* =F. Wii.hle einen Ultrafilter il mit 9l C il.
Fur x E X und 91 E L( {x}) gilbt es nach Voraussetzung Mengen C E <t
und N E 91 derart, daf3 die Inklusion N C C gilt .
Setze <t* := { C}, so folgt X \ C E ll, woraus die Aussagen C ~ ll
und C E stack 91 resultieren.
(ii) impliziert (iii): Sei il ein Ultrafilter uber X und x E X ein
L-·Adharenzpunkt desselben, so daf3 ein {x }--limitiertes Mengensystem
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1)1 existiert, rnit stack 1)1 C secil. Wir haben secil C U, woraus rnit
1)1 ~ U die Behauptung folgt.

(iii) irnpliziert (ii): Umgekehrt sei J ein Prafilter iiber X. Wable
einen feineren Ultrafil ter U und ein {x }-limi tiertes Mengensystem 1)1
rnit 1)1 ~ U fiir ein x E X. Wir haben stack 1)1 C U C sec U C sec J, so
da6 x ein L-Adharenzpunkt von J ist.
11.12. SATZ: Fiir einen kernformen Raum (X, L) sind die folgenden Aussagen iiquivalent:
(i)
L is epikompakt;
(ii)
Fi.ir x E X sei Ux eine L-Umgebung von x, so existiert eine
endliche Menge E C X mit X = U{Uxi Ii E E};
(iii)
Fiir jeden UltrafilterJ gibt es ein Element xEX mitUL(x)CJ;
(iv)
Fiir jeden Priifilter91 gibt es ein Element x EX mit UL(x) C
C sec91.
BEWEIS: Unter Beachtung des vorangehenden Satzes und der Lemmata 11.5. bzw. 11.6. geniigt es, die Aquivalenz der Aussagen (ii) und
(iv) zu beweisen.
(iv) irnpliziert (ii): Sei Ux eine L- Umgebung von x fiir jedes xEX.
Angenornmen, fiir jede endliche Teilmenge EC X gilt X r/- U{Uxlx EE}.

Setze 91 := { X \ U{Ux Ix E E} IE C X endlich} so ist 91 ein Prafilter
ii her X. Sei z E X L-Adharenzpunkt von 91, so folgt Uz E sec 91, d .h .
Uz n (X \ Uz ) f 0, was zu eincm Widerspruch fiihrt!
(ii) impliziert (iv): Angenornrnen es gibt einen Prafilter 91 iiber
X, der keinen L-Adharenzpunkt besitzt. Fiir x E X sei Fx E UL(x)
mit X \ Fx ::> Rx E 91, so folgt, dafi X \Rx eine L-Urngebung von
x ist. Nach Voraussetzung existiert eine endliche Menge E mit X =
=U{X\Rxi Ii EE}. Nun gilt u{X\Rx; Ii E E}=X\n{Rx; Ii EE} mit
n{Rxi Ii EE} ::>RE 91, was zum Widerspruch fiihrt!
11.13. DEFINITIONEN: Fiir einen pratopoformen Raum (X, L) hei6t
fiir x E X eine Teilmenge N C X L-Nachbarschaft von x, wenn eine
offene Menge 0 E XJ L so existiert, dafi x E 0 C N gilt (vergl. auch
Lemma 7.5.). Setze fiir ACX,
AL:= n{B c

x Ix\ BE 'IJ L /\ B

::>A},

so hei6t AL die L- Nachbarschaftshulle von A. Setze fiir x EX:

91L(x) :={NC

XI Nist L- Nachbarschaft von x},

so heiBt ')lL(x) L- Nachbarschaftssystem von x.
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11.14. BEMERKUNG: Man beachte, dafi fiir einen priitopoformen
Raum (X,L) und fiir jedes x EX IJlL(x) ein Priifilter iiber X ist.

11.15. LEMMA: Fiir einen priitopoformen Raum (X, L) sind fiir

A E l.J}X die folgenden Aussagen aquivalent:
(i)

x EAL;

(ii)

A E sec1J1L(x).

BEWEIS: (i) impliziert (ii): Fiir A f/:. seclJlL(x) existiert eine LNachbarschaft N von x mit NnA = 0. Wiihle eine offene Menge 0 E '.D L
mit x E 0 C N. Es folgt ACX\ 0, woraus x <f. AL resultiert.
(ii) impliziert (i): x <f. AL impliziert die Existenz einer Menge
B C X mit B ::J A, X \ B E '.D L und x rf. B. Setze N := X \ B,
so ist N eine L-Nachbarschaft von x mit N n A= 0.
11.16. LEMMA: Fiir einen priitopoformen Raum (X, L) sind fiir
AC X die folgenden Aussagen iiquivalent:

(i)

A=AL;

(ii)

X\AE'.DL.
BEWEIS: (i) impliziert (ii): Sei 91 E L(X \A), wir zeigen: X \A E

E stacklJl. Mit Voraussetzung gilt nach (Lf2) 1)1 E L(X\AL), und wir
haben '.D L(X \AL) «: 1)1. Es folgt X \AL E '.D L(X \AL), denn
X\AL

= X\n{B ex IX\B E'.D L/\B ::JA} =u{X\B IB ::J A/\X\B E'.DL},

und mit Lemma 7.5. gilt dann X \AL E '.D L· Sofort folgt nun X \A E
E stack IJl.
(ii) impliziert (i): Aufgrund der Definition von AL geniigt zu zeigen:
AL CA. x rf. A impliziert x E X\A. Nach Voraussetzung gilt X\A E'.D L,
-L
woraus x ¢= A resultiert.

11.17. DEFINITION: Fiir einen priitopoformen Raum (X, L) und
einer Teilmenge A C X heiBt A L-abge!!chloJJen in X genau dann,
-L
wenn A= A gilt.
11.18. BEMERKUNG: Unter Beachtung von Lemma 11.16. gilt nun,
daB fiir jede Teilmenge AC X die L-Nachbarschaftshiille von A selbst
in X L-abgeschlossen ist.
11.19. LEMMA: Fiir einen topoformen Raum (X,L) gilt fiir jedes
x EX: llL(x) = IJlL(x).
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BEWEIS: Zu "C": Sei U E .Ui{x), so folgt U E stackVL({x}). Da

L insbesondere das Axiom (T) erfullt, gilt U :J F E '.'D L( {x} ). Wahle
0 E '.'D L mit x E 0 CFC U, so daB U E IJlL(x) resultiert.
Zu ":J": Umgekehrt sei N E 'JlL(x), so gibt es eine offene Menge
0 E '.'DL mit x E 0 C N. Fiir Vl E L({x}) folgt mit (Lf2) die Aussage
Vl E L( 0). Da 0 E '.'D L gilt, folgt 0 E stack Vl, woraus schlieBlich
N E stack Vl resultiert, so daB insgesamt N E stack V L( { x}) gilt.

11.20. LEMMA: Fur einen topoformen Raum (X, L) sind fiir einen
Prafilter J die folgenden Aussagen aquivalent:
(i)
x ist L-Adharenzpunkt von ~;
(ii)

x E

n

FE~

FL.

BEWEIS: (ii) impliziert (i): Setze Vl := J /\ 'JlL(x), so ist vt ein
Prii.filter mit j «: Vl (vergl. auch Lemma 11.15.). Mit Lemma 11.19.
folgt dann .Ui(x) C stackvt, d.h. mit Lemma 11.5. ist Vl L-konvergent
gegen x, woraus mit Lemma 11.4. die Behauptung folgt.
(i) impliziert (ii): Sei F E J, wir zeigen unter Anwendung van Lemma 11.15. FE sec'JlL(x). Mit Lemma 11.6. gilt nun nach Voraussetzung
.UL(x) C secj, woraus mit Lemma 11.19. IJlL(x) C secj resultiert. Wir
haben dann JC sec'JlL(x), so daB die Behauptung bewiesen ist.

11. 21. SATZ: Fiir einen topoformen Raum ( X, L) sind die folgenden Aussagen aquivalent:
(i)
L is kompakt;
In jeder Familie (Ai)iEl L-abgeschlossener Teilmengen van X
(ii)
mit n Ai = 0 existieren endlich viele Ai 1 , ... , Ain derart, daB
n

n

k=l

iEl

Aik

= 0 ist.

BEWEIS: (ii) impliziert (i): Sei <!'. C '+JX eine L-Uberdeckung van
X. Fiir x E X wahle Cx E <!'., Fx E '.D L( {x}) mit Cx :J Fx (unter Beach-

tung der Axiome (K) und (T) bzw. der Definition einer L- Uberdeckung
van X).
Wahle Ox E '.D L mit x E Ox C Fx und setze: il := {X\ Ox Ix E X}.
Fiir A E .U gilt dann mit Lemma 11.16. bzw. Definition 11.17., daB A
L-abgeschlossen in X ist. Wir haben nil = 0, andernfalls gibt es ein
x E X mit x E n X \ Dy, d.h. x E X \ U Oy, woraus sich ein
~x

~x

Widerspruch ergibt. Nach Voraussetzung existieren x1, ... ,
n

mit i~l X \ Dxi

= 0.

Xn

E X

Setze [* := {C:ri Ii E {l,. .. ,n}}, so ist [*Ce'.
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endlich, und es bleibt zu zeigen, dafi ~· eine L-Uberdeckung von X ist.
Fiir x EX sei 1)1 E L({x}), so gilt '.DL({x}) ~ 1)1 und x

rf.

i!::\n X

\ Oxi·

Mithin existiert ein j E {l, ... ,n}, so dafi die Aussage x rf. X \ Oxj
erfiillt ist. Wir haben x E Oxi C Fxi und x E Oz. Da Oxj n Ox E '.D L
(vergl.Lemma 7.5.) gilt, folgt Cxi :J Fxi :J Fxi n Fx :J Oxj n Ox,
woraus die Aussage Cxj E '.D L( {x}) resultiert. Es gilt nun Cxi E <!:* mit
Cxj E stackl)1, mithin ergibt sich die Behauptung.
(i) impliziert (ii): Sei (Ai)ieJ eine Familie L-abgeschlossener Teilmengen von X mit n Ai = 0. Setze ~ := {X \Ai Ii EI}, so gilt, dafi
iEJ
~ eine L- Uberdeckung von X ist. Fiir x E X sei dazu 1)1 E L( {x} ), so
folgt x f/: .n Ai. Wahle j EI mit x EX\ Aj, mithin ist 1)1 E L(X \ Aj)
1EJ
unter Beachtung des Axioms (Lf2). Wir haben '.D L(X \ Aj) ~ 1)1 mit
X \ Aj E '.DL(X \ Aj) unter Beriicksichtigung von Lemma 11.16. bzw.
Definition 11.17., woraus X \Aj E stackl)1 resultiert. Nach Voraussetzung existiert ein ~· C ~ endlich mit ~· ist cine L- Uberdeckung
von X. Sei also~·= {X \ Aik lk E {l, ... ,n}} fiir ein n EN, und
angenommen es gibt ein x E X mit x E

n

n

A;,_. Da

.l;:;:;l

~·

insbesondere

"

cine Uberdeckung von X ist, wahle j E {l, ... , n} mit x E X \ Ai -,
woraus sich ein Widerspruch ergibt, mithin gilt

n

1

n Aik = 0.

k=l

11.22. SATZ: Fiir einen topoformen Raum (X, L) sind die folgenden Aussagen iiquivalent:
(i)
L ist epikompakt;
(ii)
L ist kompakt;
(iii)
In jeder Familie (Ai)ieJ L-abgescblossener Teilemengen von X
mit nAi = 0 existieren endlich viele Ai 1 , ..• , Ain derart, daB
n

n Aik

k=l

(iv)

(v)
(vi)

= 0 ist.

Fiir jeden Priifilter ~ iiber X gibt es ein x E X mit x E n FL;
FEJ
Fiir x EX sei Nx eine L-Nachbarscbaft von x, so existiert eine
endliche Menge Emit X = U{Nxi Ii EE};
Fiir jeden Ultrafilter ti gibt es ein x E X mit 1)1L( x) C ti.

BEWEIS: Aufgrund der vorangehenden Ergebnisse geniigt es, die
lmplikation "(iv) folgt (iii)" nachzuweisen .
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Ist (iii) nicht erfiillt, so existiert eine Familie (Ai)iEI L-abgeschlossener
Mengen mit .n Ai = 0 und fiir alle 11 C I endlich gilt n Ai, f. 0.
i1El'

tEI

Setze

~ :=

{

n Ai, I 1 c I endlich}, so ist ~ ein Prafilter iiber x mit
1

jlE]I

-L

-L

n F = n Ai = n Ai= 0.

FE~

iEJ

iEJ

11.23. LEMMA: (X, L), (Y, T) seien limesforme Riiume. Fiir eine
surjektive limesforme Abbildung f : X -+ Y sei L epikompakt, so gilt
T ist epikompakt.
BEWEIS: Sei It C ~y eine T- Uberdeckung von Y. Setze It* :=

:=

u- 1[CJIC E It}, wir zeigen: It* ist eine L-Uberdeckung von x.

Sei dazu x E X und 91 E L( {x} ), so gilt nach Voraussetzung f91 E
E L ( {!(

x)}).

Da <t eine T- Uberdeckung von Y ist, existiert eine

Menge C E <t mit C E stack f91, d.h. C ::J J[F] fiir ein F E 1)1. Es
folgt 1- 1 [CJ ::J 1- 1 [![ F]] :J F, so daB die A us sage 1- 1 [CJ E stack IJ1
resultiert. Da L epikompakt ist, existieren endlich viele C1, ... , Cn E <t
mit

.u 1- [Ci] = X. Wir haben l[.U f1

i=l

1=1

1 [C]] =

J[X] = Y, weil I nach

n

n

1=1

1=1

Voraussetzung surjektiv ist, mithin gilt .u Ci = .u J[f- 1 [Ci]] = Y,
woraus die Behauptung resultiert.
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TOTAL BOUNDEDNESS AND COMPACTNESS FOR
FILTER PAIRS

By
R. D. KOPPERMAN
City College of New York, NY, USA*
(Received March 23, 1988)

Quasi-uniform Completeness

Among the various ideas of completeness which have been given
for quasi-uniform spaces, we look below at a traditional one and one
introduced in December, 1987 by D . DOITCHINOV at the conference
"Convergence Structures in Topology and Analysis" at Oberwolfach
(see [Dol], [Do2]). A. CSASZAR there asked whether in this new theory,
as in the established one, the topology associated with a quasi-uniform
space would be compact iff the space were complete and precompact.
This author feels that the newer completeness notion is quite natural,
and indeed knew the answer to CSASZAR's question; this answer is
discussed below.
Henceforth !ft, ~' with or without subscripts, will denote filters, and
!ft x ~ = {U : F x G C U C X x X for some F E !ft, G E ~}. If
f is a binary relation, we use f[A] to denote the image of A under
f( = { b : for some a E A, (a, b) E f} ); J- 1 to denote the inverse of
f(= {(b,a): (a,b) E !}), and if x EX, then f(x) = /[{x}] . For x EX,
x* denotes the principal ultrafilter {A C X : x E A} . The closure of
a set F (in the topology on X arising from the quasi-uniformity) is
denoted Cl(F).
1. DEFINITION: Given a quasi-uniform space (X, U), a filter !ft on

X is SP-Cauchy if for each U E U there are F E !ft, x E X such that
F C U(x) .
A pair of filters (!ft,~) is bi-Cauchy if UC !ft x ~- A filter~ is
D-Cauchy if for some filter !ft, (!ft,~) is bi-Cauchy.
A point x EX is a limit of !ft if for each U EU, U(x) E !ft, and is
an adherent to !ft if for each FE !ft, x E Cl(F).
• Research supported by a grant from the PSC-CUNY Award program.
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DEAK (in [Del], [De2]) uses the notion of bi-Cauchy filter pairs
(there called Cauchy filter pairs) to study extensions of bi topological
spaces, while other properties of a notion of CAUCHY and limit equivalent to his are shown in [LF] to be sufficient to describe CSASZAR's
original notion of CAUCHY, [CS] in key cases (also see proposition 11).

2. PROPOSITION: A point x E X is a limit of :Jiff (x*,:J) is
bi-Cauchy.
PROOF: If xis a limit of fJ, U EU then U:) {x} x U(x) Ex* X fJ,
so ( x*, :J) is bi-Cauchy. Conversely, if ( x*, 3') is bi-Cauchy, and U E U
then for some FE :J, GE x*, G x F C U; thus U :J {x} x F, so

U(x) :JFE :J.
3. THEOREM: If(:J,'!t) is bi-Cauchy then each adherent to :J is a
limit of '&.
PROOF If x adheres to :J and U EU we must show U(x) E '&. Let
Vo V C U, V E U. Then for some F E :J, G E '&, F x G C V; also
since x E Cl(F), V(x) meets F, so let y E V(x) n F. If z E G, then
(x,y),(y,z) EV, so U(x) :JG E '&.
4. DEFINITION: (X, U) is:
Doitchinov complete if each D-Cauchy :J has a limit,
Pervin complete if each SP-Cauchy :J has a limit,
Cauchy bounded if each ultrafilter is D-Cauchy,
precompact if for each U E U there is a finite S C X such that
U[S] = X (here we follow the nomenclature of [FL]; such spaces are
often called totally bounded).
Below, (a) is immediate from 2, while proofs of (b), (c), (d) are
routine.
(a)
(b)
( c)
( d)

5. PROPOSITION:
Each filter with a limit is D-Cauchy.
Each limit of a filter is adherent to it; and each adherent to an
ultrafilter is a limit of it.
If :J C '& then each limit of :J is a limit of ~, and each adherent to
'& is adherent to :J.
If :J C '& and :J is D-Cauchy then so is '&.

6. THEOREM: X is compact in the topology arising from U i.IJ X
is Doitchinov complete and Ca1tchy bounded.
PROOF: Consider these equivalences:

. •.
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X is compact in the topology arising from U

{=:::>

each filter of closed sets has nonempty intersection
each ultrafilter has adherents
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{=:::>

{=:::>

(by 5 (b)) each ultrafilter has limits {=:::>
Xis Doitchinov complete and Cauchy bounded(::::? uses 5 (a)).
The following proposition and example compare the two types of
completeness and boundedness.

7. PROPOSITION : Each D-Cauchy filter is SP-Cauchy. Thus each
Pervin complete space is Doitchinov complete and each Cauchy bounded
space is precompact.
PROOF: If ~ is D-Cauchy find !} such that (!J, ~) is bi-Cauchy.
Next let U E U; by assumption we can find F E !J, G E ~ such that
FxG CU. ThenFisnon-empty,soletx E F; G C (FxG)(x) C U(x),
showing ~ to be SP-Cauchy.
The first assertion of the second sentence is immediate, and the
second follows from the well-known (e.g., [FL], 3.14) and easily shown
fact that X is precompact iff each ultrafilter is SP-Cauchy.

8. EXAMPLE: Let X be the set of positive integers, 'W the quasiuniformity induced by the quasimetric d(x, y) = 1 if x > y, 0 if x = y,
l/x if x < y.
First note that if (!J, ~) is a bi-Cauchy ultrafilter pair, then for
some x EX, (:J, ~) = (x*, x*): For such (:J, ~),if!} were nonprincipal,
then each F E !} would contain arbitrarily large elements. If G E ~
choose y E G, then x E F such that x > y; then (x, y) E F x G - N 1;2
contradicting the assumption that (!J, ~) is bi-Cauchy. Thus we may
let !} = x*; if ~ # x* then for each G E ~ there is a y E G - {x}, and
if FE!} y # x, then d(x,y) 2 l/x , so (x , y) E F x G - N I / 2x> again
contradicting the assumption that ( !} , ~) is bi-Cauchy.
1

Hence only principal ultrafilters are D-Cauchy, and by 2, x is a
limit for x*. This and 5 ( d) show that X is Doitchinov complete but
not Cauchy bounded, and it follows that X is not compact (a fact easy
to verify in other ways).
X is precompact: For any positiver we can find x > l/r; if y > x
then d(x, y) ~ l/x < T . Thus Xis the finite union N,.(O) U .. . U Nr(x ).
Since it is not compact, X is not Pervin complete. Direct proof:
Since X is precompact, each ultrafilter is SP-Cauchy. If!} is a nonprincipal ultrafilter then by our first comment, ( x *, :J) is not bi-Cauchy, so
by 2, !} has no limit, contradicting Pervin completeness.
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Products and Symmetry
For the product space X = f1 1 Xi we denote by Pi the i'th
projection map (if x E X then Pi(x) = x(i)). If f,g are relations,
J x g = {((a,b),(c,d)): (a,c) E f, (b,d) E g}. Products of filters are
defined as are products of topologies or quasi-uniformities: F E I11 :Ji,
iff for some finite subset 11 of I, TI 1 Fi C F, where for each i E I,
Fi E :Ji and if i rj_ 11 then Fi =Xi. Also if :J is a filter on f11 Xi then
for each i EI let !J(i) = {F C Xi: Pi 1[F] E !J}.
9.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

LEMMA:

:J( i) is a filter, an ultrafilter if :J is one.
Tir:J(i) c :J.
If :JC :J', ~ C ~.and (!J,~) is bi-Cauchy, then so is (:J 1 ,~1 ).
If for each i, (:Ji,~i) is bi-Cauchy then so is (f1 1 :Ji,f11~dFor filters :J, ~ on f1 1 Xi, (:J, ~) is bi-Cauchy iff for each i E I,
(!J(i), ~(i)) is bi-Cauchy. Thus x is a limit of~ iff for each i, x(i)
is a limit of~( i).

PROOF: All parts are straightforward (and some are shown in
[Do2]); we show (e) since its proof is typical but most intricate. Conversely, if each (:J( i), ~( i)) is bi-Cauchy, then so is (;}, ~) by ( b), ( c ).
If (!J,~) is bi-Cauchy, i EI, Ui E Ui, then U =(Pix Pi)- 1 [Vi] EU,
so for some F E !J, G E ~. F x G c U. Set Fi = pi[F], Gi = pi[G],
then Pi 1[Fi] :JFE !J, so Fi E !J(i), and similarly Gi E ~(i). Finally,
Fi x Gi = (Pi x Pi)[F x G] c (Pi x Pi)[U] = ui, so (:J(i), ~(i)) 1s
bi-Cauchy. The comment on limits then follows from 2.

10. THEOREM:
(a) Products of Doitchinov complete spaces are Doitchinov complete.
(b) Products of Cauchy bounded spaces are Cauchy bounded.
( c) (Tychonoff) Products of compact spaces are compact.
PROOF:

is D-Cauchy then by 9 (e) so is ~(i) for each i E I, thus by
Doitchinov completeness of the factors, find for each i, a limit Xi for
~(i). Define x by x(i) = Xj. Each (xi,~(i)) is bi-Cauchy, therefore
so is their product, thus by 9 (c), so is (x*,~), so xis a limit for~(b) Let :§ be an ultrafilter on TI 1 Xi; then for each i E I, :§( i) is one on
Xi by 9 (a), and is D-Cauchy since each Xi is Cauchy bounded.
Thus let (!Ji,:§(i)) be bi-Cauchy; by 9 (d), (f11!Ji,f1i~(i)), is
(a)

If~
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bi-Cauchy, and by 9 (b), (c) so is (TI 1 s;i,'&), showing'& to be
D-Cauchy, thus TI1 xi to be Cauchy bounded.
(c) is immediate from (a), (b), and 6 (since any space is quasi-uniformizable, see e.g. [FL] 2.1).
We close with a result relating the above to the usual symmetric
(uniform space) theory, and noting the transitivity and non-reflexivity
of the bi-Cauchy relation. For a quasi-uniformity U, let u- 1 denote the
quasi-uniformity {u- 1 : U E U},
denote the uniformity generated
by {Un u- 1 : EU}.

us

u

11. PROPOSITION:
(a) If (s;, '&) and ('&,Jt) are bi-Cauchy with respect to U then so is
(s;,Jt); also (<&,s;) is bi-Cauchy with respect to u-1. (s;,s;) is
bi-Cauchy with respect to U iff s; is D-Cauchy with respect to us.
Thus for uniform spaces '& is Cauchy iff ('&, '&) is bi-Cauchy.
(b) A uniform space X is Cauchy bounded iff it is precompact.
PROOF:

(a) Assume (s;, '&), ('&,Jt) are bi-Cauchy with respect to U, U E U.
Then for some F E s;, G', G" E '&, H E Jt, and V E U, F x G',
G11 x H c V and Vo V c U. But then G = G' n G" E U, and
F x H c (F x G) o (G x H) c Vo V c U, so (s;,Jt) is bi-Cauchy
with respect to U; also G' x F c u- 1 , so (~, s;) is bi-Cauchy with
respect to u- 1 . By this last comment, if (s;,s;) is bi-Cauchy with
respect to U, then it is bi-Cauchy with respect to u- 1 , thus clearly
with respect to
Conversely, if s; is D-Cauchy with respect to
then find '& such that (~, s;) is is bi-Cauchy with respect to
Us; then (s;,'&) is bi-Cauchy with respect to (US)- 1 =us, so
by transitivity (s;,s;) is bi-Cauchy with respect to
thus with
respect to the smaller U. The last comment is apparent from the
usual (uniform) definition of Cauchy.
(b) By 7 each Cauchy bounded space is precompact. The converse is
well-known (see [K]) for uniform spaces.

us

us.

us,

12. EXAMPLE: The referee and H. Ki.iNZI have pointed out that
(despite assertions in earlier versions of this paper), subspaces of Cauchy
bounded spaces need not be Cauchy bounded. Below, we use the notations of example 8. Extend d to XU { oo }, and consider its conjugate,
a- 1 defined by a- 1(x, y) =d(y, x ). For r > 0, N; 1( oo) = {x: x 2: l/r }, so
its topology is compact; by 6 its quasi-uniformity is Cauchy bounded.
Now consider the restriction of a- 1 to X; it gives rise to w- 1 . The
only filter pairs bi-Cauchy with respect to 'W are those of the form
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(x*,x*), so by 11 (a), only those are bi-Cauchy with respect to

w- 1 ;

thus as in 8, only principal ultrafilters are D-Cauchy with respect to
is not Cauchy bounded.

w- 1 , so it
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THE VIBRATION OF A MEMBRANE IN DIFFERENT
POINTS
By
M. HORVATH
Department of Analysis, L. Ei:itvi:is University, Budapest
(Received June 8, 1988)

The properties of vibrating membranes are studied in many papers,
see [l]-[10]. In this paper we shall deal with a problem formulated by
V. KOMORNIK in [7] which reads as follows. Let .Q = (0, 7!') X (0, 7!') and
define U as the vector space of all functions

u(t,x,y) E C 00 (R x D) n c(R x

IT)

satisfying

(1)

Utt= flu

(2)

u=O

on
on

Rx
Rx

n,

an.

We consider these functions as the possible movements in time t of
the rectangular membrane n, fixed on its boundary. Given N distinct
points P1, ... , PN E n consider the mapping

A : U __.. C 00 (R)N
Au:= (u(-,P1),. . .,u(-,PN)).

(3)

We shall prove the above mentioned conjecture of V. KOMORNIK,
namely the following
THEOREM For any distinct N-tuples P1' ... 'PN
AU is dense in C 00 (R)N.

E

n the range set

Before proving it we give some remarks and Lemmas.
First, it is enough to show that AU is dense in L 2(0, T)N for
arbitrary T > O; the density in C 00 (R)N follows easily from it, see
[9]. Secondly, we can restrict ourselves to the solutions u of (1 ), (2)
representable by a finite sum

u(t,x,y)

=L

2

(cn,kei/n +k

2

t

+ dn,kewi/n 2+k 2 t) sinnxsinky.
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Let further Pj =: ( x j, yj) and define
sin nx1. sin ky1 )
en,k

=

(

:

·

sin nx N sin kyN

Then our Theorem reduces to the following statement: the system of
vector exponentials
e(A) := { en,ke ±iJn2+k2 t : n, k = 1, 2, ... }

is complete in £ 2(0, T)N for any T > 0.
Below we shall use some ideas from [14].
LEMMA l. The vectors en ,b 1 ~ n, k ~ 2N span the space
PROOF.

Let IE

11 sin nx1 sin ky1

cN

cN.

be orthogonal to en,b i.e.

+ ... +IN sin nx N sin kyN =

0

(1

~ n,

k ~ 2N).

We know that 8!~nn; is a polynomial of cos x of degree n - 1. Consequently we get oy mduction that
51 cosn-l

x1 cosk---l Yl + .. .+h"N cosn-l

XN cosk---l YN

=0

(1:::; n,

k:::; 2N)

with
61 := 11 sin xpin Yl, ... , 6N :=IN sin XN sin YN·
That is, given any (algebraic) polynomial of degree at most 2N - 1 we
have
61P(cosx1, cos Yl) + ... + h"NP(cos XN, cosyN) = 0.
App lying this to the polynomial
N

P(x,y) := IT[(x - cosxj) 2 + (y- cosyj) 2]
j=2

we get 61 = 0 and hence 11 = 0. Analogously 12 = ... = IN = 0.
Lemma 1 is proved.
LEMMA 2. Let T > 0 be arbitrary and {e1,. .. ,eN} C {en,k: 1 ~
~ n, k ~ 2N} be a vector-N-tuple which spans cN. The set e(A)

contains for small c > 0 a subsystem
(4)

A -'£'

{

i ±i>.n,jt .· J· -- 1, ... , N·, n = 1, 2, ... }u
ene
U{eJo.ei>.o,;t ·. J. = 1, ... , N}
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such that

le~-ejl<c:,j=l, .. . , N; n=0,1,2, ...

(a)
(b)

An,j

= 211";

+ o()n),j

= 1, ... ,N;n = 1,2, . . .

PROOF. Let c > 0 be so small that modifying the vectors ei, ... , eN
arbitrarily at a distance ~ c: they remain linearly independent. We shall
use the following form of the Kronecker theorem. Given x1, . . . , x N,
consider the following property of the real numbers ai, . . . , <XN :

(*)

+ ... + nNXN = 0
n1a1 + ... + nNetN
0
n1x1

=

(mod 27r) implies
(mod 27r) for any n1, ... , nN E Z.

Then for any c: > 0 there exists X(c:) > 0 such that for any reals
a 1, ... , a N satisfying ( *) there exists no E Z, lno I ~ X (c) such that

lllnox1 - a1lll <

c:

2N' · · ·, lllnoxN

- cxN!ll <

c:

N
2
where lllxlll denotes the distance of x and the set {2nr : r E Z} (see [12],
p.58). In fact for any n 1 E Z there exists no E Z with In' - no! ~ X(c:)
and satisfying (5); this follows if we set 0:1 +n'x1, ... , cxN+n'xN instead
of cx1, ... , ex Ni this does not violate the property ( *). We can also
suppose that for any k' E Z there exists ko E Z, jk' - kol ~ X(c:) such
that
c
c
(5')
lllkoYI - .81111 < 2N' .. . ' lllkoYN - .BNlll < 2N
(5)

where ·.81, ... , ,8N satisfy the property

(*1 )

n1Y1

+ ... + nNYN

n1.81 + .. . + nN.BN

=0
=0

(mod 27r) implies
(mod 2rr) for any nj E Z.

The estimates ( 5), ( 51) will be applied in the case a 1 = n 11 x1, ... , ex N =
= n 11 x N, !Ji = k"y1, . .. , .BN = k"YN where 1 ~ n 11 , k 11 ~ 2N and en" k"
belongs to the set {e1, .. . , e N} . Define inductively the exponenti~ls
. ±".~ t
e~e 'n,j as follows. Suppose first that 0~27r~~CX(c:), C=C(T,c:)
and let ej = en" ,k" · Choose 0 ~ no ~ 2X (c:) satisfying ( 5) and choose
ko satisfying (5') from 2X(c:) + 1 consecutive integers which do not
contain ko-type values constructed in the earlier steps. So a) is ensured
and we can suppose that any interval [ 2n - l7r, 2 n+l7r] contains no more
T
T
than one value
+ kff. Now if 27r~ > CX(c:) then choose

Jn5

n

n

27f- - 2X(e:) < no < 211"-

T

-

-

T
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satisfying (5).

Let k 1 E N be the number such that the distance

j2rr~-Jnfi+k'21

is the smallest possible and choose J.:' ~ ko ~ k'+2X(c)

satisfying (51). If the value

Jnfi +kB

is already constructed, choose

1

k + 2X (c) + 1 :S ko :S k' + 4X (c) + 1 satisfying ( 51 ). Denote finally
.

( sin nox 1. sin koYI )

eJn ·.-

:

.

sin nox N sin koy N
If C(T,c) is large enough then l.An,j - 2rr~I < ~ and then the >.n,j
constructed in different steps are different. We sketch the proof. First

Jnfi + (k + 1)2 - Jnfi + k2 =

Jn6

2k + 1
+ (k + 1)2 +

Jn6 + k2

has the order k/(2rr!! ). If C(T,c) is large enough then k' /n and so ko/n
T

is small enough to ensure !>.n,j -

2K~I < ~·

~ 2X (c) + 1 hence k has the order at most
Lemma 2 is proved.
1

LEMMA

3. Let the system enei>.nx, n

L 2 ( 0, T)N, en E C N. Then there exists an c:

Jn6 + k

Since

fa
E

1

2 - no

~

and so (b) follows .
be Riesz basis in

Z

> 0 such that

I.An - ,\~I < c

n E l
implies that enei>.~x is also a Riesz basis in L 2(0, T)N.
PROOF. Recall the following theorem of N. K . BARI. If ( <pn) C H
is a Riesz basis in the Hilbert space H then there exists L > 0 with
the following property: Given any system ( 'l/.•n) C H such that for any
finite sequence ( Cn) of complex numbers the estimate

II Lcn('Pn -1/Jn)11: :SL L

lcnl

2

holds, the system (?/Jn) must be Riesz basis, too.
The proof is simple: the transform
A: L

Cn<pn--+ L Cn('Pn -1/Jn)

extends continously onto H and for small L we have llAll < 1 and then
I - A is an isomorphism of H and maps 'Pn into ?/Jn. This will be applied
to our situation. Using the identity

.,

.,,

elAnX _ elAnX

"\
= elAnX(l

-

.,

elUnX)

~
= _ L_,
k=l

.,

(i5

)k k

e l A n X + X ·,
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we get

c e (eiAnx _ eiA~x)ll
=
~ n n
£2(0,r)N
II '°'
k

00

-

II L

~

E

-x
k=l k!

oo

Tk

Till

oo

I:n cn en e ·.xnx(ibn )"II £2(o,r)N -<
1

.

~Cnen(i6n)ke1AnxllL2(0,T)N ~

Tk

I

~CL1f(Licn(i6n) 1 ) ~
1 2 1

n

k=l
oo (

~c L

)J.:

I

T:! (L lcn1 2) !

k=l

= c(er€ -

1) (

n

L lcn1 2)

1

! .

n

Since for c small enough we have

c(er€ - 1) < L,
the proof is complete.
LEMMA 4. Let the system {eneiAnt : n E Z} be complete in
L 2(0, T; cN) . Then eliminating the te rm eoeiAot the r emaining system
is complete in L 2(0, T'; cN) for any T' < T.
PROOF. Su~pose indirectly that the remaining system is not complete over (0, T) for some T' < T. Then a fortiori it is not complete
over (0, T), hence its closed linear hull over (0, T) is one-codimensional
and the same is then true over (0, T 1 ). This means that

L 2(0, T; CN) = Hr

(6)

L 2(0, T ; CN)
1

-f- {eoeiAot),

= Hr1 .f- {eoeiAot)

where Hr (resp. Hr1) denotes the closed linear hull of the system
{ e neiAnt: n =IO} over (O,T) (resp. over (O,T')).
Clearly Hr1

~ Ht I

(O,r')

and since Hrl

(O,r')

greater than 1, we obtain

(7)

HT'

=Hrl (O,T') .

has a codimension not
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f E £ 2 (0, T; cN) can be uniquely written in the form

Any function

(8)

J

Then

= ceoeiAot + Jo,

Jo E Hr.

JI (O,r - ceOeiAot + JO~ I

(O ,T')

1) -

and by (7) it is the unique decomposition of fl(O,T') over (0, T') . Again
by (7) we see that continuing any f E Hr' anyway over (T', T) in L 2 ,
the resulting function belongs to Hy. Let h(t) be a nonzero L 2-function
orthogonal to Hr over (0, T); then we must have
hl(T',T) = 0.

(9)
Consequently
T1

0=

j (h(t),

T 1+€

j

eneiAnt)dt =

(h(t - c:), eneiAn(i-€))dt =

0

T'+€

=

J

(h(t-c:) , enei.Xnt)dt

(n

'f 0) .

So the function h€ := h(t - c:) is also orthogonal to Hy for any 0 <
< c; < T-T' and this contradicts the fact that Hy is one-codimensional.
Lemma 4 is proved.
Now the Theorem easily follows from the above Lemmas. Indeed,
Lemma 2 a) shows that the system
n.. ·j ±i 2
'£'0
.- { ene

71'f x

.· n -- 0 , 1 , ... ·, J. -- 1 , .. . , N}

forms a Riesz basis in £ 2(0, T)N . This is based on the following Lemma
of BARI [13]: a minimal system ( cpn) C H is Riesz basis if and only if
there exist constants 0 < c '.S C < oo such that

f

EH;

in symbols

f

EH.

In our case the minimality of 1>o is trivi al. Suppose indirectly that
(10)

enj 00 e (!)i2rr¥x E

T/(n..'i'Q \{ en)o e (!)i2rr~rx}) .
t

0
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Let f~~ E

cN

be a vector satisfying

Taking the scalar product of both sides in (10) Ly /~~' the resulting
relation contradicts the minimality of the system
{e

±i27f!f .. n -- 0, 1, .. . }

So <I>o is indeed minimal. For

f

E £ 2(0 , T)N we have

N

ll/lli2(o,r)N :::::

L II(!,

ej}cN

ll~2(o,T):::::

j=l

which implies that <I>o is Riesz basis in L 2(0, T)N. Denote
~

{ · ±i21T!!.x

<I>o:= e~e

T

.

:n=O,l, . . . ,No;J=l, .. . ,N

LJ{ e~e±i>..n,jX: n 2 No+ l;j =

}

LJ

1, ... , N } .

Lemma 2. b) and Lemma 3 show that for No sufficiently large the
system ~O is Riesz basis in L 2 (0, T)N. Finally by Lemma 4 the remaining finitely many elements of ~O can be shifted into the corresponding
elements of <I>, and then <I> is complete over any (0, T'), T' < T. The
Theorem is completely proved.
The author learned after writing tl1is paper that this statement was
independently proved by S. A. AVDONIN in Leningrad and I. Jo6 in
Columbus, Ohio with a different proof, see [11].
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ABOUT FACTORIZATION OF IDENTITY OPERATOR
FOR A GIVEN UNBOUNDED OPERATOR
By
ERNESTO JAIMES
Universidad de los Andes Merida, Venezuela
Department of Applied Analysis, L. Ei:itvi:is University, Budapest
(Received June 29, 1988)

Let A be a densely defined operator with domain D(A) in a Hilbert
space H and let A* be its adjoint operator. In this paper we give
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of CE B(H), where
B( H) stands for the C* -algebra of all bounded linear operators on H,
such that CAx =Ix= x (x E D(A)).
If we take the condition R(C*) C R(A), then C is unique. Here
R(A), (R(C*)) stands for the range of A (C*), bar denotes closure.
In particular, when A is closed we give necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of B E B(H) such that ABx = Ix = x
(x EH).
We follow the notation of [1]. Previous extension results on Hilbert
space operators are studied in SEBESTYEN [2]-[4].
We begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 1. Let A be densely defined operator in a Hilbert space H
with R(A*) = H. Then there exists a unique B E B(H) such that

Ix= A* Bx
PROOF.

(1)

(x EH)

and

R(B)

c

R(A).

First, let w E H be arbitrary and let us prove that

there exists a unique v E R(A) such that A*v

= w.

Since R(A*) = H there exists u in H such that A*u = w. Now
let p : H - t R(A) the projection on R(A). We want to prove that
A*(pu) = w.
Since u - pu E R(A).l = ( R(A)) .l we have

(z,O)

= 0 = (Az,u -

pu)

(z E D(A))
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and then u - pu E D(A*) and A*(u - pu) = 0 or equivalently w =
=A*u=A*pu. Since puER(A) and A*pu=w, to prove the unicity of
v in (1) take v E R(A) such that A•v =wand let us prove that

(2)

v =pu.

Since A*(v - pu) = w - w = 0

(3)

0 = (x,A*(v - pu)) =(Ax, v - pu)

(x E D(A))

Now because v - pu E R(A), it follows from (3) that (2) is true. Now
let B : H - R(A) given by

(4)

A*v= w

if

Bw=v

v E R(A)

and

According to (1), Bis well defined and linear. Moreover we have

(a)

(A* B)w = A*(Bw) = A*v = w

(w EH),

and according to the definition

(b)

R(B)

c

R(A).

Now we prove that Bis bounded.
Using the closed graph theorem we have only to show that B is

closed . Take {wn} CH such that

(5)

and

Wn - W

Bwn - v

and let us prove that

Bw =v.

(6)

From (a) and (5) we have A*(Bwn)
known closed, therefore

(7)

v E D(A*)

= wn

and

- w and Bwn
A*v

-t

v. A* is

= w.

Moreover from (b) we have

(8)

v = lim Bwn E R(A).
n

From (1), (7) and (8) we see that (6) follows. (We remind that
A*(Bw) = w and Bw E R(A), according to (a) and (b) respectively.)
Therefore B is bounded.
Finally we prove the uniqueness of such a B in B(H). Let B and
Bi in B(H) such that

(9)

A*B=l=A*Bi
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and

R(B)

(10)

c R(A)

and

R(Bi)

c R(A).

From (9) and (10), if x EH, we have that A*(Bx-B1x) = x-x = 0
and Bx - Bix E R(A). Then from these two relations and from (1) we
have that Bx = Bix. Now since x is arbitrary in H we have indeed
that B =Bi.
THEOREM. Let A be a densely defined operator in H. Then the
following properties are equivalent:
(i) There exist CE B(H): x = CAx
(x E D(A)).
(ii) There exist M ~ 0: llxll ~ Ml!Axll
(A E D(A))
(iii) Foreacby EH there exists My~ Osuch that l(x,y}I ~ Myl!Axll
(x E D(A)).
(iv) R(A*) = H.
(v) There exists BE B(H): I= A* B.
PROOF. (i)=> (ii):

llxll = llCAxll ~ llCll l!Axll

(x E D(A))

(ii)=> (iii):

l(x,y)I ~ llxl!llYll ~ MllAxllllYll = (Mllyll)llAxll

(x E D(A))

(iii)=> (iv): Let <py: R(A)---+ K be given by <py(Ax)
'Py is well defined because if Axi = Ax2 then by (iii)

l(x1,y} - (x2,y}I

= (x,y).

= l{x1 =

x2,Y}I ~ MyllA(x1 -x2)ll
MllAx1-Ax2l1=0.

=

Moreover <py is linear and bounded since

(x E D(A)).
Then <py has a unique bounded and linear extension to R(A) (Hilbert
space) denoted also by 'Py·
Now, by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists z E R(A)
such that cpy(w) = (w,z) (w E R(A)). In particular

(x,y}

?=

<py(Ax) = (Ax,z}

(x E D(A)),
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and therefore z E D(A*) and A*z = y.
Now since y EH was arbitrary it follows that R(A*) = H.
(iv) => (v): by Lemma 1.
(v) => (i):

(B* Ax, y) =(Ax, By)= (x, A* By)

= (x, y)

(x E D(A)) and (y EH).

Therefore B* Ax= x (x E D(A)).
COROLLARY. Suppose that A is densely defined closed operator
in H.
Then the following properties are equivalent:
(x E D(A*)).
(i') There exists CE B(H): x = CA*x
(ii') There exists M 2: 0: llxll ~ MllA*xll
(x E D(A*)).
(iii') For each y E H, there exist My 2: 0 such that l(x,y)j <
~ MyllA*xll
(x E D(A*)).
(iv') R(A) = H.
(v') There exist BE B(H): x = ABx
(x EH).
PROOF. Since A is closed by [l], Theorem 13.12 we have that

D(A') = H and A++= A.
Then by Theorem 2 (applied to A*) corollary follows.
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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF -1 AS A SUM OF
FOURTH AND SIXTH POWERS
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(Received August 17, 1988).

1. Introduction.
In order to solve Waring's problem, HILBERT [5] and HAUSDORFF
[4] established the following identity:

(1)

(xr

+ ... + x~r

=

L gk(f3lkxl + ... + !3rkXr )

2

m

k

where the /3jk are rationals and the gk a.re positive rationals, the number
of terms in the summation being {2m + 1r.
If K (a field of characteristic 0) is not formally real, i.e. -1 is a
sum of squares in K, then every element of K is a sum of squares in
Kand so by (1) every mth power in K is a sum of 2mth powers in K.
JOLY used this idea [6] to prove that in a field K of characteristic 0, -1
is a sum of squares in K iff for every natural number m, -1 is a sum
of2mth powers in K. Here the number of terms involved in expressing
-1 as a sum of 2m th powers in enormous - much more than asserted
by JOLY, as he made an error in carrying the result of HAUSSDORF in
that he presumed that the number of terms on the right hand side of
(1) is 2m + 1, whereas the number is actually (2m + 1r as already said
above.
JOLY's result can be derived in a much simpler manner, at the same
time considerably improving the bound on the number of terms involved
in the expression for -1 as a sum of 2m th powers, as follows:
We can find x1,x2, ... ,xr EK, not all 0, such that xy+ ... +x~ = 0.
It follows, by (1), that I: /kYfm = 0, where Yk = fiux1 + ... + /3 1.kxr E
E K and not all Yk a.re 0, as follows from the special nature of the
/3ij in [4], page 304. We may suppose that the /j are sufficiently

large positive integers. It now readily follows that a non-trivial sum
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of (2m + 1YG(2m) many 2mth powers is 0 and hence that -1 is a sum
of (2m + 1Y · G(2m) - 1 many 2m th powers.
Note that for m = 2, this number equals 19 · 5r - 1 = 95 · 5 5 - 1
wheres = r - 1 is the stufe of I<. Better bounds than this are of course
available using analytic methods ([1], [8]), but these are applicable only
for algebraic number fields where the stufe s = 1, 2 or 4. Some elegant
identities of type (1) are also available for small values of m ([2], [3])
but they are not applicable if the stufe of ]( is greater than 4.
For a natural number n, the least number of terms in expressing
-1 as a sum of nth powers in a non-formally real field I< is called the
nth power stufe of J{ and will be denoted by sn(I<). Thus, for odd n,
we have sn(I<) = 1.
In this note, for non-formally real fields I< of stufe s, we write -1 as
a sum of 25 +2s+2 fourth powers and a sum of (T)2k- 1 +g(6)(m+l)-1
sixth powers, them= 3[s/3)+2 and k = (m+4)/3. The terms involved
are linear polynomials in xi, ... , x 5 with rational coefficients, where
-1 =
+ ... + x~. This gives us upper bounds for s4(K) and s6(I<)
which are much smaller than those got by JOLY.

xy

2. Upper bounds for .s4(K) and .s5(K).

Let J( be a non-formally real field of characteristic 0 and stufe s.
We have the following
THEOREM

1. Suppose

-1 = x12 + ...

(2)

+ x2
5

(xj EI<).

Then

(i)

ifs ::::: 4,

PROOF.

(3)

Squaring (2) we get
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±xi±x2

x

Now consider the sum S = L:(l
± . .. ± 5 ) 4 , where the sum
is for all different possibilities of signs ±, so that there are 25 terms in
the sum. Expanding and simplifying we see that

s = 2s ( 1 +I: x} + 6 I: xrx] + 6 I: xJ) =
=2s(1+ Lx}+3(1-2=xj) +6(-1)),
using (1), (3)

s = 2s ( -

2 - 2 I: x]) .

Nows is a power of 2 ([7]) and so 2 5 is a fourth power ifs ~ 4. Absorbing

it in S, we get (i). (ii) and (iii) follow by direct easy verifications. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
As a corollary we note that in all cases we have

s4(K) ::; 25
THEOREM

+ 2s + 2.

2.

Cr) . 2k- 1 +Cm+1)g(6)-1
s 6(K)

<
-

ifs 2 4, where m = 3fs/3J +2

and k

{ 27

= (m + 4)/3,

ifs= 2,
ifs = 1.

1

PROOF. First let s 2 4. By adding one 02 to the right hand side
of (2), if necessary, we can write (2) as
m

(4)

-1 =

l:x]
1

=

where m 2 5 and m
2 (3). The reason for doing this will become
clear in the sequel. Squaring (4 ), we get

(5)
Multiplying (4) and (5) gives

-1=~x~+3
~ x1x~
+ 6~
L
J
L
I
J
L x~x~x~
I
J ,;'

= <I>r)(L: xj) = L xJ+ r>tx]. This now gives
us the three sums I: xrx], I: x1x], ana I: xrx]xl in terms of sums of

Further (-l)(L: xj)

4th and 6th powers viz.

(6)

2

L

2 2
X·X·=lI

)

2=

X·4

I '
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(7)
(8)
Now consider the sum
"
s = "L.)xi1 ± Xi2 ± ... Xik) 6 = 21L..)±xi1
± Xi2 ± . . . Xik) 6 '

where the summation runs over all i r, i2, ... , i b with 1 :::; i r < ... <
< ik ~ m and all possible±, where k('?:. 3) will be chosen suitably later.
Then

S

=2k-l [(7 ~ ;) Lx~ +G) (7 ~ :) L x{x]+
+G) G) (7 ~ ;) Lx~x]xi] =

=2k-l( - 15(7~:) +{45(7~:)-15(7~:)} 2:x{+
+{ (

7~;) - 15 (7~ :) + 7~ :) }2= x~] ,
30 (

(using (4)-(8)).
We shall try to make coefficient of L x{ equal to 0 and the coefficient of
L x~ negative. This will then give a non-trivial solution of the equation

xr + ... +xi = 0. Now the coefficient of L x{ is 45(k=r) -15(k=?)
7J=?

=3 m= 4.

= +4)/3,

and this equals 0 if
ie.
3k So we take k (m
which is an integer ;:::: 3. Then for this choice of k, the coefficient of
2:x~ becomes

=
2k-l(m-3). 3(m-1-5k+5) =3.2k-l. (m-3)(- 2k)<O.

2 k-1(7~;)[3(7~;) - 1s]
k-3

Now we have
S

+

Since S has

(T)
s

~

k-l

k-l

k-3

1s(mk-3-3)2k-l+ 2k (mk --3)3 '°' xi?=
(T) · 2k-l
3k.
k-1

6

0.

1

terms, it follows that a non-trivial sum of
· 2k-l + g(6)(1 + m) sixth powers is 0. This deals with the case
4.
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Now lets= 2. Then

(x1

+ x2) 6 + {x1 -

x2) 6 + 10 + 8(x~

+ x~) = 10[1 + (x~ + x~) 3 ] = O;

so s6(K) ~ 27.
Finally, for s = 1, smce -1 = x~, we have -1 = x~ and so ·

s6(K) = l.
This completes the proof of theorem 2.
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A NOTE ON OPERATOR RANGES
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In the theory of operator ranges (see (1]) the following theorem
is proved for the ranges of positive operators A and A 1f2: R(A) =
= R( A 112) if only if R( A) is closed. In [1] the proof uses the following
corollary due to Douglas [2] (see also (3]).
Let A and B be bounded linear operators in a Hilbert space H.
Then there exists an invertible bounded linear operator C in H with
A = BC if and only if A and B have the same range and nullity.
In the present paper we give a direct elementary proof of the above
theorem without using the quoted result by DOUGLAS.
Finally I wish to thank prof.

Zoltan Sebestyen for calling my

attention for this question.

THEOREM. Let A: H ~ H be a positive operator. Then R(A) =
= R(A 112 ) if and only if R(A) is closed (0).
PROOF. Suppose that R(A) = R(A 112 ) and take w E R(A). Since
w E R(A) = R(A 1f 2 ) there exists a sequence {xn} CH such that

(1)
The continuity of A 112 implies that

(2)
On the other hand R(A) = R(A 112 ) so that there exists z E H such
that

(3)

A 112w

= Az.
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Now we prove that
(4)
From (3) we have A 112(w - A 112 z)
(5) (A 112x,A 112

= 0 and hence that

z-w) = (x,A 112(A 112z-w)) =0

(x EH).

Now, if we take {Yn} = {z - xn}, then from (1) and (5) we get

z-wll 2 =

z-A 112xn,A 112 z- w) =
z-w) = n->oo
lim (Yn,A 12(A 12z-w)) =0.
.

lirn f A 112
n-.oo \
= lirn fA 112 yn,A 112
n-.oo\

llA 112

1

1

Thus A 112 z = w indeed. Hence it follows that R(A 112 ) = R(A).
Suppose now that R( A) is closed. Since A = A 1/ 2 A 1/ 2 , we have
that
·

R(A)

(6)

c

R(A 112 ) .

Now we prove the inclusion

R(A 112 )

(7)

c R(A) .

To this end it is enough to prove that
Al/2=PA1/2

(8)
where P : H
P(H) = R(A),
(9)

-+

H is the orthogonal projection onto R(A).
0 (and self-adjoint), we have

Since

A~

A= PA

and A= A*= (PA)*= A*P* =AP.

Before proving (8), we shall show that
(10)

If x E H is arbitrary, then from (9) we have that

II Ax - A 1/2 p A l/2xll2 =
= llAxll 2 -\Ax,A 112 pA 112x)-\A 112 pA 112 x,Ax) +
+ ( Al/2PA1;2x, Al/2 PAI/2x)

=
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2

= 11Axll -(A

12x,APA 112x)-(APA 112x , A 112x)

1

+

+(APA 112x,PA 112x) =
=
=

11Axll 2-( A 112x, AA 112x )-(AA 112x, A 112x )+(AA 112x, PA 112x) =
11Axli 2 - 11Axll 2 -11Axll 2 + (A 112x, AP A 112x) =

= -11Axll2

+ (Alf2x,AAlf2x) = -11Axll2 + l!Axll2 = 0.

which implies (10).
Now let us prove (8). If x E H, then by (10) we have that

llA l/2x

- p A lf2xll2 = llA lf2xll2 - (A lf2x, p A If2x) -

= (Ax,x) - (A

-(PA 112x,A 112x) + (PA 112x,PA 112x)

=

12pA 112x,x)-(A 112pA 112x,x)+(A 112p 2A 112x,x)

=

1

= (Ax,x)- (Ax,x) -(Ax,x)

+ (A 112PA 112x,x) =

= -(Ax,x) + (Ax,x) = 0.
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This paper is connected with the paper [l) of M. HOLLAI. In that
paper, the author declared two very interesting theorems. However
the proof of Theorem 2 is incomplete. We prove the statement in
that case, when the radii of the balls of the spherepacking are equal
to each other, namely the density of the densest congruent <loublelatticelike spherepacking is equal to the density of the densest latticelike
spherepacking.

Notations, Lemmas
Let L be a three-dimensional lattice in E 3 . A compact convex
polyhedron in E 3 with vertices in L is called an L-polyhedron if there
is a solid ball containing the vertices on its boundary and containing
no other points of L (empty ball). The system of L-polyhedra forms a
convex face-to-face tiling of E3, the L-partition of L . (see: (4] or (2])
Let R be the radius of the maximal support hall of the 3-dimensioual
lattice L, the length of the radius of the disjoint balls with the centre
z is one, where z E L U L + a. (The length of the minimal distance of
LU L +a is equal to 2.)
LEMMA l. R greater or equal to 2.
LEMMA 2. The maximal support-polyhedron iuclu<les the centre
of its circumscribed-ball. (The support-polyhedron is maximal if the
radius of its circumscribed-ball is equal to R .)
The proofs of these Lemmas can be found in [l]. By the help
of the fundamental work (3], we prove an important property of the
3-dimensional latticelike L-partition.
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STATEMENT. Let L be a 3-dimensional lattice and denote {e1,e2,e3}
the successive minima of L. Then the parallelepiped P[e1, e2, e3]
(which is spanned by the system {e1, e2, e3}) can be decomposed by
L-poly hedra.
PROOF. We know that the system of successive minima of a 3dimensional lattice is a basis of this lattice. (see [3] § 36). For this
reason the symplex S[e1, e2, e3], which is spanned Ly the successive

minima {e1,e2,e3} is a basic simplex in the lattice.
(1) First we assume, that:
1

:s: i

<j

:s: 3.

At this time every faces of the symplex S[e1, e2, e3] are acute triangle
(see: [3] § 36) for this reason S[e1, e2, e3] is an L-symplex. (see: [3]
§ 45). Regard now the union of the simpleces S[e1, e2, e3] + z z E L,
and S'[e1,e2,e3] + z z EL where S 1 is the image of S after reflecting
S to the centre of the parallelepiped P. Since the complement of this
set is the following one:

u {P \ ( s u s') + z

1

z E L},

where for arbitrary z1, z2 EL the dimension of the set (P \(SUS')+
+ zi) n (P \(SUS')+ z2) less then two, for this reason P \(SUS')
can be decomposed by L-polyhedra. (The £-partition is unique!) The
P also can be decomposed by L-polyhedra.
(2) Secondly assume, that two vectors are orthogonal to each
other. (f.e e1 and e2) Regard the circumscribed-ball of the symplex
S[e1, e2, e3]. If it isn't a "support-ball", then in its inside there is
a lattice point. Decrease now the angle of the surfaces P[e1, e3],
P[e2, e3] in a sufficiently small amount. Then the angle of the new
vectors e!, e2 is an acute one, and the ball still contains in its inside
a lattice point. Since the new parallelepiped P[e'1, e2, e3J also satisfies
the so-called "diagonalical condition" (see [3] § 36), then {e'1,e2,e3} is
a system of the successive minima. But by virtue of the first case (1),
S[e'1, e2, e3J is an L-symplex, namely its circumscribed-ball is empty.
This is contradiction, for this reason the circumscribed-ball of the
symplex S[e1,e2,e3] is empty, too. This means, that the polyhedron
Q[e1, e2, e3] having its vertices on the sphere of the circumscribed-ball
of the symplex Sis an L-polyhedron. Repeating the method of the first
case (1 ), we get that P can be decomposed by £-polyhedra, too.
LEMMA 3. If a double-lattice like congruent spherepacking is optimal, then R = 2.
PROOF. Let {e1,e2,e3} be the successive minima of the lattice
L[e1, e2, e3] and regard that point x of the lattice L + a which is
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in the parallelepiped P(e1, e2, e3]. Since this parallelepiped can be
decomposed by L-polyhedra (see: Statement) so if LU L +a is optimal,
then it can be assumed that x is the centre of the maximal support
polyhedron (see: Lemma 1) and for this reason, every latticepoint of
L is outside of the ball with the radius R and centre x, or it is on
this sphere. Assume that R > 2! In this case there exists such an E,
that for every vector e, for which lei < E, B(x + e, 1) n B(y, 1) = 0
for every y E L. ( B( x + e, 1) is the closed ball with the centre x + e
and with the radius 1.) It's clear, that if there exists such an affine
map A E E 3 X 3 for which the minimum of A(L) is equal to two, the
volume of A(P(e1,e2,e3)) is less than the volume P(e1,e2,e3) and
B(A(x), 1) n B(A(y), 1) = 0 Vy E L, then the system LU L +a isn't
optimal one. It can be seen, that the last condition holds if the norm
IIA - II I is "sufficiently small" where I is the unit matrix, and the
norm is an arbitrary norm in E 3 x 3 (for example the row norm). We
distinguish two cases:

(i)
Let A be such an orthogonal affin mapping for which (e1, e2] is the
fix plane and for which v(A(P(e1,e2,e3))) < v(P(e1,e2,e3)). It's easy
to see that the three conditions hold for this A, and LU L +a isn't an
optimal system. This is a contradiction.
(ii)
At this time we distinguish two cases, too:
(a) The angle of the vectors ei, ej is acute for every pair of indices.
Look for the minimal vectors of L[e1,e2,e3]! Delone proved, that
the minimal vectors of this lattice can be found among the diagonals
of the parallelepiped P(e1,e2,e3). (see: [3]) For this reason we have
to examine only the following vectors: e 1, e2, e3, e 1-e2, el -e3, e2-e3,
ei + ej - ek, i = j = k, i,j, k E {l, 2, 3}. We prove that for example
the vector ei + e2 - e3 isn't a minimal one. Since le3I < le3 - ei I,
le3I < le3 - e21 and the triangle OBC is an acute one, the orthogonal
projection of the point A to the plane 0 BCD is the angular domain
PA1Q where A' Pis the normal bisector of OB, and A'Q is the normal
bisector of OC. (see: figure 1)
For this reason the point A is inside of that half-space which contains the point 0 and the boundary plane of which is the normal bisector
plane of the diagonal OD. This means, that the vectors ei +e3-e2,
e2 + e3 - ei are not minimal vectors. For this reason the minima of
L can be found among the vectors e1,e2,e3,e1 - e2,el - e3,e2 - e3.
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Fig. 1

Assume that one of these vectors isn't minimal. (for example ei - e3)
Regard the following mapping A: Decrease the angle of the surfaces
OBC and OAC. It's easy to see, that this map A satisfies the earlier
conditions and we have got a contradiction. This means, that it can
be assumed that leil = lei - e21 = lei - e31 = le2 - e31 i = 1, 2, 3
but in this case the symplex S(e1,e2,e3) is regular and it follows from
the starting con di ti on that 2 = Iei I > max {min {x - y, x is a vertex of
P}IY E P(ei,e2,e3)} ~ R > 2. This is a contradiction too.
(b) If for example the vectors ei and e2 are orthogonal to each
other. Let A be the following map: Decrease the angle of the plane
[e2,e3] and the plane [ei,e3]. It's clear that this mapping A satisfies
the earlier conditions namely the given double-latticelike system isn't
optimal. In every case we get contradiction, so the indirect statement
isn't true and we proved the Lemma 3.
LEMMA 4. Assume that leil = le2I = le3I and the system {ei, e2, e3}
is a successive minimum system in the lattice L. Then the radius R is
less then le1I·
PROOF.
Since the system {e1, e2, e3} is one of the successive
minima, the parallelepiped P( e1, e2, e3) can be decomposed by £polyhedra. For this reason R is less or equal to the following number
Kp:

Kp = max{min{lx -

YI

where x is a point of L }y E P}.

We shall prove that the union of the open balls G(x, lei I), where x
is a lattice point in P( ei, e2) UP( e1, e2) + e3 cover the parallelepiped
P( e1, e2, e3) namely lei I > J( p. Regard those balls the centres of which
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are lattice points of the plane of the parallelogram P( e i, e2)- Since the
distance of the bound of the union of these balls from the plane [e1, e2]
is greater or equal to the distance ( d) of that sphere-point from the
plane [e1, e2], which is lying on the sphere S( 0, el) above the centre
of the triangle S( e1, e2), then the union set covers that stripe which is
bounded by the planes [e i, e2] an<l [e i, e2] + de3. Let d* be the following
number:
d* = min{disuch L(e1,e2] for which lei!= [e2i = minL}.
It's easy to see, that d = Jie112 - r 2/ie1i where r is the radius
of the circumscribe ball of the triangle S(e1, e2)· It's minimal iff r is
maximal iff e1 is perpendicular to e2. For this reason d* = ,/2/2 > 1/2
and we proved that the union really cover the parallelepiped P. This
means that R < IKPI < e1i and we proved the Lemma 4.
The proof of the theorem
We'll prove the statement of Theorem 2 of the paper [1] in that case
when the packing is congruent.
THEOREM. The density of the densest double-latticelike spherepacking is equal to the density of the densest latticelike spherepacking.
PROOF. Assume that the lattice L[e1,e2,e3] is spanned in every
case by the system of the successive minima {e1,e2,e3}. Then the
point system can be written in the following form:

We prove that if e3 isn't perpendicular to the plane (e1, e2] then the
system L U L + a isn't an optimal one. From this statement already
follows the statement of Theorem, because in the case of e3 J_ (e1, e2]
where the vector e3 is fix, the density is maximal if and only if the
following number s is maximal:
s = min{jx-(e3 -

a~3 e3)i

Ix is a vertex of P(e1,e2)}.

e3

A short calculation shows, that the quadratic form of the basic lattice
L of the optimal systems are the following:

fi(x1, x2, x3) = 4(xI
f2(x1, x2, x3)

+ x~ + 2x~)

= 4(xy + x~ + x1x2 + (8/3)x~).
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Fig. 2

Now we prove the above mentioned statement. We saw that one
of the different types of support-balls are the followings: (see: figure 2,
and the Statement)
(1) the circumscribed-ball of the tetrahedron ABDE is the support

ball with the greatest radius;
(2) the circumscribed-ball of the tetrahedron EBF His the maximal
support ball;
(3) the circumscriLed-ball of the tetrahedron F BHC is the maximal
support ball.

Fig . 3
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Here we assumed that the shortest one among the diagonals of the
octahedron EBCH FD is BH and note that these balls may be equal to
each other in some cases. In every case we shall give such a motion (M)
of a vertex of the parallelepiped P, which is transforming the original
system into a "better" system. This means that in the optimal case e3
is perpendicular to the plane [e1,e2].

Fig. 4/a

Fig. 4/b

(1) If e3 isn't perpendicular to the plane [e1, e2] then for example e3
isn't perpendicular to ei (i = 1 or 2). Using the Lemma 3 and Lemma
4 we get that le3I > le1I and le3J ;:::: Je2I le3J ~ le3 - eil (using the
definition of the successive minima), for this reason the motion which
can be seen on the figure 3 is good. (The basic-volume of the system
decreased and the minimal distance of the point-system didn't decrease
so this motion gives a better system.)

Fig. 5/a

Fig. 5/b
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(2) If the vector ei isn't perpendicular to the vector e3, the good
motion can be seen on the figure 4/a and if ei is perpendicular to e3
then lbl 2: ie3j > le1I and b = e3 - ei sob isn't perpendicular to e2
and the good motion can be seen on the figure 4/b.
(3) If the vector e2 isn't perpendicular to e3 then the good motion
can be seen ou the figure 5/a, and in the other case the good motion
can be seen on the figure 5/b. (now a= e2 - e1 isn't perpendicular to
e3) -

So we have verified the statement and the Theorem .
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1. Introduction

The Tammes problem is the following: how must n equal nonoverlapping circles be packed on a sphere so that the angular diameter
of the circles will be as great as possible? The solutions of this problem
are proven only for some cases (n = 3 to 12 and n = 24), for other values
of n there are only estimations given by dense arrangements. Many
construction methods were applied, for example, axially symmetric
packing (GOLDBERG, [3}), multibranched helical packing (SZEKELY,
[6]), multi-symmetric packing (ROBINSON, [5], TARNAI, [7], TARNAI
and GASPAR, [10]), construction of new packing by moving the graph
of an existing packing (DANZER, [2), TARNAI and GASPAR, [9]), by
minimization of a repulsion-energy function (CLARE and KEPERT, [1]),
on the basis of a similar principle by using a special iteration which
works even in higher dimensions (LAZIC, SENK and SESKAR, [4]).
In this paper the algorithm to construct spiral arrangements is
shown. In some cases (n = 28, 29, 53, 54, 55, 78, 79, 96, 198) these
spiral arrangements give more dense packings than the previously best
known ones. This method is suitable also for construction of quite
dense arrangements in the case of large values of n, so it can give a
lower estimation for the solution of the Tammes problem, or this spiral
arrangement can be used as a starting-point for the improving method
of moving the graph (TARN AI and GASPAR, [9]).
2. Spiral arrangement

2.1. Prescribed diameter. The first task is to pack the maximum
number of non-overlapping circles with prescribed diameter d on the
unit sphere. The circles are placed one by one onto the sphere, attaching
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a serial number to each circle. The spiral arrangement will be achieved
by positioning the first circle at the south pole, the second one touches
the first one, and the positions of the following circles are determined
by the following rules:
(i) circles must not intersect (overlap) each other
(ii) each circle has to touch the preceding one
(iii) each circle has to touch a circle placed before with the lowest
possible serial number.
Let us assume, that j circles are already placed on the sphere. Let
the kth circle be the circle with the lowest serial number touching the
jth circle. The circles with serial numbers not smaller than k and not
greater than j form a closed ring on the sphere. There are no circles to
the north of this ring. The (j + 1)th circle is placed on the north side
Qf this ring.
The spherical coordinates ( </>j+1, Bj+l) of the (j + 1)st circle will be
determined according to the following steps:
a) The (j + 1 )th circle is constructed as the common tangent circle
of the jth and ith circle. (From the two possible alternatives we select
the circle, which lies to the north of the geodetic line connecting the
centres of the ith and j th circles. Should this line be identical with
a great circle connecting the north and south pole, then we select the
common tangent circle on the eastern side.) In order to comply with
rule (iii) we first try the value i = k.
b) According to the notations of Fig. 1. the centre of the circle
touching the ith and jth circle can be calculated as follows:
a =

(}i -

Bj

c = acos( cos¢> j cos </>i + sin <P j sin tPi cos a)
a tan( sin a/ (sin <P j / tan <Pi - cos a cos <P j))
b = asin(sin( c/2)/ sin d)
/ = atan(l/ cos d/ tan 8) + /3
tPj+l = acos( cos tPj cos d +sin tPj sin d cos/)

/3 =

Bj+l = Bj + atan(sin1/(tand- cos1cosd)).
c) We check the circles from the kth one to the j th one (which form
a ring) whether they intersect the (j + 1)st circle.
- If none of them intersects, than the coordinates ¢·+1,Bj+l are
correct and we can proceed by calculating the coord7inates of the
next circle.
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Fig. 1.

- If the /th circle and the (j + 1 )st circle intersect and l < i then the
packing is completed: in this system j circles of diameter d could
be packed.
- If l > i then we repeat the described procedure with i = 1 from step

b).
2.2. Prescribed number of circles. If we have packed n circles of
diameter d, this does not mean that the packing of the same number of
circles with greater diameter is not possible. The algorithm described
in section 2.1 evaluates a step function n( d) at arbitrary d.
If n 1 2: n circles of diameter di, and 112 < n circles of diameter d2
can be packed, then the possible greatest diameter d of n circles packed
in a spiral system can be determined numerically up to the computation
accuracy by the interval-bisection process. In this limit case a new circle
will touch three rather than two previous circles, and the graph of the
packing will be rigid (TARNAI and GASPAR, [9]).

3. Numerical results
Based on the above described algorithm a FORTRAN program
was written running on an IBM-XT PC. By using this program we
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determined the possible greatest diameters from n = 6 to 100 and
for numbers greater than 100 for the cases published in the paper of
TARNAI

[8].

n

28
29
53
54
55
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
81

Table 1.
Close packings of congruent ci1·cles on a sphere
0
I Diameter ( ) I Density 11
n j Diameter ( 0) I Density I

39.14182205
38.40478112
28.63421300
28.4 7227658
27.95603488
26.61134482
26.43691398
26.13469033
25.93952876
25.61937674
25.46305514
25.12629608
25.07708133
24.95113696
24.89696276
24. 71915675
24.23337447
24.13215720
23.93258807
23. 73145671
23.56101859
23.46867252
23.36084975
23.06920105

0.80881
0.80674
0.82304
0.82816
0.81432
0.81874
0.82134
0.81569
0.81636
0.80886
0.81136
0.80209
0.81089
0.81461
0.82284
0.82276
0.81314
0.81743
0.81488
0.81198
0.81093
0.81506
0.81796
0.81793

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
198
202
2610
2650

23.03645367
22.85331367
22.55208231
22.37301112
22.29319772
22.19002027
22.10755795
21.96701652
21.87783147
21.84907313
21. 77852372
21. 53588686
21.39654628
21.19571280
21.11601512
20.98828446
20.91392523
20.82574359
20. 72996468
14.76641391
14.65440761
4.07089108
4.03686694

0.82569
0.82257
0.81075
0.80746
0.81116
0.81304
0.81630
0.81515
0.81765
0.82457
0.82827
0.81878
0.81694
0.81024
0.81264
0.81123
0.81382
0.81522
0.81592
0.82082
0.82476
0.82340
0.82210

In some cases (n = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) we get the provenly best
possible result. In the case of n = 10 we arrived at the configuration
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given by DANZER (2], but we determined the diameter more precisely
(d = 66.14682198°).
In Table 1. we listed both the cases in which we achieved better
results than the previously best known ones and the cases that have
not been investigated yet.
For the cases n = 28, 29, 53, 54 and 55 the best results were
published by SZEKELY [6]. The packings constructed by the spiral
method are more dense, but in the case of 28 circles the results of
LAZIC et al. ( d28 = 39.35493°), in the case of 29 circles the results
of TARNAI and GASPAR [11] (d29 = 38.67707°) and LAZIC and SENK
( d29 = 38. 70737°) are even better. The stereographic projection of the
graphs for the cases n = 53, 54 and 55 are illustrated in Figs. 2-4.
(For the sake of simplicity, the edges of the graph are replaced usually
by straight line segments, but to avoid intersections in the pictures two
edges are drawn as a curve. The order of the packing is shown by heavy
lines, and the last edges achieved by the iteration are drawn by broken
lines.)

"'

~

----------------------Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3.
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In the case n < 100 the topology of the graphs can be reconstructed
by using Table 2. According to the algorithm the circles with adjacent
serial numbers are tangent to each other, so these edges are not given
in the table. The circles with j > 3 are generally touching one more
circle with a lower serial number. The circles from 3 to 10 resulted in
the same edges in each configuration: 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6, 2-7, 2-8, 2-9,
3-10. The second column of the table contains the neighbour (with the
lowest serial number) of the circles with a serial number greater than
10. The last column specifies the last edge determined by the iteration.
(Fig. 2 contains the serial numbers of the circles, so by comparing the
figure and the data in the table the notation of the table may be easier
to understand.)
Nor eh

Sou eh

Fig. 5.
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Using the results of spherical circle packings GUNTHER KOLLER
(Trollhatten, Sweden) prepared some beautiful drawings with the plotter of his PC. We demonstrate these plots for n = 53 in Fig. 5 and for
n = 2610 in Fig. 6.
The research work was supported by OTKA Grant No. 744.

Fig. 6.
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Table 2.
The graph of the packings

I

(j

n Neighbour of the jth circle

= 11

1···1

n)

28 4 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 16 17 19 21 23
29 4 4 5 5 6 7,8 9 IO 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 22 24
53 3,4,4,5,6,6, 7,8,8,9,IO,11,12,12,13,14,15, 16,17 ,18,19,19,20,21,22
242426262829303133343537384041434548
54 3,4,4,5,6,6, 7 ,8,8,9,10,11,12,12,13,14,15,16,17 ,18,18,19,20,21,22
24 24 26 26 28 29 30 31 33 34 35 36 38 39 41 43 44 47 49
55 3,4,4,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,I0,11,11,12,13,14,14,16,16, 18,18,19,20,21,22
23 24 25 26 27 28 30 31,32 33,34 36 37 39,40 41 43,45 47,49
61 3,4,4,5,5,6,7,8,8,9,IO, I0,11,12,13,14,14,15, 16,17 ,18,19,20,20,22
23 ,24,24,26 ,27 ,27 ,29 ,29 ,31,32,33 ,34,35 ,37 ,38 ,39 ,40,42,43,45,46
47 49 51 53 56
62 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7 ,8,8,9, IO, 10,11,12, 13,14, 14,15,16,17I18,19 ,20,20,21
23,23 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,29 ,29 ,31,32 ,33,34,35 ,36,38,39 ,40,41,43,44,45
47 49 50 52 54 57
63 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7 ,8,8,9,10, I0,11,12,13,14,14,15,16,17 ,18,19,19,20,21
22 ,23,24 ,25,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,31,32,32 ,34 ,35 ,36 ,37 ,38 ,40,41,42,43,45
46 48 49 51 53 56 58
64 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,13,14,14,15, 16, 17, 18,19,19,20,21
22,23,24,25,26,27 ,28,29,30,32,32,33,34,36,37 ,38,39,41,42,43,45
4647495152545658
65 3,4,4,5,5,6,7,8,8,9,9,I0,11,12,13,13,14,15, 16, 17, 18,19, 19,20,21
22,23,24,25,26,27 ,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,37 ,38,39,40,41,43,44
464748505153555759
66 3 ,4 ,4,5 ,5 ,6, 7 ,8,8 ,9,9,10I11, 12 13,13I14I15I16, 17I18, 19I19 ,20,21
22,23 ,24 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,31,32 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,37 ,38 ,39 ,40,41,43,43
45,47 48 49 51 52,54 56 58 61
67 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,13,13,14, 15, 16, 16,18, 19,19,20,21
22,23,24,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,30,31,32,33 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,40,41,42,43
4446474850515354565961
68 3 ,4 ,4,5 ,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11, 12I13I13, 14, 15I16I16, 18, 19I19 ,20,21
22 ,23 ,24 ,25,26,27 ,28 ,29 ,29 ,31,32 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,36 ,37 ,38,40,41,42, 43
444647485051525456586063
69 3 4 ,4,5 ,5 ,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9,10I11,12I13, 13J14I15 16, 16, 18, 19I19,20,21
22 ,23 ,24 ,25,26 ,27 ,27 ,29 ,29 ,30 ,32 ,33 ,34,35 ,36 ,37 ,38,39,41,42,43
44454748495152545557596164
70 3,4 ,4,5 ,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,13,13,14, 15, 16, 16, 18, 19' 19,20,21
22 ,23 ,24 ,25,26,27 ,27 ,29 ,29 ,30,32,33 ,34 ,35 ,36 ,37 ,38,39,41,41,43
44,45 47 48,49,51 52,53 55 56 58 60 62 65

ILast edge I
25-28
25-29
51-53
51-54
48-54

59-61

55-61

59-63

57-63

58-64

1

1

63-66

62-67

64-68

1

65-69

68-70
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71 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,12,13,14, 15,16, 16, 17' 18, 19,20,21
22,23 ,24,24,26,27 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,32,33 ,33 ,34 ,36 ,37 ,38,39,40,41,42
44 45 46 47 48 50 51 53 54 56 57 59 60 63 66
73 3 '4,4,5,5,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9 ,10,11,12,12,13,14, 15, 16' 16' 17' 18' 19 ,20,21
22 ,23 ,23 ,24 ,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,31,32,33,34,35,36,37 ,38,40,41,42
4344454748495052535556575961636567
74 3,4,4,5,5 ,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9'10,11,12' 12' 13, 14, 15' 16, 16, 17' 18' 19 ,20,21
22 ,23 ,23,24,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,31,32 ,33,34,35,36,37 ,38,39,41,42
43 44 45 47 48 49 50 51 53 54 56 57 58 61 62 64 67 68
75 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,12,13,14,15,16, 16,17' 18, 19,20,21
21,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,31,32,33 ,34,35 ,36 ,37 ,38,39 ,40,42
42 44 45 46 48 48 50 51 53 54 55 56 58 59 61 63 65 67,70
76 3 '4 ,4,5 ,5 ,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9 ,10,11, 12,12,13,14,15' 16, 16' 17' 18, 19 ,20,21
21,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,31,32 ,33,34,35,36,37 ,38,39,40,41
42 43 45 46 47 48 49 51 52 53 55 56 57 59 61 62 64 66 68 70
77 3,4,4,5,5 ,6, 7 ,8,8,9,9 ,10, 11,12' 12, 13,14' 15,15J16' 17' 18, 19,20,20
21 ,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,30 ,32 ,33,34,35 ,36,37 ,38,39,40,41
42 43 45 45 47 48 49 50 52 53 54 56 57 58 60 62 63 64 66 69 71
78 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,12,13,14, 15, 15, 16, 17' 18, 19,19,20
21 ,22,23,24,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,30 ,32 ,33,33 ,35 ,36,37 ,38,39,40,41
42,43 ,44 ,45 ,47 ,48 ,49,50,51,52 ,54 ,55 ,57 ,58,59 ,60 ,62,64,65,67 ,69
71
79 3,4,4,5,5,6, 7,8,8,9,9,10,11,12,12,13,14,15,15,16, 17' 18, 19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,30 ,32,33,33,35 ,36,37 ,38,39,40,41
42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46,48,49 ,50,51 ,53 ,54,55,56 ,57 ,59 ,60 ,62,63,65,67 ,69
71 74

81 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7 ,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14, 14,15,16, 17 ,18,19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,27 ,29 ,30 ,30,31 ,33 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,36,37 ,38,40,41
42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46,47 ,48,49 ,51 ,52 ,53 ,54 ,56 ,57 ,58 ,60 ,61 ,63,64,66,67
69 70 73 76
82 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7 ,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14, 14, 15,16, 17' 18, 19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24 ,25 ,26,27 ,27 ,29 ,30 ,30,31,33 ,33,34,35 ,36,37 ,38,40,41
42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46,47 ,48,49 ,51,52,53,54 ,56 ,57 ,58 ,60 ,61 ,62,64,65,66
68 70 72 73 77
83 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14, 14,15, 16, 17' 18,19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24,25 ,26,27 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30,31,33 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,36,37 ,38,39,40
41,43 ,43 ,45 ,46 ,47 ,48,49 ,50 ,52 ,53 ,54,55 ,56,58 ,59 ,60 ,61,63,64,66
68 69 71 73 75 78
84 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14, 14, 15, 16, 17J18,19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24 ,25,26 ,26,27 ,28,29 ,30,31,32 ,33,34 ,35 ,36,37 ,38,39,40
41,42 ,43 ,44,46,46,48,49 ,50,51,52,54,55 ,56,57 ,59 ,60,61,62,64,65
67 68,70,72 74 76 78

67-71

70-73

70-74

71-75

72-76

72-77

73-78

75-79

77-81

75-81

76-82

80-84
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85 3,4,4,5,5 ,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14,14, 15,16, 17' 18, 19' 19,20
21,22,23,24,25,26,26,27 ,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37 ,38,39,40
41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,49,50,51,52,53,54,56,57 ,58,59,61,62,64,65
67 68 69 71 73 75 77 80
86 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11, 12, 13, 14, 14,15, 16,17,18,19, 19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24,25 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,31,32 ,33 ,34 ,35 ,36,37 ,38,39 ,40
41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,49 ,50,51 ,52,53,54,56 ,57 ,58,59,61,62,63,65
66 67 69 70 72 73 75 78 80
87 3,4 ,4,5,5,6,6 ,7,8,9 ,9,10,11 ,11,12, 13,14, 14, 15, 16, 17' 18 ,19, 19,20
21,22,23,24,25,25,26,27 ,28,29,30,31,32,33,34 ,35,36,37 ,38,39,40
41,42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46,4 7 ,49 ,50 ,50 ,52 ,53 ,54 ,55 ,57 ,58,59,60,62,62 ,64
65 67 68 70 72 73 75 76 79 81
88 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11 ,11,12,13,14,14, 15, 16, 17' 18,19, 19,20
21,22,23,24,24,25,26,27 ,28,29,30,31,32,33 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,39,40
41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,48,49 ,50,52,53,54,55 ,56,58,59,60,61,62,64
6566686971727475788083
89 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11,12,13,14,14, 15,16,17' 18, 19,19,20
21,22 ,23 ,24,24,25,26 ,27 ,28,29 ,30 ,31 ,32 ,33,34,34,36 ,36,38,39 J40
41 ,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,48,49 ,50,51 ,52,53 ,55 ,56,57 ,58,59,61,62,63
65 66 67 68 70 72 73 75 76 79 81 84
90 3,4,4,5,5 ,6,6 ,7 ,8,9,9,10,11J11 ,12,13,14,14, 15, 16,17 ' 18, 19, 19,20
21,22 ,23,23,24 ,25 ,26 ,27 ,28,29 ,30,30 ,32,33 ,34 ,34 ,36,36,37 ,38,40
41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,48 ,49,50,51 ,52,53,55,56,57 ,58,59,61,62,63
64666768697173747677798185
91 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11 ,11,12,13,14, 14, 15,16, I 7,18,19,19 ,20
21 ,22,23 ,23 ,24 ,25,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,30 ,32,33 ,34 ,34 ,36,36,37 ,38 ,40
41,42,42,44 ,45 ,46,46,48 ,49 ,50 ,51,52 ,53 ,54 ,56 ,57 ,58,59,60,62,63
64 66 67 68 69 71 73 74 76 77 79 81 83 86
92 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,9,9,10,11,11 ,12,13, 14, 14, 15, 16, 17,18,19, 19,20
21,22,23 ,23,24,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,30 ,32 ,33 ,34 ,34 ,36,36,37 ,38,39
40,42,42,44,45,46 ,46,48,49,50,51 ,52,53 ,54,56,57 ,58,59,60,61 ,62
64 65 66 68 69 70 72 73 75 76 78 80 82 84 87
93 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,10,11,11,12,13,14, 14 ,15, 16, 17' 17' 19,19,20
21,21,22,23,24,25,26 ,27 ,28,29,30,30,31,33,34 ,34,35,36,37,38,39
40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,58,59,60,61 ,62
63 65 66 67 69 70 71 73 74 76 77 79 81 82 85 88
94 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,10,11 ,11,12,13,14,14, 15, 16, 16, 17' 19,19,20
21,21,22,23,24,25 ,26,27 ,28 ,29 ,30 ,30 ,31,32 ,34 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,39
40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,48,50,51,51,53,54,56,57 ,58,59,60,61,62
63 64 66 67 69 70 71 73 74 75 77 78 81 82 84 86 89
95 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,10,11,11,12,13,14 ,14,15 ,16, 16, 17' 19 ,19,20
21,21 ,22,23,24,25 ,26,27 ,28,29 ,29 ,30,31 ,32,34,34 ,35,36,37 ,38,39
40,41 ,42 ,43,44,45,46 ,47 ,48,49 ,51,51,53,54 ,55,56,57 ,58,59,61 ,62
63 64 65 67 68 69 70 72 73 75 76 78 79 81 83 85 87 90

81-85

82-86

82-87

84-88

85- 89

86-90

84- 90

89-92

90- 93

90-94

91-95
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96 3,4,4,5 ,5,6,6, 7 ,8,8,9J10,11,11,12 ,13,14, 14' 15' 16' 16' 17' 18, 19,20
21,21,22 ,23,24,25 ,26 ,27 ,28 ,29 ,29 ,30 ,31,32 ,33 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,39
40 ,41,42,43,44,45 ,46 ,4 7 ,48 ,49 ,51,51,53 ,53 ,54 ,56,5 7,58,59,60,62
63 64 65 67 68 69 70 72 73 74 76 77 79 80 82 84 86 88 90
97 3,4,4,5 ,5,6,6 ,7,8,8,9'10' 11, 11,12,13,14, 14' 15' 16, 16, 17' 18' 19,20
21,21,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,28,29 ,29 ,30 ,31,32,33 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,39
40,41,42,43,44,45 ,46,4 7,48,49 ,50,51,52 ,53,54,56 ,5 7,58,59,60,61
63 64 65 66 68 68 70 71 73 74 75 77 78 80 82 83 84 87 89 92
98 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,10,11,11,12,13,13, 14,15, 16,16, 17' 18,19,20
21,21,22,23,24,25 ,26,27 ,28 ,28,29 ,30 ,31,32,33 ,34,35,36,37 ,38,39
40 ,41,42,43,44,45,46,47 ,48 ,49 ,50 ,51 ,52,53 ,54 ,55,57 ,58,59,60,61
62 63 64 66 68 68 70 71 72 74 75 76 78 79 80 83 84 85 88,90,93
99 3, 4,4,5 ,5,6,6, 7,8,8,9'10,11,11,12'13' 13, 14' 15' 16' 16, 17' 18J19,20
21,21,22 ,23 ,24,25,26,27 ,28,28 ,29 ,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37 ,38,39
40 ,41,42,43 ,44,45,46 ,4 7,48,49 ,50 ,51,52,53 ,54,55 ,5 7,58,59 ,60,61
62,63,64,66 ,67 ,68,69 '70, 72, 73 '75 '76 '77 '79 ,80 ,82 ,83,85,86,88,90
94
100 3,4,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,10,11,11,12,13,13,14,15, 16,16,17' 18,19,20
21,21,22,23,24,25,26,27 ,28,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39
40 ,41,42 ,42 ,44,45,46 ,47 ,48 ,49 ,50 ,51 ,52 ,53 ,54 ,55,56,5 7,5 7,59,61
62 ,63 ,64 ,65 ,67 ,68,69 '70 '71,73 '74 '75 '77 '78 '79 ,81,83,84,86,88,90
92 95

92-96

93-97

94-98

95-99

96-100
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BIPYRAMIDAL NONCOMPACT HYPERBOLIC SPACE
FORMS WITH FINITE VOLUME

By
EMIL MOLNAR* and MARICA SARAC
Department of Geometry, L. Ei:itvi:is University, Budapest
Institute of Mathematics, University of Belgrade
{Received September 29, 1988)

Following Poincare's geometric method, we shall construct 8 nonisomorphic isometry groups G; (i = 1, 2, ... , 8), acting discontinuously
and freely on the hyperbolic 3-space H 3 . Each group is given by the
same noncompact fundamental Dirichlet polyhedron ;J) (Fig. 3.) and
by pairing its faces via isometries in 12 different ways. The identifying
isometrics generate the corresponding group Gj. This way we can
obtain all the hyperbolic space forms fbi = H 3 /Gi whose fundamental
polyhedron is the given bipyramid :JJ if the six base edges of :JJ are
required to be Ci-equivalent. Since each group Gi (Fig. 5-12) contains
orientation reversing isometries and all vertices of the polyhedron ;J)
are ideal points, each manifold ;J)i = H 3 /Gi becomes a nonorientable
noncompact hyperbolic space form with finite volume.
The constructions were motivated by the Euclidean compact nonorientable plane form E 2 /pg of genus 2 (Klein bottle), which has two
special fundamental hexagons (Fig. 1, 2). Describing the isometry
group of H3 /G;, we find some interesting phenomena.
We shall exploit the existence of a Coxeter supergroup C of the
group Gi, generated by reflections (Fig. 4), for describing the metric
data of the space form fbi = H 3 /G; (i = 1, 2, ... , 8).
This paper is a continuation of [6], where more details of the method
are described and not repeated here.

*Supported by Hung. Nat. Found. for Sci. Research, grant no. 1238/86.
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1. The construction of the bipyramid :D, results

Take a triangle AoA1A2 on a hyperbolic plane H 2 with a right
angle at the vertex Ai, with an acute angle AiA2Ao4 = ~ and with
the ideal vertex Ao (Fig. 3). Thus the angle of parallelism TI(A1A2)
equals~- Then, by reflections in the lines A1A2 and AoA2, we construct
a regular hyperbolic hexagon :P, with all ideal vertices. On the plane
containing the line A1A2 and the line IY perpendicular to the plane
of the polygon :P at the point A2 we construct the rays A1A3 and
A 1 A3, such that both of them are parallel to the line IY, with the angle
of parallelism il(A1A2) = ~- We got the polyhedron :JJ, a regular
hexagonal bipyramid with ideal vertices. All its faces form angles ~
with the base, and all its intersecting faces, that are on the same side
:D is the required noncom pact fundamental
of the base, form angles
Dirichlet polyhedron.

¥.

Since all vertices of this polyhedron are ideal points, all its edges
concurrent to such an ideal vertex belong to a parabolic bundle. A
horosphere centred at this ideal vertex is orthogonal to this bundle and
intersects the bipyramid :D in a horosperical polygon. A horosphere is
isometric to the Euclidean plane E 2 , so these polygons are Euclidean.
The angles of such a polygon are congruent to the dihedral angles of
:D where the edges of these dihedra are concurrent to the center of the
horosphere, a so called parabolic vertex or end of :D.
In this sense, the apices of the bipyramid are related to Euclidean
regular hexagons with angles ~'and the vertices of its base are related
to Euclidean rhombs with angles :f and ~Some metric data of the polyhedron :lJ will be described in Section
3 based on Fig. 3, 4.
In Section 2 we shall identify the faces of the bipyramid :D in 12
different ways. So we obtain 8 non-isomorphic groups Gi. The result
is symbolized in the Schlegel diagram of :Di, and :Di (i = 1, 2, ... , 8).

A face denoted, for example, by t1 1 is mapped onto the face ti by
the isometry t1, moreover, 9Ji is mapped onto its neighbouring ti-image
9J~ 1 • The inverse transformation t1 1 maps the face ti onto the face t!i
-

-t

-1

and :Di onto :Di 1

,

1

the neighbour at the facet! .

Poincare's polyhedron theorem (see [6], [3], [4] for more details) will
guarantee the discontinuous and free action of each group Gi on H 3 .
We summarize our results in two theorems.
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THEOREM 1. Each of the 12 pairings on the bipyramid JJ, given
in Section 2, generates the corresponding group Gi (i = 1,2, ... ,8)
whicl1 acts discontinuously on the hyperbolic space H 3 . Each point of
the identifi.ed ffJi or fJJi has a trivial stabilizer subgroup in Gi. Every
end of ffJi has a stabilizer in Gi which is isomorphic to a Euclidean
plane crystallographic group and acts discontinuously and freely on
every horosphere centred in the end considered. Thus we have obtained
hyperbolic space forms iJi = H 3 /Gi of fi.nite volume with some cusps.
THEOREM

2. For the given bipyramid J) in H3 there exist precisely

12 combinatorially different pairings and 8 non-isomorphic discontinu-

ous freely acting isometry groups Gi whose fundamental domain is JJ,
equipped with corresponding identifications such that the six base edges
of JJ are Ci-equivalent.
These theorems will be proven at the end of Sections 2. Meanwhile
we use the above notations for our space forms being constructed.
2. Identifications on JJ, proofs

i

=1

The pairs of faces

(Fig. 5).

gj 1

and 9j (j = 1,2,3,4) are identified by

horospherical glide reflections 9j or their inverses gj 1, respectively.
The pairs of faces tj 1 and lj (j = 1, 2) are identified by horospherical translations t j.
The identifications of the faces of ffJ1 are induced by those of the
sides of the regular hexagon P 1 in the Euclidean plane E 2 (Fig. 1),
where 9j (j = 1,2) are glide reflections, and tis a translation in E 2.
This observation motivated us to construct the group G1 (Fig. 5, for a
more general treatment of plane groups see [l ]).
Now we list the edge equivalence classes of the polyhedron ffJ1,
induced by the above identifications, writing down for each edge class
the defining relation which expresses that every point on these edges
has trivial stabilizer. We establish incidentally the stabilizer subgroup
for each end class (cusp).
The bipyramid ffJ1 has 12 side edges, divided into 4 classes with 3
edges in each class:
(1)
t1g! 1g2 1 =1 at the edge class a

BlPYRAMIDAL NONCOMPACT HYPERBOLIC SPACE FORMS

·-pg

JJ, =iJ,
,,-1

Cusps

@@•Q-pg
Fig. 5.
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=1

(2)

t1g1g2

(3)

t2g3lg4 = 1

c

(4)

t2g3g4l = 1

d

-----;>-----

¥,

(Fig. 5)

¥

so 3 ·
= 27r which guarantees
each of the related dihedral angle is
the trivial stabilizer for points on these edges (see [6] for the general
algorithm).
There are 6 base edges, belonging to the same class:
( 5)

-1 g2t2g -1 g -1 = 1
1 4

e

t1g 3

· · · · · ·>·

each of the related dihedral angles is j, so 6 ·
trivial stabilizer for points on base edges.
We conclude that
with presentation
(6)

fh1

·····

j = 27r,

(Fig. 5),
ensuring the

is a fundamental polyhedron for the group G l

G = (g1,g2,g3,g4,t1,t2 - t1g!

1

92 1 = t1g1g2 = t2g3 194 =

= t293g4l = t1g3lg2t2g!lg4l = 1).
Forming the orbit 0G1, where 0 := A2 is the centre of the polyhedron 2>1 (Fig. 3), we obtain by a symmetry argument that 2>1 = 2>10
is a Dirichlet polyhedron corresponding to 0 and its G1-orbit.
The stabilizer for the end classes of A3 and A3 will be the Euclidean
plane crystallographic group G 1 = pg (Klein bottle group) corresponding to the fundamental hexagon !P 1 = E 2 /G 1 and presentation given
in Fig. 1. We have two end classes on the base of fh1 corresponding to
Ao and Ao in Fig. 3, 4.
Each of them has a stabilizer group isomorphic to the Euclidean
plane group pg again. For instance, at the end class • we glue together
3 rhombs on a horosphere, centred in [], to get a fundamental hexagon
for the stabilizer (Fig. 5). The sides of this hexagon are cut out by the
faces

of

see relation (4). These 3 G1-images of 2>1 are glued together along the
edges d+ - 7- - . The pairing
1

-1

1 t-1

-lt-1

ti -+ (t1)94 ,g2-+ (g2 ) 2 = (g2)92

2

'
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(911 )94

-1

~ (91)12

provides us the generators of the stabilizer: the horospherical glide
reflections t19_i 1 and92 1t2 1 and the horospherical translation 9491t2 1,
respectively. This means the stabilizer of the end class • is isomorphic
to pg, indeed (see also Fig. 1). Such an argument (also later on) needs
an accurate analysis of the identification on fhi and of the tiling by fhi
under Gi (see [2], [4] for a more systematic discussion).
By the general theory the first homology group of fh1 = H 3/G1 is
Hi = Gif[Gi, G1], the abelianization of G1. By the presentation (6) of
G1 we easily compute

(7)
where, in the direct product, Z2 is the cyclic group of order 2, Z is the
infinite cyclic group.
Now, we geometrically illustrate relation (5) and, at the same time,
describe another fundamental bipyramid :JJ1 for the group G1. :JJ1 is
obtained of fh1 by cutting and gluing as follows. The bipyramid J) in
Fig. 3 can be cut into 6 congruent tetrahedra at the axis O', one of them
is AoAoA3A3. These 6 tetrahedra will be glued along the former faces
of fh1 at edge AoAo to form a new bipyramid :JJ1 congruent to J) by
angular conditions. In Fig. 5 we have chosen the tetrahedron at the 1st
edge from the class e = ··:::>··where the faces f! 1 and 94 1 intersect. To
the face tl 1 we glue the image face, t! of the corresponding tetrahedron
-t-

t-1

1

from JJ 11 . Then the t! -image of face 93, denoted by 93 := (93) 1 ,
follows, furthermore the 93t! 1-image of the corresponding tetrahedron
1

from fiJg3f! comes and so on. The side edges of the new bipyramid :JJ1
are G1-images of side edges of fh1. G1-images of O' = A3A3 form the
class f =@ o o > o o@ of base edges of :JJ1. We can also read off the
new generators of G1, corresponding to :JJ1:
-

c;..t11

t1 : .ul

c;.,911941

~ .ul

-

(8)

'

h

ence t1

= 94 t 291-1 94-1 = 9391-1 94-1
-t
-1 t-1
t -1
2 = 92 93 1 .
92
= 193 j
91

= t191-1 94-1 = 9294-1

b ( )
y 1 ;

b y ( 3) j

t -1 -1 -1
93 = 193 91 94 ;

We see that fh1 ~ :JJ1, i.e. there is an isometry <pe mapping the
axis O' onto the first e-edge and 2J1 onto :D1 so that l.(Je preserves
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the G i -equivalence. (We see, by comparing with Fig. 4, that <pe
is in strict connection with the half-turn r, the self-symmetry of the
characteristic simplex::! of bi pyramid~.) Thus <pe is an isometry of the
space form H 3 /G1 which induces an outer automorphism of G1 defined
by tj ----> tj (j = 1, 2) and 9k ----> 9k (k = 1,. . ., 4) [8], [9], [10].
We can determine some isometries of H 3 /G1 induced by identification
preserving self-symmetries of 2>1 and ~1, furthermore by 'Pe· We write
Sym H 3/G1 :J (D1,D1,<pe) where D1 = cp; 1D1<pe and D1 is the
dihedral motion group of order 4 generated by half-turns r1, r2:

(9)

This is an interesting case where the essential assumption of [10]. Prop.
4 does not hold for 2>1. The above method yields also new isometries
<pa, 'Pb, t.pc, 'Pd, mapping the axis o- of 2>1 onto edges from the classes
a, b, c, d, respectively, such that these isometries preserve the G1equivalence. From Fig. 1 at • we can deduce, e.g., that 'Pd involves
the automorphism
1
t1 ---->ti := t2g1
-

g4 1, t2----> t2
:= t2;

-1 -'--1

-

-1

-1
g1 ----> 91 := g4t1 ,
-

-1

92 ----> 92 := 92 t2 ' 93 ----> 93 := 94 , 94 ----> g4 := t294

Sym H 3 /Gi = V1,r2;<pa,<pb,<pc,<pd,<pe) is of order 24.
Such phenomena will also appear later on in cases i =1, 4, 5, 7.
The first author intends to discuss more general criteria for determining
isometries of space forms in a subsequent paper.

i=2

(Fig. 6).

The pairs of faces 9j 1 and 9j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are identified by
horospherical glide reflections 9j· The faces fj 1 and ij (j = 1, 2) are
identified by horospherical translations t j.
These identifications of the faces are induced by those of the sides
of the regular fundamental hexagons ;pl and :? 2 for the group pg in
the Euclidean plane E 2 , where 9j (j = 1, 2) are glide reflections and t

is a translation (Fig. 1, 2).
We list the edge equivalence classes of the polyhedron 2>2, induced
by these identifications, writing down for each edge class the corresponding relation as before:
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(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)

t19192 = 1 at the edge class
-1 -1
1
t191 92 =
9393t2 = 1

a

94g4t21 = 1
t lg3-l g1 t 2g2-l g4 = 1

d -----?------

b

~

c

e

······>······

(Fig. 6).

We conclude that fb2 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely
acting group G2, with presentation
1 1
G2 = (91, 92,93,94, t1, t2 - t19192 = ti9! 92 =
1
1
1
= 9393t2 = 9494t2 =ti93 91t292 94=1).

(6)

We obtain that fb2 = fb20 is a Dirichlet polyhedron for 0 := A2.
The stabilizer for the end classes of A3 and A3 is pg again (see also
Fig. 1, 2, 3). We have one end class (cusp) on the base of fb2.
Its stabilizer is pg. Fig. 6 shows how to choose a fundamental
domain for it on a horosphere centred in the end indicated by [I]. By
gluing the 92-images of !/J2 first around the edge a+ ===;:c=, then around
c+ ~,we obtain the six images of the end domain of fb2 at 0. The
faces cut out of the horosphere centred at []a fundamental polygon for
pg, since (92 1/1t293, (9d293 - t (9 2)93, (91 1)93 are mapped by
-1 -1 -1

-1 -1 -1

93 t2 tl 9293 = 93 t2 91 93,
which is a horospherical glide reflection;
(t2)t1,

(94l)g2t1

-t

(t2l)g2t1,

(g4)t1t2g3

are also mapped by a horospherical glide reflection
-1 -1 t
t 1-lt-1
2 g2t1 = tl 92 94 lt2g3;
(g4 1)t1t2g3 is mapped by t! 194 1t1t2g3 as a horospherical
translation ( c.f. Fig. 2). The first homology group of fb2 = JJ 3/ G2 is
(g4)t1

-t

(7)
The method of cutting and gluing fb2 into :lh, as before, provides
us combinatorially different face identifications: There does not exist
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an identification preserving isometry which maps 2>2 onto :JJ2 (Fig. 6).
So we have another presentation for
1 1
1
(8)
G2 = (91,92,93,94,81,82 -8(94 92 =829391 =
1 1
1
1
= s293 92 = 819491=8193 92 829491 =1).
We could cut 2>2 into 3 pieces and glue at the edge class a =~ (or
equivalently at the class b ~) to get a new hexagonal bipyramid.
But then t six base edges would not be G2-equivalent although we
required this property at the beginning. Sym H 3 / G2 consists of two
elements, only.
It is generated by an identification preserving half-tum r of 2>2
r: t1 1 H tl,t2 1 Ht2,91H92,93 H 94, whose effect on H 3 /G2 is the
same as that of
1,a half turn of 2>2.
'f: S} H s2, gl H ""§2, ""§3 H 9
4

i=3

(Fig. 7).

The faces 9j 1 and 9j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are identified by horospherical
glide reflections 9j, the faces fj 1 and tj (j = 1, 2) are paired by
horospherical translations t j.
The identifications of the faces are induced by those of the sides of
a regular hexagon f/' 2 for the group pg in the Euclidean plane E 2 (Fig.
2), where 9j (j = 1, 2) are glide reflections and t is a translation.
We list the edge equivalence classes of the polyhedron 2J3, induced
by the above identifications, writing down for each edge class the
corresponding relation:
at edge class

(1)

g191t1 = 1

(2)
(3)

g292t11 = 1

b

g3g3t2 = 1

c

(4)

g494t2

(5)

t193g1t292 94

-1

= 1
-1

a
~

d -----?-----

-1

=1

e

······>······

(Fig. 7).

We conclude that 2J3 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely
acting group G3 with a presentation above.
The stabilizer for the end class of A3 resp. A3 is pg (Fig. 2). We
have one end class on the base of §J3. Its stabilizer is the Euclidean
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lattice translation group pl, E 2 /pl is the flat torus. To show this
surprising fact, we proceed by Fig. 7 as before. So we obtain the
fundamental domain of the stabilizer on the horosphere centred at the
end [I] by gluing the sides. Now the sides

911,(91)tl,(9d2lt1---+ (9!)'293,(911)1293,(92l)g4lt1
-l -lt
are mappe d bY 91t293 = t 1 91 293
horospherical translation;
-1

(t1)93---+ (t1l)g4 t1
1

(92)93---+ (921)t2 t1

=

-It -l -lt
tl 292 94 1

. mappe db y
is

1 1 -lt
9 3- t1 94 1

. mappe db y
is

9 3-1 92-1 t 2-1 t1,

l. l

WllCl IS

a

and
both are

horospherical translations. By the presentation of G3 we have

(6)
By cutting and gluing fb3 into :IJ3 we have a combinatorially different
face pairing and presentation for

(7)

1
1
G3 = (gI> 92, g3, g4J1, t2 - 94 93t1 = g3g4 t2
= t191 192 = t292 191 1t) 193g4 = 1).

= t2929) 1 =

Sym H 3/G3 consist of 4 elements induced by identification preserving self-symmetries of fb3 resp. 2J3 analogously to earlier cases.

i=4

(Fig. 8)

The sides 9j 1 and 9j of fb4 are paired by horospherical glide reflections 91, 92 and glide reflections 93, 94; the faces sj 1 and Sj are mapped
by screw motions Sj (j = 1, 2). The induced edge equivalence classes
provide the corresponding relations as follows:

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

-1
8 194

91 = 1

at edge class
1
sl 9193 =
8 29293-1 = 1
-1
1
s2 9492 =
s1g1g2s2g3g4 = 1
-I

a

b

~

c

d ----.;;>----e

······>······

(Fig. 8).
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We conclude that fiJ4 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely
acting group G4 with presentation above.
The fundamental domains for the stabilizer subgroups of the two
end classes @ and Q are described in Fig. 8 by our standard method.
For @ we glue two end domains of fh4 along the face g4 of fh4.
The other faces of fh4 and of 4 running to the end @ determine the
generators of the stabilizer as before. These are two horospherical glide
reflections g2 = g4 1s2 and g4 191g4 = s! 194, and the horospherical
translation g3 1g4.

21

So, it is the Euclidean group pg (Fig. 2) that corresponds to the
cusp @. We similarly obtain the fundamental domain for the stabilizer
of the other end class by gluing 6 images of end domains Q from fiJ4.
Thus, the group corresponds to the cusp 0 as well.
The homology group of H 3/G4 is
(6) H1

= G4/[G4, G4] = Z2

x l4 x Z by the presentation (1) - (5).

By cutting and gluing fh4 into :IJ4 by the method developed at the
group G 1, we obtain another fundamental bi pyramid :IJ4 endowed by
the pairing

(7)

-

-1

-

-

-1 -1 -1

-

-1

-

-1 -1 -1 -1

si := sl , 91 := s1g4, g2 := 94 s293g4,

s2 := 94 93

52

g394, 93 := g4 g3 gl

51

-

, g4 := s1g1.

fiJ4

and :IJ4 geometrically, we see that the correspondence
induce an automorphism of G4 by an isometry <p of
fiJ4 onto :IJ4. The situation is similar to the case of G1. The isometry
<p preserves identifications and so does the motion group D4 of the
bipyramid fiJ4 of order two generated by the half-turn
Comparing

Sj -+ Sj, gj -+ ifj

Sym H 3/G4 = (r,<p) is of order 4.

i=5

fh5 = H 3 /G5

(Fig. 9).

The pairs of faces gj 1 and gj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are identified by
(non-horospherical) glide reflections 9j·
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The faces
tions tj.

fj 1 and ti (i

= 1, 2) are paired by horospherical transla-

We list the edge equivalence classes of fD5, induced by these identifications, writing down for each class the defining relation:
at edge class

(1)

9493t2 = 1

(2)

9394t1 = 1
-1 -It
1
91 92 1 =
-1 -lt
1
92 91 2 =
-1
-1 t
1
91 93t192 94 2 =

(3)

(4)
(5)

a

b

~

c

d

----~--- -

e

··· ·· ·>· ·····

(Fig. 9).

We conclude that fD5 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely
acting group G5 with the presentation above.
The stabilizer for both end classes @ and O is the torus group pl as
indicated in Fig. 9. Gluing fDs and fD~4 , we obtain three horospherical
translations as generators for the stabilizer of cusp @:
t11=9394 = 94lt2194: ti, 931 ,(t2)94 -t t11,(93)94,(t21)94;
1
1
1
91 94: 91-t(91 )94 ; 9294i 92 -t (92) 94 .

Gluing six end domains of fDs, we obtain three horospherical translations to generate the stabilizer of the cusp Q :
- 1
- 1 t
-1 -1
92 949192 = 92 94 2 = tl 93 91 :

-1

-I

(911)94 92,(t21)91 92,(9dl -t (91)92,t2,(931 )91 ;
92lt2lt191 :

(tI-1 )!292

-t (t1)91

921t2194lt1 : (94)t2Y2

-t

and

(941 )tl .

By the presentation of G5 above we h ave

(6)

H1 = G5/[Gr» Gs] =

z x z x z.

Transforming fDs into the bipyrami<l ?lJs by cutting and gluing in
our standard way, we obtain SJ5 from fDs by an identification preserving
isometry <p (liker in Fig. 3, 4) inducing the automorphism of Gs defined
by

(7)

gl

-t

93

-t

1
91 = g4t2, 92 - t 92 :=
t2 = 92,
t-1 -1 -1
-1
t
-t
93 := 2 94 93 91 = t 2 t191, 1 -t 1 :=

91

- 1

-1 - 1

-

-1 -1

:= 91 93t2 = 91 94 , t2 -t t2 := t2 94 92·

91
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The identification preserving isometries of §J5 (resp. of :lJ5) from
the dihedral motion group D5 generated by two half-turns:
Ti : 91 H 94, 92 H 93, t! 1 H ti, t2 1 H t2 and
f2 ; t1 H t2, 91 H 92, 93 H 94·

(Fig. 10).

i=6

The faces sj 1 and Sj (j = 1, 2) are identified by screw motions Sj.
The faces gj 1 and 9j (j
glide reflections gj.

= 3,4) are paired by

(non-horospherical)

The faces fj 1 and tj (t = 1, 2) are identified by horospherical
translations t j .
We list the edge equivalence classes of the polyhedron §)6, induced
by these identifications, writing down for each class the corresponding
relation:
(1)

g4g3t2 = 1

(2)

93g4t11 = 1
s1s2t1-1 = 1

(3)

at edge class

a

b

~

c

1

(4)

s2s1t2 = 1

d -----::>-----

(5)

s1t1g3ls2g4t2 = 1

e

······>······

We conclude that §)6 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely
acing group G5 with the presentation above.
The stabilizer for both end classes @ and Q is the Klein bottle
4
group pg (Fig. 10). Gluing §)6 and
we obtain the generators for
the stabilizer of cusp @:

5'5

ti

= g3g4 = g4lt2lg4: t!l , g31,

(t2)94 -+ t1, (g3)94 , (t21 )94

is a horospherical translation,
s1g4: sll-+ (s1)94

and

s2194: s2-+ (s21)Y4

are horospherical glide reflections.
Gluing six end domains of §)6, we get the generators for the
stabilizer of cusp Q: the horospherical glide reflections t2 1nt2s1 =

93
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1

1

1

1

= t2 94 s1 = s1t193 t2 and s193t! , and the horospherical translation
-1

-1 -1

t2 9394 tl .

By the presentation of G6 above we obtain

(6)
Transforming 2J6 into 2)6 by our standard method, see Fig. 10, we
get another presentation

G6

(7)

= (91, 92, 93, 94, 81, 82 - 9194 182 = 929382 1 =
= 9392 181 = 919481 = 819"29"4s2 19391 1 = 1)

Sym H 3 /G6 consists of 2 elements. It is generated an identification
preserving half-tum

r of 2J6

- t-1
r:
1

t-t

t 2, s1-I

t-t

s1, s2-1

s2, 93

t-t

t-t

g4,

or, equivalently, that of :£)6
-

--1

r: sl

t-t

--1
s1, s2

-

i=7

t-t

-

-

s2, 91

t-t

-

-

92, 93

t-t

3

-

94·

(Fig. 11)

:D1 = H /G1

The faces gj 1 and 9j of ffJ7 are paired by horospherical glide
reflections 9j (j = 1, 2, 3, 4). The faces fj 1 and tj are paired by
horospherical translations tj (j = 1, 2). The edge equivalence classes
and the corresponding relations are
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

=1
=1
94g4t1 = 1
t2g2931 = 1
g1g1t2

at edge class

t1g2-1 93

g1t19293t2g4

=1

a

b
c

~

d

----.P.----·· · ···>··· · ··

e

(Fig. 11).

Again, 2J7 is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely acting group

G7 with the presentation above.
Fundamental domains for stabilizers of end classes @ resp. 0 are
described by our standard method. Both stabilizers are isomorphic to
pg.
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As an illustration we compute the first homology group of H 3 /G7:

(6)
Expressing t1 and t2 from relations (1)-(5), we get
2
-1
1 2 -1
1
-1
-1
1
919392 = ; 9493 92 = ; 9193 9292939392 94 = .

( 7)

2

1

12

2

Expressing 93 = 929i and 91 = 94 92(94 92 ) 92 (92gi) and putting
into the first relation of (7), we obtain the 2-generator presentation
(8)

G1=(g2,94-l=
-1
-2 -1 -2 -2
-2 -1 -2 -2 2
2 -1)
= 94 9294 92 94 92 949294 92 94 92 94929492

Factoring by the commutator subgroup of G7, we have indeed

Hi = (z = 9294i 92 - z 4 = 1) = Z4 x Z.

(9)

Dy cutting and gluing
another pairing

(10)

!IJ7

into

"1>1

by our standard method we get

1
1
t1 :=91(t194) = 9194 , t2 := (g1t2)g4 = 91 91,
1
1
1
1
1
91:=91i1(92f1 )91 = 91t19391 , ?h := 94 , g3 := 91 ,
g4 :=

94 1(t2 1g3)t2g4 = 9{ 1 92t2g4

Comparing fD1 and 2J7 geometrically, we see that the correspondences
- t tj, 9j - t gj induce an automorphism of G7 by an identification
preserving isometry t.p (as in case i = 1). Another identification preserving isometry of fD1 is determined by the half-turn

ij

-

I

:

t-1
1

t 2> 91-1

H

H

-1

g4, 92

H

93·

Sym H 3 /G7 = (r,t.p) is of order 4.
-

2Js

i=8

The faces

fj 1

(Fig. 12)

and ij are paired by horospherical translations ij

and Sj correspond by screw motions Sj (j = 1, 2), 9j 1
and 9j are by horospherical glide reflections 9j (j = 1, 2).
This pairing induces the edge equivalence classes and the corresponding relations as follows:

(j = 1, 2),

sj

1

= H 3 /Gs= -2Js
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at edge class

g1g1t!l = 1
1
t2sis2 = 1

a

b
c

(4)

9292t21 = 1
1
t1s2 s1=l

(5)

gis1g2t1s2t2 = 1

e

(3)

~

d -----?-----

······>· ··· ··

(Fig. 12).

fbs is a fundamental polyhedron for the freely acting group Gs with
this presentation.
Fundamental domains for stabilizers of end classes @ and 0 are
described in Fig. 12 by our standard method. Both stabilizers are
isomorphic to pg, again.
The group Gs also has a 3-generator presentation. Expressing t1
and t2 from relations (1)- (5), we get
(6)
We can express, for example, s2 = gis1 from the second equation,
and put it into the others. Thus we obtain a desired 3-generator
presentation:
2 2 2)
(7)
G S = (91, 92, s1 - 1 = 912sl-1 92-2 s1 = 9l81929192s1g2
·
Turning to the abelianization of Gs, we have first

gf
(8)

= gi,

g2sfg{

= 1,

then (s19f )4

Hi= (g1, z = s1gf - z

4

=

1. Finally

= 1) = 14

x Z.

Transforming fbs into :lJs by our standard method we get a combinatorially different fundamental polyhedron providing a new presentation
1

1

(9) Gs= (91,92,93,g4,81, 82 -1 = 918192 =919452 =819394 =
1
1
1 1
= 928293 = 919282 94 9381 ), where
1
(10) 91 := 91 , 92 := gis2t2, 93 := 91(s1t1)s2t2 = g1s~t2,
1
94 := g1s1t2, 81 := tis2t2, s2 :=
s2t2.

t2

Sym H 3 /Gs = (r} = (r) consists of 2 elements. The identification
preserving half-turn r of 5Js and the half turn r of iYs yield the same
involutive isometry of H 3/Gg.
( 11 )

r- : t 1-1
- --1
r: s l

H
H

t 2, s -1
1
-

- l

s1, s2

H
H

l
s 1 , s 2-1 H s2, g 1 H g2;
-- 1
s2, 91 H g3, 92 H g4.
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Now we turn to proving our theorems announced at the end of Sect. 1.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We summarize our facts.
We have seen that each pairing ffJi or :Di, by isometries on the
faces of the bipyramid :D, induces equivalence classes of edges such that
Poincare's angle conditions hold for each edge class. This guarantees
the free action of Gi, generated by the pairing, at the points of edges
of ffJj.
The orthogonal projections of the centre 0 := A2 (Fig. 3, 4) on the
faces and edges of :D will be mapped by .t he pairing onto each other,
respectively. Hence each element of Gi, preserving an end of ffJi, is
parabolic. That means, only the fixed end is invariant at a non-trivial
isometry from the stabilizer of that end, so each horosphere, centred at
the end considered, is invariant at this stabilizer. Indeed, we have determined a fundamental end domain for each stabilizer and recognized
the corresponding Euclidean plane group as one of pl and pg. So we
have checked the so-called cusp condition which guarantees that Gi is
discrete on H 3 and the hyperbolic metric of H 3 /Gi is complet e. (see
[11] for locally hyperbolic manifolds of non-complete metric).
By the Poincare theorem these facts are sufficient for ffJi = H 3 /Gi
to be a hyperbolic space form.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The 8 groups Gi are not isomorphic and
the spaces H 3 /Gi are not isometric as we have seen their invariants:
the minimal number of generators, the first homology groups, the cusps,
the symmetry groups of H 3 /Gj. (We remark that we do not use the
rigidity theorem of MOSTOW and MARGULIS that the existence of an
isomorphism between the fundamental groups G and G' of complete
hyperbolic manifolds .Al, respectively .Al' of finite volume is equivalent
with the existence of on isometry between .Al and .Al' [8], [9].) We
have pointed out which pairings of :D lead to isomorphic groups. We
have obtained 12 different pairings on :IJ. (Two pairings J1 and J2, as
involutive maps of the faces of :D onto themselves, are combinatorially
eqivalent, if there is a self-isometry w of :J) such that J2 = q,- 1J1 w.)
We have to show that no other pairings exist on :D, which satisfy the
Poincare's angle conditions and the six base edges of :D are equivalent.
This is a question of systematic trying of all non-equivalent pairings
which induce 6 base edges and 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 side edges of :D in the
corresponding edge equivalence classes. For this bipyramid that has a
relatively simple structure we have found 9 different pairings by hand.
But a computer checking by ISTVAN PROK (on the base of papers [2],
[4]) discovered also the last 3 pairings in Fig. 11, 12. We thank him for
his collegial help.
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It is very interesting that all these space forms with the bipyramid

:lJ as a fundamental polyhedron are non-orientable. We work on the
problem whether a space form among them can cover a smaller space
form. We also work on the list of all space forms whose fundamental
polyhedron is :lJ without the condition on base edges.

3. Metric construction of the polyhedron :lJ in the vector
model of the hyperbolic space H 3
We are going to indicate the analitical treatment of our problem.
In order to embed H 3 into the real projective space P 3(V 4 , V*) we
introduce a hyperbolic projective metric by giving a bilinear form (see
[5], [6] for more details):

(; }
v4 x v4-+ R,
by means of the Schliifli matrix
(1)

((/);f)))~(b'i)~ (-t~

'Tr
-coso
1
-cos J'Tr

0

0
'Tr

-COSJ

1
'Tr
-coso

where the basis {t..i} in the dual vector space v4 represents the planes
mj of P 3 in connection with the polyhedron :lJ in H3 C p3. The planes
mo= AiA2A3 and m1 = AoA2A3 are the vertical symmetry planes of
the polyhedron :lJ (Fig. 3, 4). m3 = AoA1A2 is the base. plane and
m2 = AoA1A3 is a side plane of the bipyramid :IJ.
We simply compute
..
3
(2)
B = det(b'1 ) = < 0.
16
We compute the inverse matrix (aij) of the matrix (bii).
equation bij ajk = «51 holds iff
aoo = 0, ao1 = a10 = -

< 0,

ao3 =ago= -2

(3)
a12 = a21
a22

4

8

= -3 < 0,

= -3 < 0,

a23

2

J3

an=
a13

< 0,

ao2 = a20 = -

4

-3 < 0,
4

= ag1 = - J3 < 0,
2

= a32 = - J3 < 0,

ag3

= 0.

4

J3

< o,

The
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Let {aj} be the basis in the vector space V 4 dual to the given
Geometrically, the vectors
basis {t.i} in V,4, defined by ait.1 =
aj represent the vertices of the simplex Y' = Ao A 1A2A3 in H 3 C P 3,

s;.

whose side planes are described by the forms If The induced bilinear
form
(; }
V 4 x V 4 --+ R, (x 1a1; yiaj} = x 1aijYj
is defined by the matrix

(4)
with entries in (3).
We easily see that the bilinear form ( ; ) has a signature ( +, +, +, - );
this means that the projective metric in P 3(V 4 , V,1) is hyperbolic,
indeed [5].
In general, the proper points X(x) of H 3 C p3 are defined by
"time-like" 1-subspaces of V 4

(5)

{(x) C V 4 : (x; x) < O}.
{(y) C V 4 : (y;y) = O}

describes the ideal points of H 3 (the ends on the absolute). The proper
planes u(u-) of H3 are
(6)

{(u-) C

V.i : {u; u-}

> O}.

As all elements of the main diagonal of the matrix (1) are positive,
all planes mi of the polyhedron :IJ, represented by the forms t,.i, are
proper planes in the space H 3 C p3.
From the relations ( 3) of this section, we see that the vertices A 1(a 1)
and A2( a2) of the simplex Y' described by the vectors a1 and a2 are
proper points, while the vertices Ao(ao) and A3(a3) of the simplex Y',
described by the vectors ao and a3, are ideal points (ends). This implies
that :IJ is a polyhedron with ideal vertices.
Applying formulas valid for H 3 C P 3 [5), other data of the simplex
Y' can be computed from the matrices ( aij) and ( bij. Thus we can
check that the Coxeter diagram (Fig. 4) correctly describes the dihedral
angles of simplex Y', e.g., ~ is the angle of planes mo = A1A2A3 and
m1 = AoA2A3, furthermore, mo is perpendicular to m2 and m3 .
The Coxeter group C, generated by reflections in mirrors mj (j = 0,
1, 2, 3) of the simplex Y', is a supergroup of index 24 for each group
Gi, since;/) is the union of 24 congruent copies of simplex Y. Therefore,
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we could also express the generators of each group Gi by matrices with
respect to the bases {&.i} or {ai}In general, isometries of H 3 can be described by linear transformations of V 4 , or
which preserve the bilinear form (; ). For instance,
a reflection a in the plane u(u), represented by u E
can be given
by

v4

(7)

v4,

.

a :V4

-t

4

V , x

* - t V *,
4

a : V4

-t

x-

2(x; u)
(
) u or
u;u
2(u-; u}

u- -tu- - u · - ( - - ) .

u;u

where u is the vector polar to u defined by Xu = (x; u) for every x E V 4 .
The most important distance in the simplex Y' is d(A1A2) := d12·
Applying the distance formula of H 3 , we obtain from (3) and ( 4)

(8)

ch d12 = --;~-=(=a=;1=;a:;:::2=)=:::::
y'(a1; a1) (a2; a2)
k

-a 12
_ 2.
-v-;:::::.a1=1=·=a2=2 - '

d12 = k. 1, 316958.

Here k = y'-1 / K is the metric constant of H 3 , where K < 0 is
the sectional curvature. The formula of Bolyai-Lobachevsky about the
distance and angle of parallelism leads to the same result:

(9)

ed12 /k = ctg -i
2

IT (d12) =

7r
ctg-.
12

We also see that A2 lies nearer the line AoA3 than d12·
The radius e of the inscribed ball of j) can be computed. This is
the distance of A2(a2) from the plane m2 = AoA1A3 represented by
l- 2 . We have

(10)

We conjecture that this ball has the largest radius among those contained in all space forms H 3 /Gi. We refer to the reference list of [6) for
more complete information.
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REGULARLY VARYING EXPECTED RESIDUAL LIFE
AND DOMAINS OF ATTRACTION
OF EXTREME VALUE DISTRIBUTIONS
By
JANOS GALAMBOS and YUAN XU
Department of Mathematics, Temple University, Philadelphia and
Department of Mathematics, The University of Texas at Austin
(Received October 11, 1988)

Let X1, X2, ... , Xn be independent random variables with common distribution function F(x). Set Zn= max(X1,X2, ... ,Xn)· It is
well known (see Chapter 2 in GALAMBOS (1987)) that there are only
three types of nondegenerate distribution functions H( x) such that,
with suitable constants an and bn > 0,

(1)
Hn(x) = P(Zn ~an+ bnx)
weakly. The three types are

H1,1(x) = {

(2)

H2,J'(x)

(3)

and
(4)

= Fn(an + bnx)--+

~xp(-x-1)

= { ~xp[-(-x)"Y]

H(x)

if x > 0
otherwise,
if x > 0
otherwise,

H3,o(x) = exp(-e-x), all x,

where"(> 0 is an arbitrary constant. When (1) holds we say that F(x)
is in the domain D(H) of attraction of H(x). For H(x)=H3,o(x), we
write D3 =D(H). The following characterization of D3 is due to L. DE
HAAN (1970), who refined a classical result of GNEDENKO (1943). Let
a= aF

For

=inf {x: F(x) > O} and w = WF = sup{x: F(x)

< 1}.

a< t < w, define
w

(5)

R(t)

= l _ ~(t)

J

(1 - F(y))dy,

t

which is possibly infinite. The function R(t) is called the expected
residual life (at t). Now, FE D3 if, and only if, R(t) is finite and, for
every real x,
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1 - F(t

+ xR(t))

1- Ft
( )

-t

e

-x

as t

/

w.

Our aim is to show that, in the special case when R(t) is regularly varying, which covers several important distributions such as exponential,
Weibull, normal and many others, the simple property R(t)/t - t 0 as
t - t +oo if w = +oo (or R(t)/(w - t) -t 0 as t / w if w < +oo) is both
necessary and sufficient for F E D3.
We say that R(t) is regularly varying (at infinity) if, for fixed x,

(7)

R(tx)/R(t) -t u(x) as t -too,

where 0 < u( x) < +oo. This is equivalent to the existence of a positive
function L(t) and a number(! such that (see SENETA (1976), Chapter I)

(8)
and
(9)

L(tx)/L(t) -t 1 as t -t +oo.

The number e is called the index of regular variation (of R(t)), and the
function L( t) is called a slowly varying function. We prove the following
results.
THEOREM 1. Let w = +oo. Assume that R(t) is finite for all t and
regularly varying. Then R(t)/t -t 0 as t -t +oo is both necessary and
sufficient for F E D3.
REMARK. Note that the condition R(t)/t -t 0 as t -t +oo is
automatically satisfied if the index (! of R( t) is smaller than one, and
it fails when it exceeds one. Hence, the characterizing condition of the
theorem can be restated as "either e < 1 or if e = 1 then R( t) / t - t 0
as t -t +oo". Since, with(!= 1, F can be in either D(H1, 1 ) (e.g.,
F(x) = 1 - l/x 2, x 2 1, for which R(t) = t) or D3 (e.g.,

F(x) = 1 - C[(logx)/x] exp[-(logx) 2 /2), x 2 1,
where C > 0 is a constant, for which R(t)
assumption on R(t) is essential.

= t/logt),

the additional

THEOREM 2. Let w < +oo. If R(w - l/t) is regularly varying
at infinity, then tR(w - l/t) -t 0 as t -t +oo is botI1 necessary and
sufficient for F E D3.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. It is well known (see DE HAAN (1970),
Corollary 2.4.2 or GALAMBOS (1987), Lemma 2. 7.2) that F E D3
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implies that R(t)/t --t 0 as t --t oo. Hence, only the sufficiency part of
the theorem needs proof. Let B > a be a fixed number. Then, with a
constant C > 0, we can write

(10)

I - F(y)

~ [C/ R(y)] exp {- /

By assumption, R(t) satisfies (8) and (9) with some
for every x,

(

R(t + xR(t)) _ [
R( t)
- l

ll)

+x

y > a.

[!/ R( u)]du},
(! ~

R(t)]e L(t + xR(t))
t
L( t)

1, and thus,

--t

l

under our basic assumption R(t)/t --t 0 on account of the Uniform
Convergence Theorem for slowly varying functions (see Theorem 1.1 in
SENETA (1976)). Hence, by (10) and (11),
1-

F(t
1

+ xR(t))

_ F(t)

= C(x, t) exp

{
-

t+JxR(t)
}
t
(1/ R(u)]du

,

where C(x, t) --t 1 for every x as t --t +oo. Upon substituting u = zt
in the last integral, the mean value theorem yields
1 - F(t + xR(t))
l - F(t)

= C(x,t)exp[-xR(t)/R(st)],

wheres is between 1 and l+xR(t)/t. Thus, just as at (11), the uniform
convergence theorem for L(t) yields (6) , which completes the proof.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 . Since
Now, since

tR(w - l/t)

(12)

=

w< +oo,

R(t) is finite for all t < w.

R(y)/(w - y)

and t --t +oo is equivalent to y / w, we have from Corollary 2.4.2
of DE HAAN (1970) (or see Lemma 2.7.2 of GALAMDOS (1987)) that
tR(w - l/t) --t 0 as t --t +oo is necessary for FE D3 . Next, note that
(13)

. 1 - F(y + xR(y))
.
1 - F(w - l/t + xR(w - 1/t))
hm
= hm
,
1 - F(y)
t=+oo
1 - F(w - l/t)

y/w

and that by ( 10)

1 - F(w -

1/~ + xR;)-

1-Fw-1 t

J

b( x ,t)

l/t)) = C*(x, t) exp

{

a(t)

(1/ R(u)]du

}

,
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where a(t) = w-I/t, b(x, t) = w-I/t+xR(w-1/t), and C*(x, t)---+ 1 for
every x as t ---+ +oo. Hence, by the successive substitutions u = w-1/v
and v = tz, the mean value theorem yields for the right hand side

C*(x,t)exp[-xR(w - I/t)/R(w - I/st)],
where 1 < s < 1/[1 - xtR(w - 1/t)]. The assumed regular variation
of R(w - 1/t) and the uniform convergence theorem for slowly varying
functions imply the validity of (6) via (13). The proof is completed.
In applications, it is some time convenient to introduce the family
of distributions
1 - F(x)
A , x 2'.: 1.
FA(x) = 1 x
Let RA(t) be the expected residual life function of FA(x ). By !'Hospital's
rule, RA(t)/R(t) ---+ 1 as t ---+ +oo if WF = +oo and if RA(t)/t---+ 0.
Hence, by Theorem 1, if RA (t) is regularly varying for one A 2'.: 0 and
if FA(x) E D3 for this A then FA(x) E D3 for all A 2'. 0, in particular,
Fo(x) = F(x) E D3. As an example, take F(x) = 1 - exp(-xB),
0 < B < 1, x 2'. 0. Then, with A= I -B, FA(x) = 1-xB-I exp(-xB),
x 2'.: 1, for which RA(t) = tA. Since A < 1, FA(x) as well as F(x)
belong to D3. Next, take F(x) = 1 - AxA-lexp(-xA), x ;:::: 1,
A 2'.: 1. Then R(t) = t 1-A, so F(x) E D3 by Theorem 1. Note that
F A-1 ( x) is a Weibull distribution, and by what was demonstrated at
the beginning of the present paragraph, FA-1(x) E D3 as well. Hence,
all Weibull distributions belong to D3. Finally, from the special Weibull
distribution F(x) = 1-exp(-x 2 /2) we can conclude that the standard
normal distribution N(x) E D3 by an appeal to the asymptotic formula
1 - N(x),....., C[l - F1(x)] as x---+ +oo, where C > 0 is a constant (see
GALAMBOS (1987), p. 69).
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ON HERMITE-CONJUGATE FUNC'T'lON
By
I. JOO
Department of Analysis, L. Eotv6s University, Budapest
(Received October 11, 1988)

In [7] we have proved the following two theorems. Denote {hn(z)}
2
the orthonormal Hermite polynomials, llhn(z)e-z / 2112 = 1 and let

R(x,y,z)

:=

I: e-../2Tixhn(y)hn(z).

n=O

function

2

f, J(z )e-z 12 E LP(R)

The Abel-Poisson means of a

is defined by

00

J(x, y)

:=

j

2

R(x, y, z)f(z)e-z dz

(x > 0).

-00

THEOREM A.
a) Ifl ~ p

< oo J(z)e-z

Hermite-Fourier series

2; 2

00

E LP(R) and J(z),...., L: anhn(z) is the
..
n=O

off, t}Jen J(x,y)

00

= L:

ane-../2Tixhn(y).

n=O
2
2 2
b) If 1 < p ~ oo then 11 sup J(x, y)e-Y / 11P ~ Apllfe-Y 12 llp, wl1ere
x>O
Ap depends only on p and for 1 < p < oo we 11ave:

lim ll[f(x,y)-J(y)]e-y2/211 =0.
x-+O+
P
2
2
c) Iff(y)e-Y 12 E L 1 (R) and Ea:= (suplf(x,y)le-Y / 2
x>O
2
2
!Eal~ ~11Je-y / 111·

>a) then
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The conjugate Abel-poisson means of a function
E LP(R) is defined as

-

J

f, J( z )e-z

2
/2 E

00

J(x,y)

:=

Q(x,y,z)f(z)e-z 2 dz,

(x > 0),

-oo

where Q(x,y,z) :=

f

e-ffnxhn-1(y)hn(z).

n=l
THEOREM B.

2
2
a) If J(y)e-Y 12 E L 1(R) and Ea:= (suplf(x,y)je-Y / 2
x>O

then !Eal

>a)

2

~ ~llfe-Y 1 2 111·

2
b) Ifl < p < oo and J(y)e-Y 12 E LP(R) t11en

~ Ap IJ!e_Y2/211

sup l](x,y)je_Y2/211

l x>O

p

.
P

2

c) Ifl < p < oo, J(y)e-Y 12 E £P(R) then tliere exists a function
2

], f(y)e-Y /2 E LP(R) such that

J

J~

E

anhn-11

n=l

00

an=

2

J(x)hn(x)e-x dx,

2 2
lim ll[J(x,y)-J(y)]e-Y / 11 = 0.

X-+0+

p

-00

2
d) Ifl~p<oo, J(y)e-Y / 2 E£P(R) then there exists lim ](x,y)=

X-+0+

= f(y)

a.e. (almost everywliere) (which is considered for p

definition of the function
Remark

J).

= 1 as

the

that analogous theorems for the function class
{f: f(y)e-Y E L 1(R)} were obtained by B. MUCKENHOUPT [2], (3],
[9]. As a tool for proving some saturation theorems the author of
present paper had to consider the above version dealing with the LP
2
space {f : f(y)e-Y / 2 E LP(R)} in [7] and [8].

2

2
f(y)e-Y / 2 E £P(R), 1 ~ p < oo.
conjugate function j of J is the function defined by
DEFINITION. Suppose

00

(1)

J,...,

L
n=l

a,1hn-l·

The
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2
We have seen above that for 1 < p < oo, f(y)e-Y / 2 E LP(R) there

2

exists such a (unique) j for which j(y)e-Y 12 E LP(R) and condition (1)
holds. In (3] is proved that if 1 < p < oo and f E LP 2 (R) then there
e-Y

J E LPe-Y 2 (R) satisfying (1) and the norm estimates,

exists a (unique)

analogous to that of Theorem 2. b) and c) hold. The point a) has also
its counterpart: if

f E L1_ 2 (R)
e Y

and Ea:= (sup

x>o

lf(x,y)I

>a)

where

] ( x, y) is defined above, then we have

J

c

2

e-y dy ~ -jlfjlL1

(2)

Ea
MUCKENHOUPT

e

proved also that for 1

(3)

lim

X-+0+

·
-y2

Q

~

p

~

](x, y) = f(y)

oo there exists
a.e.

REMARK. On the ground of formula (1) there are several ways to
define the Hermite conjugation. For example, let f E L 1 2 (resp.
e-Y
2
f(y)e-Y 12 E L 1(R)) and suppose that there exist the coefficients
00

a1o:=

j

2

J(x)hk(x)e-x dx

(k=0,1,2, ... ).

-oo

Then a function ] E L 1

e-Y 2

(resp. ](y)e-Y

2

E L 1(R)) is called the

Hermite-conjugate of f if (1) holds. Orte can give other definition,
based on the convergence of the right hand side of ( 1) in some sense
(convergence a.e., in measure, in distribution sense etc.).
PROBLEM . Study the relations between the above defined conjugations and prove Alexits-type or other saturation theorems using these
concepts.
To illustrate the question in the problem we investigate here a
distributional approach of the conjugation. As it is well-known, the
Schwartz class S of test functions is the space of all functions cp E
E C 00 (R) such that xmcp(n)(x) - t 0 (lxl -too) for every fixed n, m EN.
We say that cp k - t cp in S if for every fixed n, m E N

(4)

(k-too)
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uniformly for x ER. The Schwartz (or tempered) distributions JES'
are the linear functionals on S, continuous with respect to the above

S'

defined convergence (see [5]) . For Jn, f E S' we mean by fn---+ J
(n---+ oo) that (fn,<p}---+ (j,<p} for all <p ES.
LEMMA 1.
2
a) If <p(x)e-x / 2 ES has the Hermite-Fourier series
00

cp(x)e-x2/2"'

(5)

(c, ~1

I: qhk(x)e-z2/2
k=O

\P(x)h,(x),-x'

dx) ,

then for every s E N we have

(k--+oo).

(6)

b) If a sequence (ck) is given for which (6) holds for every s E N,
then the series

(7)
2
converges in S to a function cp( x )e-z / 2 whose Hermite-Fourier series
is (7).
PROOF.

2
a) Since <p(x)e-x 12 E L2 (R), its Hermite-Fourier series tends to
2
<p( x )e-x /2 in L2 (R )-norm and then
00

(8)

cp(x)e-x2/2

= L qhk(x)e - z2/2
k=O

in S' sense. The series converging in distribution sense can be derivated
term by term:

2
cp 1(x)e-x / 2 - xcp(x)

00

= L ckhk(x)e-z 2/ 2 -

00

x

L ckhk(x)e-x 2/ 2
k=O

k=l

or, taking into account (8) ,
00

cp'(x)e-z2/2

=I: ckh~(x)e-x2/2.
k=l
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Analogously
00

<p(s)(x)e-:z:2/2
for any s E N.
coefficient is by

Ck+s

=L

ckh1s)(x)e-:z:2/2.

k=s
2
Since <p(s)(x)e-:z: / 2 E L2(R) its Hermite-Fourier

2s

(k+s)!
k!

which proves (6).

__. 0

b) Let (ciJ satisfy (6) for all s E N. We know that there exist
constants Co, Do > 0 such that (see (4])
(lxl ~ v'2n

(9)

+ 1,

n E

N).

Consequently
v'2n+l
llhn(x)e-z2/211£l(R)

~C

J

e-:z:2/2lhn(x)jdx

~

-v'2n+l

~C (1 + n 114iie-:z:

(10)

f

2
Hence the series i,o(x)e-:z: / 2 :=

22
/ hn(x)lli2(R))

~ Cn 114 .

2
ckhk(x)e-z / 2 converges in L 1(R).

k=O
2
The expression [(1 + x 2) 5 i,o(x)e-:z: / 2j(r+l), where the formal r + 1
derivates are taken term by term in the sum defining i,o(x) will give
2

a (formal) sum I:CA:hk(x)e-:z: 12 where (ck) also fulfills (6), so this
series also converges in L 1(R). But then the series obtained by term by
2
term differentiation in ((1 + x 2 ) 6 <p(x )e-:z: f 2J(r) will converge uniformly.
Since r and s are arbitrary, the Proof of Lemma 1 is complete.

fk=O akhk(x)e-z2f 2 is convergent in S'

LEMMA 2. The formal sum

if and only if there exists r E N with

ak

(11)
PROOF.

= O(F).

Suppose (11) is fulfilled and define the function
00

e-:z:2/2g(x)

= L bkhk+2r+2(x)e-z2/2,
k=O

r.
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where
k!
(k+2r+2)!
Since bk= 0(1/k), this series converges in L 2 (R) so it can be differentiated term by term in S'. Differentiating 2r + 2 times, we get

So the if part of Lemma 2 is proved. To see the only part, take a series
00

e-x2/2 J(x) =

L akhk(x)e-x2/2
k=O

converging in S'. It is known (see [5, vol. II. Chapter VII]) that there
2
exists a function g(x )e-x 12 E C(R), increasing at most polynomi2
ally for !xi - 4
and there exists an r E N with [g(x )e-x /2j(r)
2
= J(x)e-x f 2. Let

=

00

g(x)e-x2/2,....,

(12)

L bkhk(x)e-x2/2
k=O

2
2
an<l suppose that g(x)·e-x 12x -s E L 2 (R). (Since g(x)e-x f 2 increases
polynomially, such s EN exists). Now

jb,j

~

lZ

g(x )e-x' /',-• x' h,(x )e-x' 12 dx <;

::; I lg(x )e-x2 f2x-s IIL2(R) j jxs hk( x )e-x2 /2 j j£2(R)·

Integrating Ly parts we obtain
00

J
-00

00

e-x2/2hi(x)x2s dx

=

J

e-x2[hix x2s-l]' <lx

- 00

•

= ... = O(ks),
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hence bk = O(k5). From Lemma 1 we see that the series (12) converges
2
2
2
to g(x)e-x / 2 in S'. Indeed, if cp(x)e-x / 2 =
ckhk(x)e-x / 2 ES,
k=O
then

f

(g( x )e-x2 /2' cp(x )e-x2 /2) = nl.0100 j ge-x2 /2,

f

ckhk(x )e-x2 /2) =

\
=

lim

n--+oo

~ bkck =

L-1
k=O

lim

n--+oo

(~
L-1

k=O
2
2
bkhk(x)e-x f 2,cp(x)e-x / 2 )

k=O

as we asserted. So (12) can be derived term by term in distribution
sense. We know that

(13)

J(x)e-x2/2 = [g(x)e-x2/2](r) =

tg(j)(x)(~)Pr-j(x)e-x2/2,
. 0
)=

J

where Pr-j(x) is a polynomial of order::; r - j. Since
00

e-x2/2g(j)(x) =

L bkh~)(x)e-x2/2
k=O

and since we can eliminate from (13) the polynomials Pr-j by repeated
use of the rule (see (1)):

(14)

V2.xhh(x) = ~ hk+1(x)

+ Vk hk-1(x)

we get indeed that the coefficients a1c of
Lemma 2 is proved.
Introduce some notations. Let

f increase polynomially.

2
F( H) := {e -x 12f (x) : there exist ak E R such that
00
2
2
e-x 121cx) = 2:akh1c(x)e-x 12 ins' sense},
k=O
L := {(ak) CR : there exists r EN with k-r ak ~ O},

Lr:= {(ak) CR : li(a1c)llr < oo},

where li(a1c)llr :=sup k-rJa1cJ.
kEN

00
Then Lr are Banach spaces and Lr C Lr+ i, L =

LJ

Lr. Take on L the

r=l

weak topology generated by the inclusions

Lr CL, i.e. let (ain)) ~(a;J
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(n -+ oo) if and only if there exists r E N such that ll(a1n))llr < oo,
ll(ak)llr < 00 and ll(ar) - ak)llr-+ 00 (n-+ oo).
The main result of the present paper is the following
Consider the vector space F(H) C 5 1 endowed with
the topology of S'. Then
2
a) The mapping A : F(H) -+ L, A[fe-z f 2] := (ak) is a linear
THEOREM.

isomorpliism between F(H) and L.
2

2

b) The conjugation operator"': F(H)-+ F(H), e-z /2f-+ e-x /2]

(,. ., f

2

akhk_ 1(x)e-x f 2) is continuous and in fact establishes an iso-

k=l
2

morpl1ism between F(H) and Fo(H) := {e-x f 2J E F(H) : ao = O}.
PROOF.
2
2
a) Let e-x / 2 fn E F(H), Alfne-x / 2] = (a1n)). To show the conti-

2
nuity of A it is enough to prove that e-x / 2f n

By definition,

2
e-x 12 n

f

!

!

0 implies ( a1n))

~ 0.

0 means that

00

L ain)ck-+ 0

(15)

(n-+oo),

k=O

for all (ck)

=

A[<pe-x

2 2
2
f ], <pe-x / 2 E S (we used Lemma 1).

This

yields a1n) -+ 0 (n-+ oo) for all fixed k. Suppose indirectly that for
any r EN, sup lain)jk-r

ft

0 (n-+ oo), i.e. for each fixed r there exists

k

a subsequence njr such that suplaknj,r)lk-r > br for every j. Since
•

k

a1n)-+ 0 (n-+ oo) for all fixed k, hence, for large nj,r we can eliminate
k = 1, 2, ... , [5; 1] from the supremum, so for some n(r) we have
(16)

s~p

l

ak(njr)lk-r+l
'

> lr1or every r,

J,. an d nj,r

> n ()
r .

By (16) we can choose inductively a subsequence ri-+ oo (tending very
rapidly to infinity) further subsequences Jr;, kr; such that for all i

(17)
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(18)
(19)

(20)

for all

.f. < i.

Now we define

if k = kr,,·
if k

f

krj·

This contradicts to (15). So the mapping A is continuous. It maps
F(H) onto L by Lemma 2 and A is obviously injective. The continuity
of A is easy to see: if sup la1n) lk-r--+ 0 (n--+ oo) for some r, then
k
00

00

k=O

k=O

I:>in)ck SL

lain)lk-re ck S
00

S sup lain)lk- r
k

L kr Ck--+ 0,

n--+ oo.

k=O

b) Using a) we can transform the conjugation operator to L, where
it is a simple shift of indices (ak) --+ (ak+d · The continuity of this
transformation is obvious ; it maps L to Lo := {(ak) E L : ao = O}
and the continuity of its inverse is also trivial. The Theorem is proved.
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ON SOME CLASSES OF SEMICONTINUOUS
FUNCTIONS
By

z. G. SZABO
Department of Analysis, L. Eotvos University, Budapest

{Received October 21, 1988)
0. (Weakly) composition-closed function classes and related notions

were introduced by A. CSASZAR [1] and J. R. ISBELL [4]. These
properties and their connections to classes of continuous functions have
been examined in [1], [2] and partially in [3] minutiously.
In the present paper we are going to investigate problems concerning
classes of (upper) semicontinuous functions, similar to those which have
been studied in [1] and [2]. Therefore we introduce the notion of
semi-composition-closedness and some of its modified versions. Basic
properties of these notions will be investigated, as well as some of their
relations to each other and to the classes of (upper) semicontinuous
functions.
Notation and terminology of [1] and [2] will be used; according to
them any function class will be considered as a class of real functions
containing every constant function. Throughout this paper "semicontinuous" will always mean "upper semicontinuous". A* will denote the
real line equipped with the left order topology i.e. non-trivial open
sets in R* are exactly those having the form ( -oo, a) for some a E R.
For any topological space X, the class of f : X -4 R* continuous,
i.e. semicontinuous functions will be denoted by C'(X). For any
function class <I> the class of functions belonging to <I> and being bounded
above, bounded below and bounded, will be denoted by ~' ~ and <I>*,
respectively.
1. Let X be an arbitrary non-empty set. A function class <I> on X
will be called a cone-lattice, if it is a function lattice having the property
that f, g E <I>, 0 ~ c E A imply f + g E <I> and cf E <I>. Let the function
class <I> be called strongly self-adjoint, if for any f E <I> any of the
inequalities f > 0 and f < 0 implies
E <I> and weakly self-adjoint, if
for a suitable c E R the inequalities f ~ c > 0 or f s; c < 0 imply the
same.

-t
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A function class ~ on X is said to be strongly semi-compositionclosed (ssc), semi-composition-closed (sc) or weakly semi-compositionclosed (wsc), if the following holds: given a family {Ji : i E I} C ip,
consider the map

(1.1)

h: X-+ R*I ,h(x)

= (fi(x))

(x EX),

and a function k E C(h(X)), k E C(clR*J h(X)), or k E C(R*\
respectively; then k oh E

~-

1

Here R* is equipped with the product
I

topology, h(X) and dR*/ h(X) are considered as subspaces of R* .

If in the definition above I is restricted to be countable, then ip is
said to be countably strongly semi-composition-closed (cssc), countably
semi-composition-closed ( csc ), and countably weakly semi-compositionclosed (cwsc). Similarly, if I is supposed to be finite, <P is said to
be finitely strongly semi-composition-closed (fssc), finitely semi-composition-closed (fsc) and finitely weakly semi-composition-closed (fwsc),
respectively.
The following implications evidently hold:
. SSC

.IJ.

(1.2)

10

SC

.IJ.

7

cssc

.IJ.

1

::}

~

WSC

4.

cwsc

.IJ.

8

c sc

.tJ.

2

::}

9

11

fssc ~ fsc ~ fwsc
The following propositions will be used:
1

(1.3) Let A be an arbitrary subspace of R* for any index set I,
(xi)iE/ and (Yi)iE/ two elements of A with Xi$ Yi (i EI) and f E C(A).
Then J(x) $ J(y).
1

Consider S = {x,y} as a subspace of A. As R* is
a To space, so is S, but it is not discrete, since every open set of
1
R* containing y contains x, too. Thus S is homeomorphic with the
Sierpinsky space, having x as an open, and y as a closed point and
JIS is semicontinuous because off E C(A). Hence J(y) < J(x) is
impossible.
I
PROOF.

(1.4) Let n be a positive integer. f E C(R*n) iff for any x
= (x1, ... ,xn) E R*n

holds.
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Suppose f E C(R.n) and let x = (x1 1 •• • 1 xn) be an
arbitrary element of R*n. If Yi> Xi (i ~ n), then l(y1 1 . . . 1 y11) ~
~ f(xi, . .. ,xn) by (1.3). Assume to find a number c ER such that
for any y E R*n with Yi > Xi (i :::; n) l(y) 2: c > l( x ). In this case
x E 1- 1((-oo,c)), but for any Yi > Xj (i :::; n) x{(-oo, yi) : i :::;
:::; n} C f- 1((-oo,c)) fails to hold. Hence 1- 1(( - oo,c)) cannot be
open in R*n, in contradiction with f E C(R•n ).
On the other hand taking an arbitrary c E R suppose that
PROOF .

(x1,. . . , Xn) = x

r/. l- 1([c, +oo)).

,·

Then

c > f(x)

= inf{J(Yii · .. ,yn) : Yi

> Xi ,i :Sn}

and thus Yi > Xi ( i :::; n) can be found such that f(Y1, . . . , Yn) < c.
Hence for the neighbourghood U = x {( -oo, Yi) : i :::; n} of x we
have: Un l- 1([c,+oo)) = 0 i.e. l- 1([c,+oo)) is closed in R*n . Thus
J E C(R*n).
I

(1.5) f E C(R*) iff f is nondecreasing and contin uous from the
right (in Euclidean sense).
PROOF. This is a direct consequence of (1.4).

I

2. In this section we are going to investigate the basic properties
of different versions of semi-composition-closedness.

( 2 .1) Let ~ be a fwsc function class on X. Then 4> is a weakly
self-adjoint cone-lattice.

:S c E R, consider the following functions:
ki(x) =ex
(x ER*),

PROOF. If 0

k2(x,y)=x+y
k3(x,y) = max(x,y)
k4(x,y) = min(x,y)
-

-

}

(Cx,y)

2

E R* ) .

2

k1 E C(R*), k2, k3, k4 E C(R* ) by (1.5) and (1.4) , respectively. Thus,
~

is a cone-lattice.
Now let c be a positive number and
E X) . Consider the function

k(x) =

t!

if

f

E <Ii with

J(x)

~ c

X~C

(x ER•).
if

x<c

k E C(R*) by (1.5), hence-]= k of E ~ .

> 0 (x

E
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Similarly, if c is negative and J( x)
function

_l
I

C

k(x)= { -~

x

2:

< c < 0 ( x E X), then the

c

(x ER*)
x

<c

will do.

I

f, g

(2.2) If <I> is a fwsc class on X,
(x EX), tl1en Jg E <I>.
PROOF.

E <I>,

Consider the function
a ·b

if

a

2:

0, b 2: 0

k(a,b) = {

(a,b) E R*
0

-

J(x) > 0, g(x) > 0

2

k E C(R* ) by (1.4), hence

2
•

otherwise

J ·g =

k o (J,g) E <I>.

( 2 .3) If <I> is fwsc on X, then for every

f

I

E <I> the function

if

f(x) 2: 0

if

J(x) < 0

(x EX)
belongs to <I>.
PROOF.

It is an immediate consequence of (1.5).

I

( 2 .4) If <I> is fssc on X, tlien it is strongly self-adjoint.
PROOF. The subspaces of R* determined Ly (0,+oo) and (-oo,O)
will be denoted by R+ and R~, respectively. For 0 f. c E R consider

k(c) = -~. k1 = klR+ E C(R+) by (1.5) (there is an increasing
homeomorphism g: R+-+ R*) and if J( x ) > 0 (x EX), then J(X) C
C R+, thus
= ki of E <I>. If f(1:) < 0 (:r E X), then consider
k2 = klR~.
I

-t

( 2. 5) Let <I> be a ( c )wsc function class on X and I an arbi traiy
index set (III = w ). If f is a function on X bounded below and having
the form f = inf{Ji: i E I} for some Ji E <I> (i EI), tl1en J E <I> .
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PROOF. Let m be a lower bound
1

Ji (i

off, then it is a lower bound of

E I), too. For every y E R* let

k(y) =

{

Yi~ m (i

inf {Yi : i E I}

if

m

otherwise.

On the other hand, denoting by
the i-th coordinate, we have

7rj,

E J),

as usual, the projection of R*

1

to

k = inf {max( 7r i, m) : i E I}.
Since for every i E I,

1ri E

1

C(R* ), so is J,. Considering the map

(
h:X---+R *I ,hx)=(fi(x))

we have

J=

k oh. Thus

JE

for

x EX,

<I> .

I

(2 .6) Let <I> be a(c)ssc function class on X and I an arbitrary index
set (III = w ). If J is a function on X of tbe form f = inf {Ji : i E I}
witb Ji E <I> (i EI), tben J E <I>.
PROOF. Consider the map
1

h: X----+ R* ,h(x)

= (fi(x))

x EX.

for

Let

(2. 7)

k =inf {rrilh(X): i EI}.

For every z E h(X) there is an x EX with z = h(x) i.e. Zi = fi(x) ~
~ f(x) hence the set {rri(z): i EI} is bounded below. Definition (2.7)
is therefore correct and since rrilh(X) E C(h(X)) (i EI) so is k. Thus
f=kohE.P.
I

(2.8) Let <I> be a cssc function class on X, then <P is complete.

Jn

f 11

f

uniformly. For any k E N
there can be found nk EN such that lfnk - fl <
Now fnk + E <I>,
of course and J =inf {ink+
k EN}. Thus f E <I> by (2.6).
I
PROOF. Suppose

E <I> and

i:

REMARK

---+

t.

!

the following:

(2.9) Tbe proof above is correct, if«t> is supposed to be a function
class, }Javing merely tlle fallowing properties:
(a) if J E cp and c ER, then f + c E <I>,
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(b) if f = inf{fn : n EN} with fn E qi (n EN), t11en f E qi_

(2.10) Let qi be a (f, c)wsc function class on X, t11en qi,
have tl1e same property.
PROOF.

2, and qi*

Let I be an arbitrary (or finite, or countable) index set,

-

-

I

E IP (i E I) and h(x) = (fi(x)) (x E X). If k E C'(R* ), then
k oh E <I>, since <I> is (f, c)wsc. On the other hand, define Mi (i E I)
and M by

Ji

I

Mi= sup{fi(x): x E X}(i E J),M = (lvl;) ER* .
Now, for any z E h(X) we have Zi ::; Mi (i E I) and therefore
k(z) ::; k(M) by (1.3). Thus k(M) is an upper bound of k o h i.e.
k oh E "¥.
The same statement for the case of 2 can be proved similarly, while
the statement concerning ~* is a direct consequence of the ones above.I

(2.11) Let IP be a (f, c)sc function class on X, tl1en "¥has tl1e same
property.
PROOF. With a notation similar to the one above we have zi S
::; Mi (i E I) for every z E h(X), hence M E clR*J{z} C clR*I h(X).
Now we have k(M) 2: k(z) for any k E C(clR*J h(X)) by (1.3) and

therefore k(M) is an upper bound of k oh again.

I

3. In this section some counterexamples will be constructed for
further examination of the implications in ( 1.2).
(3.1) Consider
qi={! E
qi

C(R*): 3xo E R*(x 2: xo =;. f(x)

is a fssc class, since for given

h : R*

-t

Ji, ... , f 11

=

f(xo))}.

E cl) con::;idering the map

R*n , h( x) = (! 1( x), ... , f n ( x))

(x EX),

it will be a continuous one, hence we have k o h E C(R*) for any
k E C(h(R*)). On the other hand an Xi E R* can be found for every
fi(i ~ n) such that fi(x) = fi(xi) = Mi for any x ~ Xi. Taking
therefore xo 2: max{ Xi : i ::; n}, we have k o h E cl), since for every
x ~ xo

k(h(x))

= k(fi(x), ... , f

11

(x)) = k(Al1, ... , Mn)= k(h(i'.o)).
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Let n E N be arbitrary and consider the

function

={

fn(x)

< n,

arctan x

for

x

7r

for

x 2:: n.

"2"

Now we have fn E <P (n E N), since fn E C(R*) by (1.5) and fn(a:) =
= fn(n) =~for any x 2:: n, but arctan =inf {Jn : n EN} is bounded
below, without belonging to <I>. Thus, by (2.5) <P is not cwsc.
I
(3.2) Let <I> be the class of every bounded real function on R. Since
the class of all real functions on R is evidently ssc, ~ must be wsc by

(2.10).
However, <I> fails to be fsc. Consider the function
-1

={

f(x)

x ~ -1
-1<x<1
x 2:: 1

for
for
for

~

f E <I> and -f E <I> evidently hold. Define h:
- f (x)), then the map <p defined by
<p:

(x ER) .

R--+ R*

2
,

h(:c)

= (f(x),

h(R)--+ [-1, I], cp((p, -p)) = p

is a homeomorphism. h(R) is con:;idered here as a subspace of R*
while the interval [-1, 1] as a subspace of R (not R*!). The function
1+l

g(x) = { 0

for

-1

~

2

,

x < 0

x
for

is semicontinuous, hence go <p E C(h(R)). This function, which is not
bounded below will be extended to be semicontinuous on cl w2 h(R).
First for all

'J

obviously holds. The set (-oo,p1] x (-oo,p2] CR*~
2

will be denoted

by Lz, for any z = (Pt,pz) E R* . Now we have Lz n k(R) ::J 0 for
each z E c/R*2h(R), and the function go i.p is hounded above, thus the
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following definition is correct.

k(z) = sup{g(c.p(y)): y E Lz n h(R)}

klh(R) =go c.p, since Lz n h(R) = {z} for every z E h(R). On the other
hand, let c E R be arbitrarily chosen. If c > 0 holds, then

since g :S 0 and therefore k :S 0, while for c :S 0 we have

{z E clR*2h(R): k(z) < c} =
1
={z E cl 2h(R) : c.p(Lz n h(R)) c ( - , O)} =
R*
c- 1
1
={(p1,P2) E cl 2h(R): Pl< O,p2 < - - } =
R*
1- c
=cl

1

R*

2h(R)n((-oo,O) x (-oo,-))
1- c

which is an open subspace of clR*2 h(R).
Thus we have a. function k such that k E C'(clR*2h(R)) and k oh=

=go c.p oh =go J ti cp, since it is not bounded below.

I

(3.3) Consider the class cp = C(R*) i.e. the class of real semicontinuous functions bounded above on R*. Since the class C'(R*) is obviously
ssc, cp must be sc by (2.11).
Define now the function

J(x) = arctan x -

7f

2

(xER*),

J E cp, since f E C(R*) by (1.5) and J(x) < 0 (x E R*). On the
other hand lim f (x) = 0, hence - 1 , being not boun<led above, cannot
X-->00

1

belong to cp, Thus cp fails to be fssc by (2.4).

I

(3.4) Having constructed the counterexamples above, we can see at
once, that implications (10), (11) and (12) in (1.2) fail to be equivalences

by (3.1), implications (2), (4) and (6) by (3.2), while implications (1),
(3) and (5) by (3.3).
I
4. The following theorems show a complete analogy with Theorems
2., 3. and 4. in [2].
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(4.1) If cI> is a function class on X, the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) Tliere are a topological space Y and a smjective map p : X -+ Y
such that cI> = C(Y) o p.
(b) cJ> is SSC.
(c) There is a topology on X such that <I>= C(X).
(4.2) If cI> is a function class on X, tl1e following statements are
equivalent:
(a) There are a topological space Y and a map p : X -+ Y such tliat
cf> = C(Y) op.
(b) cfl is WSC.

= C(Y)jX.
( 4.3) If cI> is a function class on X, the following statements are
equivalent:
(a) There are a topological space Y and a map p : X -+ Y such tliat
p(X) is dense in Y and cI> = C(Y) op.
(b) cJ> is SC.
( c) There are a set Y ~ X and a topology on Y such that X is dense
in Y and cI> = C(Y)jX.
(c) Tllere are a set Y ~ X and a topology on Y such that 4'>

PROOF. We prove the three theorems simultaneously, denoting the
details concerning only the case is ssc, wsc or sc classes by a, f3 and -y,
respectively.
(a)=>(b) Suppose Ji E <I>, then Ji= giopfor some 9i E C(Y) (i EI).
Define

h(x) = (fi(x))

(x EX)

g(y) = (gi(Y))

(y E Y).

and
Now h = g op and g is a continuous map.
(1) Therefore clR*1h(X) = clR.1g(p(X)) ::J g(clyp(X))
Thus, for any
(a) k E C(h(x)) = C(g(p(X))) = C(g(Y)),
({3) k E C(R*),
(!) k E C(clR.1h(X)),

= g(Y) .

we have k o g E C(Y) and consequently k oh E C(Y) op= cl> .
(b )=>( c). Let I be an appropriate index set such that cI> ={Ji : i EI}
and consider the map
.1

h: X-+ R ,

h(x)

= (fi(x))

(x EX).
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Now define
(a) Y = X,

(/3) Y =XU (R~J - h(X)),
(!) Y =XU (clR.1[h(X)] - h(X))
and
(a) h: Y---+ h(X)
-

({J) h : Y---+ R*
(!)

h: Y---+

I

clR.1h(X)

by

h = h,
-

= h,
by hlX = h,
by h!X

h!Y - X = idR•Lh(X)'
hlY - X

= idclR•J[h{X)]-h(X)•

and equip Y with the initial topology corresponding h. Then(!) Xis
obviously dense in Y and for any i E I we have Ji = 7rj oh= 7rj o hlX E
E C(Y)IX i.e. cI> C C(Y)IX. On the other hand, if g E C(Y), let
(a) k: h(X)---+ R*,
1

(/3) k: R* ---+ R*,
(!) k: clR.zh(X)---+ R*
be defined by k(h(y)) = g(y)
(y E Y).
1
If there are y, y E Y such that h(y) = h~y1 ), then they have the
same neighbourhoods in Y, hence g(y) = g(y ), for R* is a To-space.
Thus, the definition of k is correct. Taking an open set G CR*, the set
g- 1(G) = h.- 1(k- 1(G)) is also open and so is the set k- 1(G) since his
an onto map. Therefore
(a) k E C(h(X)),
1

(/3) k E C(R* ),
(t) k E C(clR.1h(X)),
and glX = k o hlX = k oh E «P. Hence cI>
(c)=:i-(a). Obvious.

= C(Y)IX.
I
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Introduction
Let be (Y,
define

II · II) a

QK(Y)

normed linear space, K C Y a bounded set. We

= {x

EK;

llY -

xii

=

sup
x 1EK

llY -

x'jl}.

We call the set K as a uniquely farthest set, if QK(Y) is singleton
for all y E Y. Naturally, all singleton K sets are uniquely farthest.
The following question seems to be open. Is all uniquely farthest sets
are the singletons? There are some partial answers concerning this
question. The answer is affirmative in finite dimensional spaces, in case
of norm-compact K[l], in case of norm-continuous QK [2], there is an
equivalent renorming of the space that in the new norm the answer is
affirmative [3].
In this paper we prove a result, which means that the £1-product
of two nontrivial such space has the same property, assuming that one
of them is strictly convex.

The result
THEOREM. Let be (X, II· II) and (Z, 11 ·II) real normed linear spaces,
in which the uniquely remotal sets are singletons, (X, II · II) is strictly
convex, dimX > 0, dimY > 0. Then in the Y = X ® Z, ll(x,y)ll =
= llxll+llYll normed linear space the uniquely remotal sets are singletons.
PROOF. Let K C Y a uniquely remotal set. We denote by P and
Q the projections onto (X, 0) ,...., X and ( 0, Z) ,._, Z respectively. We
have the following cases:
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CASE I. There exists x 1 E X, for which

P(QK(x',O))

= (x',O).

CASE II. For arbitrary x EX

P(QK(x, 0))

I

(x, 0).

In Case I, we show that for arbitrary x E X

(1)
Clearly,

ll(x, 0) - QK(x, 0)11 ~
~llx - x'll + ll(x',O)- QK(x,O)ll ~
~IJx - x'll + ll(x',O)- Q1dx',O)l1,
on the other side, using P( Q1d x', 0)) = (x', 0) we have
llx - x'll

+ ll(x 1 ,0)- Qx(x 1,0)ll = ll(x,0)- Q1<(x1 ,0)ll,

so, by the definition of QK, we have (1).
In Case II, we define the mapping f : x

~

X on the following way:

P(Qx(x,O) -(x,O))
J(x) = x + llP(QK(x,O) - (x,0))11 · ll(x , O) - QK(x,O)IJ.
We can see instantly, that

llx - J(x )II = ll(x, 0) - QK(x, 0)11 =
=IJQ(QK(x,0))11 + IJP((x,0)- QK(x,0))11 -

(2)

Applying (2) in the definition of J,

llf(x) - P(QK(x,0))11

(3)

=

llQ(QK(x,O))IJ.

So, for arbitrary x1, x2 E X

(4)
because of

llx1 - f(x2)ll ~ llx1 - P(QI<(x2,0))ll

+ llP(QK(x2,0))- J(x2)ll =

=llx1 - P(QK(x2,0))ll + llQ(QK(x2,0))ll = ll(x1,0)- QK(x2,0)ll(Here we have used (3) .)
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We show also that for x1,x2 EX, J(x1)-/= J(x2)

llx1 - f(x2)11 < llx1 - f(x1)ll·

(5)

First, we prove (5) for QK(x1,0) = QK(x2,0) indirectly. Using (2), (4)
and the definition of Q K, the indirect hypothesis can be formulated as

(6)
Using (2), (3), (6) and the definition of J,

(7)

llx1 - f(xi)ll =
=llP(QK(x1,0))- (x1,0)ll

+ llP(Q1<(x1,0))- f(x1)ll

and

llx1 - f(x2)ll = ll(x1,0)- QK(x1,0)ll =
=llQ(QK(x1,0))ll + llP((x1,0)- Q1<(x1,0))ll =
=llQ(QK(x2,0))ll + llP(QK(x1,0)) - (x1,0)ll =
=llJ(x2)- P(QK(xi,0))11 + llP(QK(x1,0))- (x1,0)ll·
(In the latter relation QK(x1,0) = QK(x2,0) is used too.) Because
of the definition off, x1 - J(x1) is parallel to P(QK(x1,0))- (x1,0).
By (7) and (8), using the strict convexity of (x, 11 ·II), P(QK(x1,0)) - f(xi) is parallel to P(QK(x1, 0))- J(x2). Because of the same length
/llQ(Q1<(x1, 0))11/, f(x1) = f(x2). Now, we have (5) in the case
Q1<(x1,0) = QK(x2,0). In the case QJ<(x1,0) -/= QK(x2,0), using
(2) and (4),
(8)

llx1 - f(xi)ll = 1l(x1,0)- QK(x1,0)ll >
>ll(x1, 0) - Q1<(x2, 0)11 ?:'. ll(x1, 0) - f(x2)ll
so, we have (5). Using (5), K1 = J(X) is uniquely farthest in (X, 11 ·II).
This implies that Ki is a singleton.
We prove indirectly that QK ((X,O)) is a singleton too. Let be
x1,x2 EX such that QK(xi,O) = k1, QK(x2,0) = k2, k1-/= k2. Using
(2) and (4),

llx1 - f(xi)ll = ll(x1, 0) - kill >
>ll(x1,0)- k2ll ?:'. llx1 - f(x2)IJ,
which contradicts f(xi) = J(x2) (the latter comes from the singletonness of K1). So, in Cases I and II, we proved that QJ<((X,O)) is a
singleton. We can have the same reasoning when beside of K we have
(O,z) + K for arbitrary z E Z. This implies that QK((X,z)) is a
singleton for arbitrary z E Z. We denote this element by k( z ). So,
sup ll(x,z)- kl!= ll(x,0)- P(k(z))ll

kEK

+ 11(0,z)- Q(k(z))ll,
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and the supremum on the left side is exactly attained at k(z).
We choose x so, that (x, 0) = P(k(z)). Now,
sup ll(x,z) - kll 2: 11(0,z)- Q(k(z))ll
lceK

and because of the special choice,
sup ll(x,z) - kll = 11(0,z)- Q(k(z))ll.
1:EK

Again, the supremum on the left side is exactly attained only at k(z ).
Using again the special choice, we can write ·
sup 11(0,z) - Q(k)ll = 11(0,z) - Q(k(z))ll.
1:EK

This means that Q(K) is uniquely remotal in the subspace (Z, 0). So,
Q(K) is a singleton, implying that k(z) does not depend on z. So K is
a singleton.
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1. Introduction

Let Y, Y1, Y2, Y3, ... be i.i.d. random variables. Consider the a-fields
g.n = a(Y1, Y2, ... , Yn) n ~ 1. Let v be a positive integer-valued
stopping time with respect to the sequence {g.n}~=l of a-fields, for
which P(v < +oo) = 1. Consider the generalized random walk

So= 0,

n = 1,2, ....

Then the limit
lim Sv/\n

n-+oo

= Sv

exists and is finite a.s.
The following results are obtained by A.

GUT

and S.

JANSON.

(1) Let p ~ 1, and suppose that EvP < oo. Then
(1.1)
EISvlp < oo ~ EIYIP < oo.
(2) Let p ~ 1 and suppose that Ev(P/ 2)Vl < oo; EY = 0. Then
(1.2)
EISvlp < oo ~ EJYJP < oo.
(3) Let p ~ 1 and suppose that EY =a f= 0. Then
(1.3)
EJSvJP < oo andEJYJP < oo:::} EvP < oo.
In this paper we give an estimate for the desired moment of
sup JSv/\nl· We establish the necessary and sufficient conditions on the
n>l

e;istence of the desired moment of sup JSv/\nl· The obtained results
n>l

improve a part of the results of paper [2]

by A.

GUT and

S.

JANSON.
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2. The case EY = a # 0.
In this case we give a necessary and sufficient condition to ensure
that
sup ISv/\nl
n~l

belong to Lp. We prove the following
1. Let p ~ 1 and suppose EY

= a -/= 0.

Then
E(sup ISv/\nl)P < oo -<:==9 EIYIP < oo and EvP < oo.

THEOREM

n:'.:'.:1
PROOF.

Suppose first E(sup ISv/\nl)P
n:'.:'.:1

< oo.

Since

IY1I :=:;sup ISv/\nl
n:'.:'.:1
we have

EIYIP = EIY1IP ~ E(sup ISv/\nl)P

< oo.

n:'.:'.:l

Next S 11 =

lim Sv/\n, therefore

n---+oo

ISvlp

=

lim ISvJ\nlp :S sup ISvJ\nlP, so EISvlp < oo.
n~ I

n---+oo

We apply (1.3) in the case EY = a -/= 0 to obtain EvP < oo .
Conversely, let EIYIP < oo and EvP < oo . Without the loss of the
generality we can suppose now that EY1 = a > 0. (The case a < 0 can
be treated similarly by taking {-Yi} instead of {Yi} i = 1, 2, .. . ). Then
(Sv/\n, .9'n) is submartingale. Its Doob-decomposition has the form

Sv/\n = [Sv/\n - a(v An)]+ a(v An),
where Sv/\n - a(v An) is martingale and a(v An) ::; av for n = 1, 2, ....
Consider two cases:
a) If 1 ::; p ::; 2, then by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality
we have
1
2
E
ISvAn - a( v A n )IP ,, CpE
a) x(v 2' i) )' ' <

~~~

(~CY; -

,, c,E [~ IY; -

•l'x(v

2'

i)l = c, ~ EIY - •I' P(v 2' i) =

= CpEIY - ajP Ev ::; CpEIY - ajP EvP

so

< oo
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b) If p 2'. 2, by the J.

MoGYOR6DI

inequality [3] we have

E (sup ISvAn - a(v I\ n)l)P $
n2:1

~ E ((Yi 00

$Gp{ E

+

[

f

E

a)

2

l

15\) x(v 2'. i)

p/2

+

(IYi - alPx(v 2'.: i))} =

i=l

= Cp{EIY - alP Ev+ (EIY - al 2 )Pl 2EvPl 2 } < oo
so

E (sup ISvAnl) p <

00.

n2:1

This proves the assertion.
REMARK.

Since
ISvl $sup ISvAnl,
n;::::l

so sup ISvAnl E Lp implies that S,., E Lp too. Therefore one direction
n2:1

of ( 1.1) is obtained immediately from Theorem 1.
COROLLARY.

The conditions

E(sup ISv/\nl)P < oo

and

n2:1

sup E(ISvAnl)P < oo
n2:1

are equivalent, provided that EY = a 'f. 0.
Indeed, sup EISvAnlP < oo is trivial from E(sup ISvAnl)P < oo.
n2:1

Conversely, suppose that sup EISvAnlP < oo. It is evident that
n;::::l

EIYIP

< oo. On the other hand, by the Fatou lemma we have
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By (1.3) it follows that EvP < oo. By Theorem 1 EIYIP
EvP < oo together ensure the finiteness of

< +oo and

E(sup ISvt-.nlP) < oo.
n~l

< oo and EvP < oo imply

By (1.1) the conditions EIYIP

REMARK .

II

the finiteness of EISilP

< oo, where si

= L IYil but conversely
i=l

EIS~IP

< oo implies E(sup ISvt-.nl)P < oo
n~l

so we can conclude that the following conditions are equivalent provided
that EY = a -:f 0
E(sup ISvt-.nl)P < oo ¢=>sup EISvt\nlp < oo <==> EIS~lp < oo.
n~l

n~l

3. The case EY

=0

For p ~ 2 we have here a situation similar to Theorem 1, but the
assumption on the moments of v can be weakened.
THEOREM

2. Let p

~

2, and suppose that EY

E(sup ISvt-.nl)P < oo ¢=> EIYIP

<

= 0.

Then

oo and EvPl 2

< oo .

n~l

PROOF. In the case EY = 0, Svt-.n = 2:?::1 Yix(v ~ i) is martingale
and its differences are di = Yix (v ~ i) i ~ 1 where Yi and x(v ~ i) are
independent.
Applying the inequality of J . MoGYORODI for p ~ 2, we have

cpM ~ E(sup ISvt-.nl)P ~ CpM.
n~l

Where Cp and Gp are positive constants depending on p, and
00
p/2
00
M =E[LE(d~l.9'i-d]
+ LEldilP =
i=l

i=l

00

=E ( L E(Yi2x(v

~ i)l.9'i-d)

i=l
00

p/2

00

+L

E(IYilPx(v

i=l

2

=E[I:0- x(v

~

i)]

p/2

i=l

=aP EvPl 2 + EIYIP Ev.

00

+ LP(v ~ i)EIYIP =
i=l

~ i)) =
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Here a 2 = EY 2 and we have used that
x(v ~ i) are independent.
From these inequalities we get that
E sup ISv/\nlp
n?:l

<

oo {::=} EIYIP

Yi

and :Ji-1 as well

Yi

and

< oo and EvPl 2 < oo

remarking that Ev$ EvPl 2 and EIYIP > a 2 .
This proves our assertion.
Unfortunately, we do not know whether Theorem 2 for the case
1 $ p < 2 holds true. But we have the following

3. Let 1 $ p < 2 and suppose that EY

THEOREM

EIYIP

< oo and Ev < oo

=? E

sup ISv/\nlp

= 0.

Then

< oo.

n?:l
PROOF. Sv/\n is a martingale as in the previous proof. By the
Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality we have

By Doob-inequality, it is evident that in the case EY = 0

REMARK.

for p

>1

E(sup ISv/\ni)P < oo {::=}sup E(ISv/\ni)P < oo.

However, the following example shows that for p = 1 this is not
valid.
Consider a symmetric simple random walk, that is,
suppose that P(Y = 1) = P(Y = -1) = ~·
Let 11 be the stopping time defined by the formula
EXAMPLE.

11

= min{n; Sn= l}.

Then

+ E(ISv/\ni) =
2P(Sj"/\n = 1) = 2P(v $

E(ISv/\nl) = E(Sv/\n)

= 2E(Sj"/\n) =
so

sup EISv/\nl = 2.
n?:l

n)
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On the other hand, by the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality we
have
E(sup ISvAnl) ~ cpE

= CpE

(t

x(v

00

(

2 i))

~ Y?x(v ~ i)

)

1/2

=

112

= CpEv 1!2 = +oo.

i== 1
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ON THE STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR
A MARTS
By
BUI KHOI DAM
Department of Probability Theory and Statistics, L. Eotvos University, Budapest
(Received Novembtr 3, 1988)

Let (rt.,s;,P) be a probability space and let (g;n)n>O be a nondecreasing sequence of a-fields of events. We say that -the sequence
(Xn,s;n), n 2: 0, of real-valued and adapted random variables forms an
amart, if E(IXni) < +oo for every n 2: 1 and
lim E(XT)

TET

exists and is finite, where T denotes the family of all bounded stopping
times for the sequence (g;n)n2'.0·
The following assertion is the key observation for the proof of the
strong law of large numbers.
THEOREM 1. Let (Xn, ~n)n>O be a predictable amart (i.e. Xn+l

is g;n-measurable, n 2: 0). Then X 11 /n

----4

0

a.s. as n

----4

+oo.

For the proof of this theorem we recall the lemma of [2].
LEMMA 1. (see [2], Lemma 3.1. p.208.) Let (Zn, g;n)n>O be an
amart such that
lim E(Znlg;rn) = 0 a.s.
n-++oo

for all fixed m 2: 1. Then
(a) J sup IE(Znlg;m)I

< +oo for every m 2: 1,
n2'.i
(b) E(Znlg;m) ----4 0 in Li for every rn 2: 1,
(c) lim J IZTI = 0,
TET

(<l) Zn ----4 0 a.s. and in Li,
(e) ( ZT )TET is uniformly integrable.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Introduce the notation Zn= Xn+l -Xu,
n ~ 1. Then Zn is .<f"11 -measurable for all n ~ 1 since (X11 ) is predictable.
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We show that (Zn,.9in), n ? 1, is an amart. For any bounded stopping
time r with respect to (.9' 11 )n>l define a- = r + 1. Obviously a- is a
bounded stopping time and wehave

E(Zr)=

J
r

(Xnk+1-Xnk)dP=

(r=nk)

(r=n1)

=

J

(Xn 1+i-Xn 1 )dP+ ... +

J

J

Xn,+JdP+ .. . +

ku=n 1 +1)

X,,,+ldP]

(u=nk+l)

[ J dP + ... + J dP1 =
Xn 1

Xnk

(r=nk)

r=n1)

= E(Xu) - E(Xr ).

This equality implies that
lim E(Zr) = 0

rET

since (Xn,.'Jn) is an amart. The integrabili ty of (Zn) is obvious.
Consequently, (Zn,.9in) is also an amart.
Using the Riesz decomposition of (X 71 ) (see [2], Theorem 3.2.) we
can write Xm in the form Xm = lvlm +Pm and this decomposition is
unique, here (Mm, Sim) is a martingale and

Mm

= n-++oo
lim E(Xn l.9im)

a .s.,

whilst (Pm,.9im) is an amart with the property that Pm
in Li . Thus for the amart (Z 11 ,.9i 11 ) we have
lim E(Znl.9im) =

n-++oo

lim E(Xn+1l.9im)-

n-++oo

Therefore, by Lemma 1 we have that Zn
implies that

Z1 + .. . +Zn

- - - - - ---t

n

---t

---t

0 a.s. and

lim E(Xnl.9'm) =
11-++oo
= Mm - lvlm = 0

0 a.s. when n

---t

+oo.

0 a.s.,

or in the formulation

(X2 - X1)

+ ... + (Xn+l n

Xn) = Xn+I _ X1
n

n

---t

O a .s ..

a.s ..
This
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Consequently,
Xn+l = Xn+l . _n_
n+l
n
n+l
This proves the assertion.

-+

0

a.s ..

THEOREM 2. Let (Xn, :Jn) be an amart and denote by 6.Xn, n 2: 1,
its difference sequence, where 6.Xo = Xo = 0 a .s. Then Xn/n-+ 0 a.s.
as n -+ +ex>, if
(a) 1 Sp S 2 and the series
00

L n-PE(l6XnlP)
n=l

converges, or
(b) 2 ~ p <

+ex>

and the series
00

L n-(l+p/

2) E(j6.XnlP)

n=l

converges.
PROOF. Using the decomposition of Doob we have Xn
where
n

= Yn + Zn

= 2,3, ...

and

Z1

= 0,

Zn - Zn-1

= E(Xnl:fn_i) -

Xn-1,

n = 2,3, ...

Obviously, (Yn, :Jn) is a martingale. Consequently, (Zn, :Jn) is an amart
and the sequence ( Z11 ) is predictable. Thus by Theorem 1 n - l Zn -+ O
a.s. as n -+ +ex>.
To complete the proof it suffices to show that n- 1Yn -+ 0 a.s ..
We have for all p 2: 1 the inequality

This by the Gp-inequality implies that

E(j6.Yn!P) S E[2P- 1(16.Xnlp + 16.ZnlP)] S 2PE(l6.Xn)IP) .
So, if 1 S p S 2, we have
00

00

n=l

n=l

L n-P E(l6.YnlP) S 2P L n-P E(l6.XnJP),
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which by our assumption converges. Now if 2
00

00

n=l

n=l

~

p

< +oo then

L n-(l+p/2)E(l6YnJP) ~ 2P L n-(l+p/2)E(J6Xnl)P) < +oo.
By the SLLN for martingales (see e.g. [l]) in both cases we have
n-Iyn-+

0 a.s.

as n-+ +oo.
Our assertion is therefore proved.
REMARKS. 1. For 2 ~ p < +oo the result of Theorem 2 is given in
[3], Theorem 2, without proof. Our proof seems to be other than the
proof of the authors of the mentioned paper.
2. The SLLN for martingales immediately follows from the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality. (see, [4].)
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AN INEQUALITY BETWEEN THE HELLY AND
CARATHEODORY NUMBERS (H::::; C)
By
I. 106
Department of Analysis, L. Eotvos University, Iludapest
(Received November 3, 1988)

~

Let X be an arbitrary set. Consider a mapping [., .] : X x X ~
P(X). We say that [x1, x2] is the segment between x1 and x2. The

set KC Xis called convex if x1, x2 E J( implies [x1,x2] CI<. The
convex hull (H) of a set H C X is

(H)

:=

n{K : H

c

Kc K,

K is convex}.

Obviously (H) will be a convex set. We have thus defined a convexity
structure on X.
DEFINITION. The Helly number of a convexity X, [.,.]is the smallest integer n 2 0 with the following property. If for a finite collection of
convex subse ts of X any n+l sets have common point then a ll sets have
a common point. The Caratheodory number of X, [., .] is the smallest
integer n 2 0 such that for any H C X

(H) :=LJ{(F) : Fe A,

IFl::;n+l}.

In what follows we prove an inequality between Helly and Caratheodory
numbers in a class of convexity spaces. Remark that for special convexities K. BEZDEK and I. Joo [3] further M. HORVATH [4] investigated
the Helly and Caratheodory numbers.
We consider g : Xx Xx [O, l] ~ X and define the segment structure
by [x1,x2] := {g(x1, x2,,).) : 0 ::::; ,\ ::::; l}. A function J: X ~ R is
called convex if

We shall prove the following.
THEOREM Let X be a compact T1 topological space endowed with
the above convexity and suppose that each convex set is the zero set
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of a convex function. Then the Helly number is not greater tlian the
Caratheodory number: H ::::; C.
PROOF. We have to show that H 2: n implies C 2: n. Suppose
H 2: n; this means that there is a finite collection of convex sets J( i,
... , K l:+l such that k 2: n and

(2)
but for any 1 ::::; i

~

k + 1 there exists an element

(3)
We can suppose that~ := ( {x1, ... , Xj-1, Xi+l • .. . , xk+d) =Ki since
the system (~) satisfies (2) and (3) as well. Introduce the notation
J( := ({x1, ... ,xl:+d). Take continuous convex functions Ji: X - t R
for which

(4)
Then the relation (2) implies by compactness that

(5)

c :=min

max

xEK l:Si:Sk+l

fi(x) > 0.

Now apply the same device as in [6] and [7]. Namely let cp: K - t Rk+ 1,
cp(x):=(Ji(x)-c, . .. ,f,t+1(x)-c). Then (6) means that cp(K)nK-=0
where K- C Rl:+l denotes the cone of all vectors of Rk+l with negative
coordinates. Using (1) we get that the convex hull of cp( K) fulfills the
cocp(K)nK- = 0. Now the Hahn-Banach theorem guarantees a vector
0 # µ E Rk+ 1 such that

(6)

(cp(K),µ) 2: 0,

The second inequality implies for I'= (>q, ... , A,t+1) that Ai 2: 0 and
hence we can normalize µ to ensure I: Aj = 1. The first inequality of
(6) then implies that

(7)
Take an xo E J( such that c =

x EK.
IDl!l-X
I

(8)

fi(xo), then we get by (7) that

AN INEQUALITY

Now we can prove that C
$ k - 1), then

~
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n. Suppose indirectly that C $ n - 1($
.l:+l

(9)

LJ Ki

K=

i=l

consequently there exists an xo with

(10)
We know from (10) that f; 0 = 0 and then Aj 0 = 0. On the other hand we
know that Ji( Xio) = 0 for i =f:. io and then E >.ifi( xo) = Aio ·!i 0 ( Xio) = 0
and this contradicts to (7). The Theorem is proved.
I
REMARK. If X is a compact metnc space and the metric is convex
in the sense that

( 11)

e( x3, Y3) $ >.e( xi, Y1) + (1 - >. )e( x2, Y2)
x3 = g(xi, x2, A), Y3 = g(yi, Y2, A), 0 $ >. $ 1,

then the assumption of the Theorem holds and hence H $ C is valid.
Indeed, for a convex set KC X the distance function of the set K will
be convex in the sense of (1 ). We formulate the following
PROBLEM. If Xis a (non-metrizable) compact uniform space, how
can we formulate a condition on the uniformity which ensures some
analogon of (11 )? We can investigate this problem for other generalizations of metric spaces too (see e.g. [5]) .
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ON THE ORDER OF MEAN CONVERGENCE OF
INTERPOLATING PROCESSES
By
I. JOO

Department of Analysis, L. Eotvos University, Budapest
(Received November 15, 1988)

To the memory of professor PAUL TURAN
1. The mean convergence of interpolating processes was first investigated in the famous work [1] of P. ERDOS and P. TURAN (1937) (see
also [3]) where the weighted L 2-convergence of the Lagrange interpolation on a finite interval is proved if the nodes of the interpolation are
the zeros of the polynomials orthogonal with respect to this weight,
satisfying some conditions. The mean convergence of the Lagrange
interpolation on infinite intervals presented more difficulties; it was
solved only in 1961 by J. BALAZS and P. TU RAN in [6]. The question of pointwise convergence on finite intervals were investigated by
many authors. The deepest results in this question were obtained by
0. SHISHA, R. BOJANIC, K. BALAZS, G. FREUD, J. SZABADOS, P.
VERTESI and others. The pointwise convergence on infinite interval was
investigated by BALAZS and TURAN in [4] for Lagrange and HermiteFejer interpolation. Using the ideas of [4] K. BALAZS obtained in [8], [9)
some pointwise convergence theorems for Lagrange and Hermite-Fejer
interpolation, based on the roots of the Laguerre polynomials.

If we consider arbitrary point system instead of the zeros of orthogonal polynomials, the resulting Hermite·-Fejer interpolation operators
will be positive, if the point system is normal. The concept of normal
point system was introduced by L. FEJI::R for finite intervals (see [17])
and the analogous notion for infinite intervals is given in [11], where the
stability of the corresponding interpolation is proved and an estimate
is given for its pointwise convergence.

The above investigations were continued by many authors in three
main directions:
a) interpolations for the largest possible family of weights are studied,
b) the LP-convergence, generalizing the L 2-convergence,
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c) the speed of convergence of the interpolating processes for various
classes of functions; saturation theorems.
Several open problems on this topic can be found in Turan's nice
paper (2].
For finite intervals the Erdos-Turan theorem gives estimate for the
speed of convergence by En (see (17]). In (6] BALAZS and TURAN
proved only the L 2-convergence for infinite intervals. In connection
to the work (7] TURAN raised the question of the estimate of rate of
the L 2-convergence of the Lagrange interpolation for infinite intervals.
Proving a Jackson type inequality, Jo6 and KY (20] proved the desired
estimate if the interpolation is based on Laguerre nodes. In (15] Jo6
and SZABADOS proved an L 1-convergence theorem for interpolating
processes based on Laguerre nodes, with estimate for the rate of convergence. Analogous estimates were proved also in (10].
2. Denote L~(x) := x-aexrh [e-xxn+a](n) the Laguerre polyno-

> -1) and x1 x2 ... Xn the zeros of L~°')(x) (in fact
Xk = x(k,n,a); we simplify the notation). Define further ek(x) :=
:= L~°')(x)/L~°') (xk)(x - xk) the fundamental polynomials of the

mials (a

1

Lagrange interpolation based on the roots of L~"\ x).
We shall investigate the convergence of the following operators:
n

(1)

Ln(J, x)

:=

L

f(xk)ek(x)

k=l

(Lagrange interpolations),

(2)

F11(J,x):=

t

[!(xk)xk(xk-a):x(a+l-xk) + j1(xk)(x-xk)]

k=l

k

(Hermite-operator)

(3)

Hn(J,x)

:=

t
k=l

J(xk)xk(xk - a)+ x(a + 1- Xk) e~(x),
Xk

(Hermite-Fejer operator)
(4)

(1

n
+a
) e~(x)
Pn(J,x)=Lf(xk)
-·x-x-a
k=l

k

(it is defined in (11]), (generalized Hermite-Fejer operator)

e~(x),
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n

(5)

Gn(f,x)

=L

f(xk)et(x)

k=I

(Grunwald-operator, see [16]),
(6)

(Egervary-Turan operator;
it is defined first in [4] and investigated its convergence in [5]).

Introduce the space C(A.) := {f E C(O,oo) : lim J(x)e->.x = O}.
X->00

2

For any f EC(>.), denote F(x) := f(x 2 )e->.x further let

w(F, 8)

:= w 00 (F,

8)

sup

:=

jF(x) - F(y)I

x,yER
lx-yl~.5

the modulus of continuity of F. We shall prove the following

Let a> -1 and f EC(.>..), then we have

THEOREM.

00

(8)

j xae-xlFn(J,x) -

f(x)I dx

~ c{w(J1(x 2 )e->.x 2 , l/vn),

0
00

(9)

j xae-xlH11(f,x) -

f(x)I dx::; c{w(F, l/vn),

0

J
00

(10)

xae-x!Pn(J, x) - f(x)I dx

~ c{w(F, 1/fo),

0
00

(11)

J

xae-xlGn(J, x) - J(x)I dx::; c{w(F, l/fo),

0
00

(12)

j xae-x!In(f, x) - f(x )I dx ::; c{ w(F, 1/ vn).
0
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For the proof we need some lemmas.
LEMMA 1.

For a> -1, 0 <

[ / ]-2 <
(x k )
L (a)
n

(13)

_ en

< 1 we have

z;

-a-1/2 x a+3/2
k
e -vxk ,

(k=l, ... ,n),

where c denotes a constant depending only on a (everywhere in this
paper).
PROOF. Introduce the notation a::::: b; this means that ca :'.Sb :'.S Ca
with some constants 0 < c < C < oo which do not depend on x, xk
and n. From [13], (13) we know the relation

(14)

where An(x) :=

1[C1a) (x )] 2)-l is the Christoffel function formed by
(Y::
k=O

the normed Laguerre polynomials 4a)(x):=(-1)k

[r(a+l)(kia)r

112

.

L~a)(x). (see [18]). On the other hand (18], (15.3.5) states that
\ (

(15)

An

Xk

) _ r(n +a+ 1) -1 [L(a)'( )]-2
r( n + l) X k • Tl X k
>

(k=l, ... ,n)

hence for xk < n we obtain from (14) and (15)

~ke -xk <
[L (a)'(
n x k )]-2 <
_ en -a x a+l
k
_ en -a-1/2 x a+3/2
k
e -xk .
4n - Xk

.

I

If Xk 2 n then we apply from [19] Lemma 3.1.5 with G(x) := xe 11 x,
I

z;

< v 1 < 1 to obtain An(xk)xke 11 xk :'.S

00

J xa+le-(l-v)x <lx <

oo and

0

then
1
<
-a\An ( Xk ) <
< -a-1/2 xka+3/2 ·e -vxk .
[L (a)'(
n
xk )]-2 _cxkn
_en -a e -v xk _en

Lemma 1 is proved.

I

LEMMA 2. Leto:> -1, 0 <
oo

(16)

Jx
0

'°'
n

ae-x

D

k=l

[ (a)

Ln (x)

T,

0 </,then

]2

Ix - x1.:I

xle-rxk dx·
k

< c1·la

-

(

?
n = l '~,
... )
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with a constant c > 0 depending only on a and /, T but independent
of n.
PROOF. Denote by I the integrand in (16). By [18], (6.31.11)

(17)
Using the estimate
(18)
(see [18], (7.6.8)) we obtain
xi/2

J

n

I dx:::; cn

2
0:

0

L

xi/2

J

XO: Xk

~ x xze-TXk dx :S

k=l 0

:S

cn 2

t

1

x1+1xr e-rxk dx

:S

cna-l ( L (:f- + n) :S cna.

k=l

1

k

xk:SI

Now suppose =.]- ::; x ::::; n and consider the index j = j ( x) defined by
Ix - xii= min Ix - xkl· As in (15], we get from [18] Problem 35 that
l:s;k:s;n

(19)
x · 1 +x ·

x ·+x · 1

x J· < n x*j .·- 2 - 2 2 , x*1 ··- 2 22+ , x**
Denote 1ror
'
.- ~
2 , x**
j .j -- n 1"f
x j+l 2: n. It is clear from (17) that x ~ x j if x E [xj, xj*]. Using the
estimate ([18], (7.6.8) and Theorem 8.91.2)

-x1
2 -< x <
- n,

(20)

further the identity

[L~a)(x)] 2 = 2L~a)(OL~a)' (0 = -2L~a)(OL~~~ 1 )(0
X - Xj

for some

cE [x,xj] (or cE [xj,x]) we get
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x~·

1

+cxj 1na

j e-x/. dxxj

e-rxj.

x•
1

It follows from [18], Problem 35 that Xj+l - Xj = O(.jXJ) and hence

( 21)
so we get

ex : : : : exi,

(22)

x":J -< x -< x":•
) ,

Xj+l - Xj::::::::

1 < x1·

/¥

is known ([13], (9) and (10)), and then

a) na-1/2

L xJ -1/2 ~ cna-1/2 L

*

( ·2)-y-1/2

~ cna

j$(.Jri]
j$(.Jri]
Newt we shall use the following formula of Euler
b

(23)

I:
a<k$b

J(k) =

f
a

b

1cx)dx - le(b)J(b)- e(a)J(a)J

+

f
a

e(x)J'(x)<lx
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(see P. SzA.sz [21], p. 685), where e(x) = x - [x] - 1/2.

I:

b) ncx-1/2

I:

xrl/2e-T:Cj::; Cncx-1/2

i?:'.:(Jril+l

j?:'.:[Jnl+l

2
e-c0 j /n=

I:

<cncx-1/2

j?:'.:(fol+l

= cncx-1/2

e-T:Cj/2 <

I:

[

l

I:

+

[fo]+1$i.$(y'nlog n]

= cncx-1/2 ('L:1 + 2:::2)·

(foiogn]+1$j

2
Obviously ncx-l/ 2 I:2 ~ cncx+l/ 2e-co log n, on the other hand, applying
2
(23) for a= [yin]+ 1/2, b = [Jnlogn] + 1/2, f(x) = e-cox /n (hence
2
f'(x) = -(2co/n)xe-cox /n) we get
foiogn

J
b

L

e-coP /n

=

j=(Jnl+l

J
b

2~o

e-co:c2 /n dx -

x2e-cox2 /n dx+

a

a

b

b

J
~J

2
x[x]e-cox /n dx

+ 2~0

+~

a

J

2
xe-co:c /n dx

~

a

b

J
b

e-cox2 /n dx

+~

a

xe-co:c2 /n dx;

a

using the substitution cox 2/n

= u/2 ( dx/ du = Jn/2co, x = jifiu,

a = /ffi-a, b= /ffi-b) we obtain at last
1

1

(y'nlogn)

.L

e-coj2/n

~~

J=[Jnl+l

b'

J

b'

J

e- x2/2dx + ~

1

a'

xe-x2/2dx

~ cJn.

a1

n

c)

n

Ot-1/2 "\' -1/2 "\' _1_ ""( -TXk _

L.Jxj

L.Jj- - klxlce

"= 1
J

k

k-#i

-

J

n

n

=n0t--1/2 "\' x"Y e-rxk "\' x-:1/2_1_ < cncx "\' x "Y e-r:ck "\'J-1_1_

L.J le
~

L.J
j

#k

J

1·-k1J

L.J
~

le

L.J
j

ilk

l"-kl'
J
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d)

x••
J

n

J

The above estimates imply

x1/2

finally the case n

~

I dx

= L J I dx

·~ cna . Consider

x~
]

x. Again let Ix - Xjl = min Ix - xkl and use the
l<k<n

estimate

- -

(x 2 1)

(24)
(see [18], Theorem 8.91.2); then

00

+e-rn/4

j

x,.+l

Here ~ E (x,xj) and by (22) wc also know that Ix consequently, using also (22) wc get
00

00

JI dx ~ cna+4/3 J x-2 (n -1/3 + e-rn
n

(I

n

1/3 /2)

dx+

0(1);
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J

xn+l

+e-rn/4

J

xn+l

x-2na+4/3 log n dx+e-rn/4

n

xae-xna+llf6x-a-5/2 dx+

n
00

j

+e-rn/ 4

x- 2na+ 413 1ogndx::;ena.

Xn+l

Finally we get
oo

j

n

xi/2

I dx

=

0

oo

j j jS
+

0

+

xi/2

ena + en a + en a

S en a.

n

Lemma 2 is proved.

I

LEMMA 3. ([15], Lemma 1). Given ..\ < µ < 1 and 1 >a
every f EC(>.) there exists a polynomial p(x) E :Pn such that

(25) l/(x) - p(x )I

~ 0 (e"') { w(F,a/n) + (~)

2
} ,

(0

> 0, to

~ x ~ a2 ),

00

(26)

j xae-xlf(x)-p(x)I dx= 0 { w(F, a/n)+ (~)2+C 2 (1n-ii)f1 },
2

0

(27)

IP'(x)I = 0 (e.Xx) {afow(F,a/n)

+ 1},

(0

<

2

x S a /4).

We need also the inequality in [10]:
oo

oo

n

j xae-x L eµx1; x.1;(x.1;-a)::(a+ l-x.1;) R~(x) dx S j xae-(l-µ)x dx,
0

k=l

0

and hence, taking into account the orthogonality of the Laguerre polynomials, a simple calculation gives
(29)
00

(30)Jxae-x1Fn(f,x)ldx Sc max J(xk)e-µxk+c max J'(xk)e-µxk,
0

I<k<n
- -

I<k<n
- -
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00

Jxae - xlAn(J,x)ldx

(31)

~c

0

max f(xk)e-µxk,

I<k<n
-

-

where 0 < µ < 1, f EC(µ) in case (29) and (31) further f, f 1 E C(µ)
in case if (30) and An denotes any of the operators Hn, Pn, G11 , In.
For the proof of (7) we apply Lemma 3 for a = cfo, choose p E Pn
according to this lemma, taking into account (26), (29) and
00

J xae-xlLn(f, x) - f(x)l 2 dx

~

0
00

00

2 J xae-xlLn(f- p,x)l 2 dx

+2J

0

xae-xlf(x) - p(x)l 2 dx,

0

the desired estimate (7) follows. Remark that we use also in the
following the fact: there exists bo = bo(F) > 0 and co = co(F) >
> 0 satisfying w(F, 8) ~ cob (6 < 80, f ¢. 0). Indeed, the indirect
assumption would lead to F = const but then F = 0, f = 0 and this
case being trivial, can be excluded.
For the proof of (8) let J E C(.A), .A < µ < 1, apply Lemma 3 at
a= cfo (for some constant c; we take into account also in below that
for the largest zero of Lha)x we have Xn ~ cfo) . Choose for f' the
polynomial p1 E Pn satisfying (25), (26), (27) (with f', p1 in place off
and p). We may suppose J(O) = p(O) and then
x

x
1

f(x) - p(x) = J (f'(t) - p (t)) dt = J e-µteµt (f'(t) - p 1(t)) dt =
0

0

x

= O(eµx) J

e-µt (f'(t) - p1(t)) dt = O(eµx) max (f'(t) - p1(t)) e-µt .
O<t<x

0

- -

Hence by Lemma 3 and by (30) the desired estimate (8) follows.
Now prove (10) (and after (9)). Since we have for any p E :Pn:
n

p(x)

= Fn(p,x)

=

Pn(p,x)

=L

(p'(xk)- p(xk)) (x - xk)£i(x)

k=l

hence by Lemmas 1, 2 we obtain for any 0 < r
n

lp(x)- Pn(p,x)I ~

<

11 -

µ

L (lp'(xk)I + lp(xk)I) Ix - xkle~(x) ~
k=l
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and hence

J
00

xae-xlp(x)- Pn(p,x)I dx $cw ( F,

Jn)

0

and using also Lemma 3 we get
00

J
00

J

xae-xlf(x) - Pn(J, x)I dx $

0

xae-xlf(x) - p(x)I dx+

0

J

Jxae~IPn(p-f,x)ldx$cw (F, ~).

0

0

00

00

+ xae~lp(x)-Pn(p,x)ldx+

Now we prove (9). Observe that
n

lln(J,x)

= Pn(J,x)- Lf(xA:)(x k=l

and hence

xk)e~(x)
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For the proof of (6) it is enough to remark that

-cxGn(f,x) = Pn(f,x) +(ex - l)In(J,x),
the estimate (12) follows easily.
PROBLEM.

I

Extend our theorems for Lp-norm.

REMARKS. 1. It is easy to define the Greedy expansion for any
sequence of complex numbers (zk) and for any complex number z,
namely, let en(z) = 1 if there exists en+l, en+2, ... , E {O, 1} such

n-1

that

L

oo

ek(z)zk +Zn+

L

ek zk

= z , and 0 in

the opposi te case. Let

1
n+l
e~(z) := 1 - en Cl: zk - z). Then it is easy to see that if f(z) is an

entire function, which is additive with respect to all Greedy expansions
i.e. f (l:eFk) = l:ekf(zk), further there exists C > 0 such that
00

L

EJ.: Zk

k=n+l

for every n, then f(z)

= c · z.

Indeed, let z

= l:c:n(z)zn,

Ni := {n E

1t

E N : en( z) = 1}. Fix an n E N 1, cou::;i<ler the smullest k for which
e 11 (z - kz 11 ) = 1 but en(z - (k + l) z 11 ) = 0. Then k :'S C and the
other e-s in the Greedy expansion of z - kz 11 aud z - ( k + 1 )zr: are the
same, i.e. z- 1 [f(z - kz 11 ) - J(z - (k + l) z11 )] = f(zn)/ z11 (n E N1);
hence, taking into account f(z - k z 11 ) = f (z ) - kznf 1(z ) + O(Jzn! 2 )
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and J(z - (k
1

z;:; J(zn)

+ l)zn)

= J'(z) + O(!znl)

special case z

+ I)znf'(z) + O(lznl 2 )

= J(z) - (k

= zo = f1

i.e.

lim

nEN1

f~zn)

= J'(z).

n

Zn we obtain lim f(_zn) =
n-;.oo

-"n

159

we obtain

Hence, in the

J'(zo), consequently

f 1(z) = lim f(zn) = J'(zo)
nEN1

for every z, i.e.

f1 =

Zn

c.

2. Problem: Suppose (zn) is circle filling, f is totally additive on
H = n::>:nzn : £n = 0 or l}, then is it true J(z) = CZ (z E H)
without continuity assumption on f?
3. Conjecture: if

lznl >

00

L

sup

n+l

number z has at most one expansion z
4. Problem: if

lznl

£Fk

for every n, then every

= L £k z k.

00

<sup

L

£kZk

for every

n,

then (zn) is circle-

n+l

filling or not?
5. Problem: If H = {2:= £ 11 Zn
does it have 0 as an inner point?

:

£n

= 0 or 1} has inner point, then

6. Problem: is the set H closed?

7. Problem: 1 < x < 2, H :=
Yl

{*EiXi: £j=Oorl} =

fon},

:S Y2 :S . . .. Characterize those x-es, for which Yn+l - Yn -+ 0

(n-+oo).
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DIRECTLY CARTESIAN CLOSED SUBCATEGORIES OF
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In relational categories, i.e. functor-structured categories whose
types are coproducts of horn-functors of Set, we introduce a binary
operation of direct exponentiation for objects. The operation introduced is a natural extension of the Birkhoff's cardinal exponentiation
for posets.
It is well known that topological categories having well-behaved
function spaces, i.e. being Cartesian closed, play important roles in
many branches of mathematics. It seems therefore worthwhile to discover new Cartesian closed topological categories. For relational categories there arises a more special problem to determine subcategories in
which the direct exponentiation is well-behaved. Such subcategories we
call directly Cartesian closed. In the paper we deal with the problem
mentioned above - we find topological axioms of Herrlich that give
some directly Cartesian closed subcategories of relational categories.
Basic used notions from the category theory can be found e.g. in
[1]. By a relational category we understand a category S(F) where Fis
a coproduct of horn-functors of Set. Recall that for a given set-valued
functor F : X -+Set the symbol S(F) denotes the functor-structured
category of type F, i.e. the concrete category over X whose objects are
pairs ( X, e) where X is a X-object and e <;:;; F X is a subset, and whose
morphism from (X,e) into (Y,a) are the X-morphisms f : X -+ Y
with F f(e) ~ a. Each functor-structured category is initially complete
and fibre small. H. HERRLICH [5] introduced the concept of topological
axiomJ in functor-structured categories: Let (X, e), (X, a) be a pair of
objects of S(F) withe<;:;; a. An object (Z, r) of S(F) is said to satisfy
the topological axiom
e I- a[X]

provided that for each X-morphism f: X-+ Z, if J: (X, e)-+ (Z, r) is
a morphism in S(F), then f: (X, 11)-+ (Z, r) is a morphism in S(F).
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For a given set M the symbol HM will denote the (covariant)
horn-functor of Set with respect to M. By H we denote a coproduct of
horn-functors of Set H = U HM· where Ii- 0 is a set and {Mi Ii EI} is
iEl

'

a family of non void sets. Now we shall define a direct exponentiation for
objects of S(H) which extends the Dirkhoff's cardinal exponentiation
for posets [3]:
Let A = (X, e) and B = (Y, C7) be objects of S(H). By the direct
power AB of A and B (in S(H)) we mean the object (Z,r) of S(H)
where Z = Mor(B , A) (Mor(B, A) denotes the set of all morphisms
from B into A in S(H)) and r <;;:; HZ is defined as follows: t E HZ,
t Er{::} for the index i EI with t E HM.z and for each y E Y the map
' tY E g.
tY : Mi~ X given by tY(u) = t(u)(y) fulfils
DEFINITION. A full subcategory :R of a relational category S(H)
is called a directly Carte.sian clo.sed category if it satisfies the following
four conditions:

(i) in :R all constant maps are morphisms,
(ii) :R is closed w.r.t . formation of initial objects of sources in S(H),
(iii) :R is closed w.r.t. direct exponentiation in S(H),
(iv) for any three objects A, B, C of :Rand any map f: Bx C
the following conditions arc equivalent:
(a)

f :B

x C

~

~A

A is a morphism in :R,

(b) f* : C ~AB, defined by f*(c)(b) = J(b,c), is a morphism in

:R.
Thus, each directly Cartesian closed category is a Cartesian closed
topological category (in the sense of (4]) in which powers coincidence
with direct powers. In other words, in each directly Cartesian closed
category the direct exponentiation is well-behaved, i.e. behaved analogically to the exponentiation in Set.
By R(H) we denote the full subcategory of S(H) whose objects are
precisely those objects of S(H) that satisfy the following two topological
ax10ms:

(1)

0 ~ H{0} [{0}]

(2)

7r

I-

7r

U

{id}

[w
iEl

Mix

Mil
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where 7f

IJ {f :

Mi

--+

lvli

X

Mil tl1cre exists a constant map

iEl

Jo : Mi --+ Mi such that f = Uo,idM)
or f = (idM·,fo)}
and
I
I
id= lJ {(idM.,idM.)}.
iEl

I

'

As an example, let the family {Mili E I} consist of finite sets only.
Then S(H) is the category of sets with systems of relations of finite
arities. Objects of R(H) are precisely those objects of S(H) for which
all relations (! n HM.X (i E I) on X have the two properties "to be
' "to have the diagonal property" introduced in
weakly reflexive" and
[6]. Especially, if {Mili E I} consists of only one two-point set, then
S(H) is the category of sets with binary relations and R(H) is the
category of preordered sets.
THEOREM. R( H) is a directly Cartesian closed category.
PROOF. (i) The axiom (1) immediately implies that all constant
maps in R(H) are morphisms.

(ii) Let fk : X--+ (Xb f!k), k EK, be a source in R(H). Obviously,
the object (X, e) of S(H) where(!= {r E HXIH fk(r) E f!k for every
k E K} is the initial object of this source in S(H). It can be easily seen
that (X, e) is an object of R(H).
(iii) Let A= (X,e), B = (Y,a) be two objects of R(H). Clearly,
the direct power AB in S(H) satisfies the topological axiom (1). We are

to prove that it satisfies also the axiom (2). On that account, denote
(T, >.)=AB. Let J: ( lJ Mix Mi, 7r)--+ (T, >.)be a morphism in R(H).
iEl

For any i E I let 9i E HM· T be the map defined by 9i( u) = f( u, u)
whenever u E Mi. For each y' E Y and each d ET put hy(d) = d(y). Let
r E >. and let i E I be the index with r E HM· T. Then for each y E Y
'
and each u E Mi there holds Hhy(r)(u) = hy(r(u))
= r(u)(y) = rY(u).
Hence, for each y E Y and each r E >. we get Hhy(r) = rY E (!.
Therefore hy : (T, >.) --+ ( X, (!) is a morphism in R( II) for every y E Y.
Consequently, hy o f : ( lJ Mi x Mi, 7f) --+ ( X, (!) is a morphism for
iEI

each y E Y. Since A fulfils axiom (2), it holds H(hy o !)(id Mi' idM) =
= hyof o(idM.,id.M.)
E (!for each i E I. Next, for any y E Y, i E I
I
I
and u E Mi we have gf (u) = 9i(u)(y) = J(u, u)(y) = hy(f(u, u)). Thus
gf = hy of o (id Mi' id.Mi) for each y E Y and i E I. Therefore gf E (!for
any y E Y and i E I, i.e. 9i E >.for all i E I. Since H J(idM., idM.) = 9i

'

for every i E I, the topological axiom (2) is satisfied for AB.

'
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(iv) Let A= (X, e), B = (Y, a), C = (Z, r) be objects of R(H) and
x C --+ A a map. If Y x Z = 0, i.e. if Y = 0 or Z = 0, then
Mor(C,AB) has exactly one element. This element can be considered
to be the map J*. Then both f and f* are constant maps, hence they
are morphisms in R(H) by (i). Therefore axiom (iv) is fulfiled. Suppose
y x z f. 0.

f :B

I. Let f : B x C --+ A be a morphism in R(H). Let t E r and
let i E I be the index with t E HMI Z. Put (V,JL) = Bx C . Let
z E Z, s E an HMiy and let g : Mi --+ V be the map given by
g(u) = (s(1t),z) for each u E Mi· Then g E JL because C = (Z,r)
fulfils axiom (1 ). Since H f(JL) ~ e, we have Hif(g) = Jog E (!. For
each u EM; there holds J(g(u)) = J(s(u),z) = f*(z)(s(u)). Thus
f*(z) o s = fog. Consequently, f*(z) o s E e and hence f*(z) E
E Mor(B,A). Particularly, f*(t(u)) E Mor(B, A) for each u E Mj. Next,
let y E Y and let h: Mi--+ V be the map defined by h(u) = (y,t(u))
for each u EM;. Then h E JL because (Y,a) fulfils axiom (1). We have
(!* o t)Y(u) = f*(t(u))(y) = f(y ,t(u)) = f(h(u)) whenever y E Y and
u E Mi. Hence(!* o t)Y = f oh for ally E Y . As Hf(JL) ~ e, there
holds JI J(h) = f oh E (!. Thus, (J* o t)Y E e for every y E Y. Denoting
(T,>.) =AB we get f*ot E >. . ThereforeHf*(r) ~.A, i.e. f*: C-+ AB
is a morphism in R(H).
II. Let J* : C--+ AB be a morphism in R(H). Clearly, there holds
e o (idy x f*) where e : B x .4.B --+ A is the evaluation map
defined by e(y, g) = g(y ). Thus, it is sufficient to show that e is a
morphism in R(H). On that account, denote (W, 11) = B x AB. Let
p E 11 and let i E I be the index with p E HM.I W . Then there exist
s E an HM.Y
and r E .An HM I.T (recall that (T, .A) = AB) such
I
that p(u) = (s(u),r(u)) for each u E Mi . Put f!i =en HMI.X. Then
rY E {!i for each y E Y. Therefore rs(u) E f!i for any u EM-·
For each
I
pair u,v E Mi put Pv(u) = rs(u)(v). Then Pv(u) = r(v)(s(u)) for all
u, v E Mi, i.e. Pv = r(v) o s for each v E Mi. Since r(v) is a morphism
from B into A in S(H) for every v E Mj, we have Pv = r(v) o s =
=H(r(v))(s)Eei for all vEMi. Put (XxX,O=(X,gi)x(X,ei)· Let
g: Mix Mi--+ XX X be the map defined by g(u,v) = (Pv(u),pu(v))
and let J E 7rj = 7rnlIMI (Mi x Mi) (for the definition of 7r see the
topological axiom (2)). Suppose f = Uo,idM.)
and let uo E Mi be the
I
point with Jo( u) = uo for each u E Mi. Then for any u E Mi there holds
g(J(u)) = g(uo,u) = (Pu(uo),pu 0 (u)) = (rs(uo)(u),pu 0 (u)). Hence
HM;9U) = 9 of= (rs(uo),pu 0 ). Otherwise, supposing J = (idM;,fo)

f =
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we get HMig(!) = (pu 0 ,rs(uo)). Thus, in both the cases we have
HM.g(!)
Therefore g is a morphism of (Mix Mi1rri) into (X xX, e)
I
in S(HMJ Obviously, since the object (X, e) x (X, e) fulfils axiom (2)
in S(H), the object (X x X, 0 fulfils the axiom

Ee.

11'i

r

11'i

U {(id Mi' idM;)}[Mi x Mi]

in S(HM.)· Thus, the map w: Mi -t Xx X defined by w(u) = g(u,u)
•
fulfils w E ( Consequently, the map q : Mi -t X given by q( u) = Pu ( u)
fulfils q E f!i ~ f!· For any u E Mi there holds e(p( u)) = e( s( u ), r( 1L)) =
=r(u)(s(u))=rs(u)(u)=:=Pu(u)=q(u). This implies eop=q and hence
H e(p) = e o p E f!· Therefore e is a morphism of B x AB into A in
R(H). The proof is complete.
REMARK. Denote by ~ the isomorphism in S(H). One of the
consequences of the directly Cartesian closedness of R( H) is the validity
of the law (A 8 f ~ ABxC for objects of R(H). Let R1(H) or R2(H)
respectively be the full subcategory of S( H) obtained by applying only
the topological axiom (1) or (2) respectively in the definition of R(H).
Of course, neither R1 ( H) nor R2( H) are directly Cartesian closed in
general. Let A be an object of R2(H) and B, C be objects of R1(H).
Then from the proof of Theorem it follows that the map f -t f* is a
bijection of ABxC onto (A 8 f. But it can be easily shown that this
bijection is an isomorphism in S(H), i.e. that (ABf ~ ABxC.
Now we are aiming to give an application of the Theorem. Let G
be a small set-functor [l], i.e. such a functor G : Set-tSet for which
there exists a set M such that GX =
LJ Gj(GM) for any set X.
Put H

= lJ

HMt where Mt

=M

f:M-+X

for each t E GM, and for every

tEGM

set X let rx : HX -t GX be the map defined by rx(h) = Gh(t)
whenever h E HM1 X and t E GM. Let T(G) be the full subcategory
of the functor-structured category S( G) whose objects are precisely
those objects (X,e) of S(G) for which (X,rX: 1(e)) satisfies both the
topological axioms (1) and (2) in S( H). Since rx is surjective for each
set X and since r : H -t G is a natural transformation, the map given
by (X, g) -t (X, r,X 1(e)) defines a full concrete embedding of T( G) into
R( H). Thus, according to Theorem we get
COROLLARY. There exists a full concrete embedding of T(G) into
a directly Cartesian closed category.
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1. Introduction

Let A and B be lattices, and let S be a common sublattice of A
and B. The lattice L amalgamates A and B over S iff L contains A
and B as sublattices sharing S as a sublattice. Such a lattice L always
exists; we express this by saying that the variety L of all lattices has
the Amalgamation Property.
Of course, if L amalgamates A, B, S, so does every lattice containing L as a sublattice. However, even if we assume that L is generated
by AU B, in general, there are very many lattices amalgamating A,
B, S. It is not difficult to find an example of A, B, and S, all finite,
such that there are infinitely many different lattices generated by AU B
amalgamating A and B over S.
A classical example of amalgamation where the result is unique
and L = A U B is the gluing of lattices (the special case when S
is a dual ideal of A and an ideal of B). A recent series of papers
(A. SLAVIK (8], A. DAY and J. JEZEK [l], E. FRIED and G. GRATZER
[2] and [3] E. FRIED, G. GRATZER, and H. LAKSEH. [4]) investigate a
generalization of gluing called pasting: Let L be a lattice. Let A, B,
and S be sublattices of L, An B = S, AU B = L. Then L pastes A and
B together over S, if every amalgamation of A and B over S contains
L as a sublattice.
In this paper, we investigate the Unique Amalgamation Property:
Let A and B be lattices, and let S be a common sublattice of A and B.
If there is a lattice L amalgamating A and B over S with the property
that every lattice L 1 amalgamating A and B over S contains L as a
sublattice, then we say that A, B, and Shave the Unique Amalgamation
Property. The actual definition is slightly more technical, see Section 2.
*The research of both authors was supported by the NSERC of Canada.
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For isntance, if L pastes A and B together over S, then A, B, and
Shave the Unique Amalgamation Property. In this note, we prove the
converse for finite lattices. We also provide examples to show that the
converse does not hold for infinite lattices.
2. Definitions
We start with some definitions:
DEFINITION 1. (see, e.g., G . GRATZER [5]). Let SA. an<l ss be
embeddings of the lattice S into the lattices A and B, respectively.
The lattice L amalgamates A and B over S, if there are embeddings fA
and JB of A and B into L, respectively, such that s A fA = s BfB (see
Figure 1).
A

s

SA

A

~1
B
fa

l'·

•L

Fig. 1

fs
B

.

r.l

gA

L.., h

~

K

Pig. 2

DEFINITION 2. (G. GRATZER (5, Exercise 12 of Section V. 4j,
A. SLAVIK [8]). Let L be a lattice. Let A, B,S be sublattices of L,
An B = S, AU B = L. Let f A and f B be the embeddings of A and B
into L, respectively. Then L pastes A an<l B together over S if whenever
YA and 9B are embeddings of A and B into a lattice K, respectively,
satisfying xgA = xgs for all x E S, then there is a homomorphism h of
L into I< satisfying fAh = 9A and Jah= 98 (see Figure 2).
Note that the homomorphism h is always an embedding; this follows
from a result of E. FRIED and G. GRATZEH [3].
We cannot hope for unique amalgamation unless we require that
A and B sit properly in L. To formalize this, we need a definition
(B. JONSSON (7]):
DEFINITION 3. Let A, B, and S be lattices, An B = S . On
P =AU B, we define a poset P = P(A., B, S) as follows:
(i) For x, y E A (an<l for x, y E B), x :S y in P iff x :S y in A (resp.,
x :Sy in B).
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(ii) For x EA and for y EB, x $yin P iff there exists ans ES with
x $ s in A ands $ yin B; and dually, for y $ x .
P contains A and B as subposets; in fact, if ai V a2 = a3 in A, then
sup{a1,a2} = a3 in P, and dually for/\ and inf, and symmetrically for
B. Now we are ready to define the Unique Amalgamation Property:
DEFINITION 4. Let s A and s B be embeddings of the lattice S into
the lattices A and B, respectively. (A,B,S,sA,sB) has the Unique
Amalgamation Property if there exists a lattice L and embeddings f A
and f B of A and B into the lattice L, respectively, such that the
following conditions hold:
(i) L amalgamates A and B over S, that is, sAfA= sBfB;
(ii) whenever 9A and 9B are embeddings of A and B into the lattice
K satisfying SA9A = saga and such that g = 9A U 9B is an
order-isomorphism of P =AUE into J(, then there is an embedding
h of L into K satisfying 9A = f Ah and 9B = f Bh (see Figure 3).

Fig. 9

For brevity, we shall say that A, B, S have the Unique Amalgamation Property if (A,B,S,sA,sB) has the Unique Amalgamation
Property and s A and s B are understood, for instance, if Sis a sublattice
of A and B . If A, B, Shave the Unique Amalgamation Property, and
L is the lattice described in Definition 4, then we call L the unique
amalgam of A, B, S.
At first it may appear that (ii) should have been formulated as
follows:
(ii') whenever 9A and 9B are embeddings of A and B into the lattice K
satisfying SA9A = SB9B, then there is an embedding h of L into K
satisfying 9A = fAh and 9B = f nh.
We shall show an example in the next section to illustrate why this
more natural definition is not satisfactory. A related question is the
following: if Lis the unique amalgam of A, B, S, do the embeddings
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f A and f B satisfy the assumptions of (ii)? It follows from the discussion
in Section 4 that the answer is in the affirmative.
3. Examples
All the examples of pasting (see the references, especially, [1], [2],
[3], [6], [8]) are examples of the Unique Amalgamation Property. Figure

4 provides a new type of example. In Fignre 4, the black-filled elements
from S, an infinite chain of type w + w*. The lattice A is S U {a},
and B is SU {b} ; both arc chains. Then A, B, S have the Unique
Amalgamation Property, and the unique amalgam is the lattice L of
Figure 5.
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The lattice L' of Figme 6 illustrates w!ty we need condition (ii)
rather than (ii') in Definition 4. If, instead of (ii), we use (ii'), then
L is not the unique amalgam of A, B, S; indeed, A and B have
oLvious embeddings into L' but L does not ernbed into L 1 . Ju fact, with
(ii') replacing (ii), A, B, S does not have the Unique Amalgamation
Property.
Figure 7 provides a different type of example of unique amalgamation. The black-filled elements form S; it is a chain made up of three
copies of the chain of integers. The striped elements form B-A.; the
lattice B is constructed as follows: add a zero to S and form its direct
product with C2 (the two-element chain). Finally, A-S consists of the
two white-filled elements.
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Fig. 7

The reader may find it instructive to reason precisely why Figures 4
and 7 depict pairs of lattices with the Unique Amalgamation Property.
The reasons for the two situations are quite different.
4. Unique Amalgams

In this section we prove some properties of unique amalgams.
We shall utilize two well-known lattice constructions.
If P is a partially ordered set and X ~ P, then let xu denote the
set of all upper bounds of X in P and let X 1 denote the set of all
lower bounds. xc = (){1') 1 is the clos1lre of X. X ~ P is closed if
xc = X; the closure of a set is closed. The M acNeille completion pc of
P consists of all the closed sets (see G. Gratzer [5], and the references
therein).
P has a natural map ef>c into pc by mapping p into (p] = {x E
E PJx ~ p}. The MacNeille completion pc of P is always a complete
lattice; moreover, every sup in P becomes a (complete) join and every
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inf becomes a (complete) meet. Hence if sup{x,y} = z in P, then
x</>c V y</>c = z</>c, and dually. </>c is an embedding of the poset.
Now we can answer the question rai:;ed after Definition 4: If Lis the
unique amagam of A, B, S, do the embeddings f A and fa satisfy the
assumptions of Definition 4 (ii)? Indeed, take the MacNeille completion
pc of P = P(A, B, S) (see Definition 3). Then </>c embeds A and B into
pc in a manner required by Definition 4 (ii); so f A and f B must also
satisfy the assumptions of Definition 4 (ii) .
For the next lattice construction, we need an additional definition:
DEFINITION 5. Let A, B, and S be lattices, AnB = S. On the set
P =AU B, the partial algebra Part(A, B, S) with the partial binary
operations A and V is defined as follows:
(i) If x s; yin P, then x A y = x and x Vy= yin Part(A, B, S).
(ii) If x,y,z EA and x /\. y = z in A, then x A y = z in Part(A, B, S);
and similarly for x V y = z in A.
(iii) Same as (ii), for x, y, z EB.
An ideal I of Part( A, B, S) is a subset I of P such that if x EI,
yEP, ys;x, then yEI, and if x, y, zEI and xVy=z in Part(A, B,S),
then z E I. For a subset X of P, (X] will denote the smallest ideal
containing X; if X = {x}, we write (x] for (X) and call it principal.
The ideal I is finitely generated if I= (X] for a finite set X .
Dual ideals are defined dually.
Let Id(Part(A, B, S)) (or Id(P), for short) denote the lattice of
ideals of Part(A, B, S). Then Part(A, B, S) has a natural map </>Id
into Id(P) by mapping pinto (p] for p E P. The map </>Id is one-to-one
and it preserves the partial operations of Part( A, B, S): if x Vy exists
in Part(A, B, S), then (x V y)</>Id = x</>Id V y</> 1d; if x A y exists in
Part(A, B, S), then (x I\ y)¢> 1d = x</>Id I\ yq}d. Note, however, that
(x V y)</>Id = z</>ld may hold event though x Vy = z does not hold in
Part(A, B, S).

LEMMA 6. Let A, B, Shave the Unique Amalgamation Property,
P = P(A, B, S). Form the lattices: P/d and Id fd(P), the sublattices
of pc and Id(P) generated by the images of P under </>c and ¢>1d, respectively. Then there exist an isomorphism a 1d from P/d into Id/d(P)
such that </>cald = ¢ 1d (see Figure 8).
PROOF.
Let L be the unique amalgam of A, B, S with the
embeddings f A and f B of A and B into L, respectively. Now apply
Definition 4 to I< = PJd and the embeddings gA : the restriction of
</>c to A, g B: the restriction of <Pc to B. It is easy to prove that the
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assumptions of Definition 4 (ii) are satisfied for 9A and g B· Hence,
there is an embedding he of L into I<. Since PJd is generated by the
image of P under ef>c, the map he is onto, hence it is an isomorphism.
We proceed in the same fashion with Idfd(P); again, for the natural embeddings 9A and 9B, the assumptions of Definition 4 (ii) are
satisfied. Thus we obtain an isomorphism hld of L with Id/d(P). We
can obviously define a 1d = (hc)- 1 h1d. The lemma now follows.
Lemma 6 is quite trivial, nevertheless, it has some interesting consequences.

Fig. 8
THEOREM

Fig. 9

7. Let A, B, S have the Unique Amalgamation Prop-

erty, P = P(A, B, S). Let I be a finitely generated ideal, and let D be
a finitely generated dual ideal of Part( A, B, S), I, D -=/= 0. If 11.1 = D
and D 1 = I, then I is principal.
PROOF. Let us assume that I is not principal. It follows that Dis
not principal either; indeed, if D = Id), then D 1 = I, a contradiction.
We further claim that In D = 0. Indeed, if u E In D, then u E D,
hence tL is an upper bound for all the elements of I; on the other hand,
u E I, hence I = ( u], a contradiction.
Now let P* be P with two new elements p and q (see Figure 9). We
define the partial ordering on P* as follows: for u, v E P, u < v in P*
iff u < v in P; p < q; i < p, q for all i E I; p, q < d for all d E D. It is
routine to check that P* is a poset.
Moreover, ifu Vv =win Part(A, B, S), then sup{u,v} =win P*.
Indeed, sup{ u, v} = w in P. If p or q happens to be an upper bound
for u and v in P*, then u, v E J, therefore w E J, implying that w ~ p
and q.
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Now let L be the unique amalgam of A, B, S with the embeddings
and f B. Let K be the lattice ( P* )c , with the embedding j of P*
into K defined by uj = {vlv E P* and vs; u} (= (u] in P*). Define hA
and h B as the restrictions of j to A and B, respectively. By Definition
4, there is an embedding h of L into K (see Figure 3). Obviously, h
maps the element afA of L(a EA) into {a}c =(a] and bfB of L (b EB)
into {b} c = ( b] .
I and D are finitely generated, say, I = ({'lq, ... , u 11 }] and D =
= ({v1,.-.,vm}); since I and Dare not princ.:ipal, n , m > 1. In
P*, p = sup{u1,. . .,un} and q = inf{v1,. .. ,vm}, hen ce in K, pj =
= u1j V .. . V UnJ and qj =vi)/\ ... /\ VmJWe can repeat the same argument with the partially ordered set
P** which is defined exactly as P* except that p = q. We obtain the
embedding j' of P** into K' = ( P** )c and the embedding h1 of L into
K 1• In K', u1J' V ... V unJ' = pj 1 = qj' = v1J' /\ ... /\ vmJ'This is now a contradiction, since

JA

pj

= u1j V . . . V UnJ = u1/(h1 ) - 1 h V . . . V 'u n/(h1) 1
= (u1J' V ... V unJ')(h ) - 1h = (vi] /\
1

1

= vi] (h

1

)-

1

h V ... V v 111 j'(h

1

)-

1

h

•.. /\

= v1J

1h

vm/)(h

/\ . .. /\

1

VmJ

=
)-

1

h=

= qj

but pj < qj. The proof of the theorem is complete.

Fig. 10

A small example is shown in Figure 10. Let A and B be both
isomorphic to C2 x C3 and let S be C2 x C'2 (Cn is the n element
chain, n = 2, 3). Figure 10 shows P = P( A, B, S); the elements of S
are black-filled, the elements of A--B are dot-filled , and the elements of
B - A are white-filled. A, B , S fail the Unique Amalgamation Property.
Indeed, let the ideal I be the bottom three elements, the dual ideal D
be the top three elements. Then I an<l D satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 7, but I is not principal.
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THEOREM 8. Let A, B, Shave tlie Unique Amalgamation Property, P = P(A, B, S). Let I be a nonempty finitely generated ideal of
Part( A, B, S). Then I is closed.
PROOF . By Lemma 6. there is a lattice embedding¢ from Id1a(P)
into pc such that ( u ]¢ = ( u] for all u E P. We claim that I¢= I. Since Iis
nonempty and finitely generated, we can assume that I = ( { u i, .. . , Un}]
for some u1, ... , Un E P and n ~ 1. Then I= (u1] V ... V (un], and so
Iifl = (u1]¢V ... V(un]ifa = (u1] V ... V(un], where the joins on the right
side are formed in pc, thus (u1] V ... V (un] = Ic. We conclude that
I¢= JC. Now if x Ere, then (x] ~JC, and so (x]¢- 1 ~ J C¢- 1, that is,
(x] ~ I, and therefore x E I. Thus we have proved that JC~ I, and so
JC= I, completing the proof.

5. The finite case
We now investigate the Unique Amalgamation Property for finite
lattices.
THEOREM 9. Let A, B, and S be finite lattices, An B = S .. If A,
B, and S have the Unique Amalgamation Property and L is the unique
amalgam, then L pastes A and B over S.
PROOF. Let P = P(A, B, S), and choose a EA-Band b EB-A.
Firstly, we claim that if a and b have an upper bound in P , then
they have a least upper bound sup{a,b} and s11p{a,b} E ({a, b}] (the
ideal is formed in Part(A, B, S)).
To prove this, define I= ( {a, b}], D = Iu, and J = D 1. Since P is
finite, J and Dare finitely generated ideals; obviously, J, Di- 0. Thus
Theorem 7 applies, J is principal, J = (c]. Obviously, c = sup{ a, b} .
On the other hand, JC = J, and by Theorem 8, I is closed, hence I = J .
Thus I = ( c], which was to be proved.
Secondly, we claim that a and b have a common upper bound in P.
Indeed, if they do not, then the unit element a* of A and b* of
B have no common upper bound in P. Obviously, a* E A - B and
b* E B - A; otherwise, a* V b* exists and it is an upper bound for a
and b.
Form D = {a*, b*}, Clearly, D is a dual ideal of Part( A, B , S).
Now define I = D 1. Take any s E S. Then s S a*, since s E A.
Similarly, s S b. Thuss E I, and so I/: 0. Since A and B are finite, I
and D are finitely generated. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 7 and
conclude that D is principal, an obvious contradiction. This proves our
second claim.
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Now we quote a result from E. FRIED and G. GRATZER [3] (Lemma
8, part (VIII)): if ({a,b}J = (c] in Part(A, B, S), and any pair of
elements in P have a common lower bound (which holds by the dual
of the second claim above), then there is an increasing sequence of
elements of S: xi, ... , Xn satisfying x1 ~a, x2 ~ bV xi, x3 ~a V x2, ...
and aV Xn = c if n is even, bV Xn = c if n is odd, or alternatively, x1 ~ b,
x2 :::; a V x1, x3 :::; b V x2, ... and a V Xn = c if n is odd, b V Xn = c if n
is even.
By the two claims above (along with their duals), Pas a poset is a
lattice. P contains A and Bas sublattices and AUB equals P. Since A,
B, and S have the Unique Amalgamation Property, we conclude that
we can take P as the unique amalgam.
Finally, we apply Theorem 5 of E. FRIED and G. GRATZER (3]
which states that, under these conditions, Lis the pasting of A and B
over S (condition (Ord) of [3] is satisfied by L by the construction of
P, see Definition 3; condition (Seq) of (3] was verified in the last but
one paragraph). This completes the proof of the theorem.
In conclusion we mention a problem: which lattice varieties are
closed under the formation of unique amalgams? In E. FRIED and G.
GRATZER (3] it is proved the the varieties M (of all modular lattices)
and D (of all distributive lattices) are closed under pasting.
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Introduction
For a complete lattice L, a congruence relation e of L is called a
complete congruence iff it satisfies the condition:

xi

= Yi(e), i E I, implies that

/\xi

=/\yi(e) and v xi = Vyi(e).

The complete congruence relations of L form a complete meet subsemilattice of the congruence lattice of L; hence they form a complete
lattice, denoted by Com L. It is well-known that the congruence lattice
of a lattice is algebraic and distributive. However, this is not so in the
case of the complete congruence lattice. K. Reuter and R . Wille [l]
show that if D is a complete distributive lattice in which each element
is the supremum of V-irreducibles, then D is isomorphic to Com L
for some complete lattice L. They also give examples showing that
Com L is not distributive for some complete lattice L . They ask the
question whether every complete lattice K is isomorphic to Com L for
some complete lattice L. We give an affirmative answer to this problem
when K is finite.

Preliminaries
Let [n] and w be the set of first n natural numbers and the set of all
natural numbers, respectively. Let "{ be an ordinal and let {La la < "!}
be a family of lattices. The .mm I:C La la < "{) is the lattice with
underlying set U( La la < I) and, besides the inherited order relations
of each La, we have x < y for all x E ia, y E L/3, with a < fJ < "f·
The zero and the unit of a lattice (if they exist) are denoted by 0 and
I, respectively. Let L1 and L2 be lattices such the L1 has a unit and
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L2 has a zero; then L1 EB L2 is the lattice obtained from L1 + L2 by
identifying Ji 1 with 0 L 2 . The dual of a lattice L is denoted by Ld.
We shall be considering chains which can be obtained form wand [n]
by the operations +, EB, ()d . Thus it is appropriate for us to define, for
a chain C, the :JUpport of C to be the set suppC = {[x,y]lx-<y in C}.
Let C1 and C2 be chains, we define the support of C1 x C2 to be the set:
supp(C1 X C2) = {[(x,y),(u,v)Jl[x,u] E C1,[y,v] E C2}. A valuation
of a chain C by a set R is a mapping r.p : supp C -+ R. Let r.p be a
valuation of C, the induced valuation c.p x r.p : supp ( C1 x C2) -+ Rx R
is the mapping c.p x c.p(((x,y),(u,v)]) = (cp(x,u],cp[y,v]). The natural
valuation of Ld obtained from c.p is denoted by c.pd.
Let C be a chain and let c.p be a valuation of C. We construct a
lattice c.p*C as follows: c.p*C has the underlying set
(C x C) U {ua-la E supp(C x C),c.p x cp(a) E 6.},
where 6. is the diagonal of R x R and, besides the inherited order
relations of C x C, we define x-<ua-<Y for each a= [x, y].
Let D = cd EB C be a chain with valuation r.p. We call the sets
6.(c.p*D) = {x(r,r)lr E D} and ti.+(r.p*D) = {x(r,r)jr E C}, the
diagonal and upper diagonal of c.p* D respectively.
The elements of w will be named by 0 , 1, 2, ... in the usual order.

The element x E La in l::(La-la < 1) will be written as Xa and the
corresponding element of x E L in Ld will be denoted by xd. We shall
reserve the letters x and y for the labelling of the elements of r.p*C in
tlie following manners: Each (., .) E C x C, we label by x(., .) and
each ua-<x(., .), we label by y(., .). An appropriate subscript will be
attached to x and y whenever it is necessary.
Let L be a complete lattice. For a, b E L, let 0*( a, b) be the
principal complete congruence of L collapsing a and b. For 0 E Com L,
we have 0 = V(G*(a, b)l[a, b] E I) where I ranges over all the closed
interval !a, b] collapsed by 0. We say L is con -discrete if for each
0 E Com L, the index set I can be restricted to the set of discrete
intervals of L. Thus if C is a chain obtained from w and [n] by the
operations +, EB, ()d, then C is condiscrete.

The Construction of L
Let J{ be a complete lattice with zero 0 and unit l. Let J{* = J( --{ 0}.
Let the elements of J(* be listed in a fixed sequence a1, a2, ... , an = l.
Let J((l) = !{* - {1} and g( 2) = {{a,b}ja,b E ]{*and a,b are not
comparable } . We construct the following complete sublattices of L.
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(i) The sublattice Lo.
Let Co be the chain w+ [l J and let the valuation 'PO : supp C ~ K be
given by cpo[2k -1, 2k] = ak> fork= 1, 2, ... , n -1, and cpo[k, k + l] = 1 1
otherwise. Let Do =
EB Co and let i/Jo = cpg U cpo be the natural
valuation of Do. Let Lo = (i/; Do) U {zo} be given additional order
relation 0.1.•
D0 -<zo-<l.1.•
D . Then Lo is a complete lattice. The
o/Q
o/Q 0
elements of i/JoDo will be labelled with a subscript 0.

cg

0

(ii) The sublattice La, for a E K( 1).
Let the subsequence ai 1 , ai2 , . .. , air of a i, a2, ... , an be a listing

of (a] supp Ca

{0}. Let Ca be the chain

~

w

+ [1]

and let the valuation 'Pa

K be given by:

a,

'Pa [x, Yl

aik'

={

1,

if[x, y] = [O, l] or [r + 1, r + 2);
if[x,y]=[k,k+l]or
?
. _
.
[-k + r + 1, 2k + r + 2], k - 1, 2, . .. , r,
otherwise.

ct

EB Ca and let i/Ja = <p~ U cpa be the natural valuation
Let Da =
of Da. Let La= (if;!Da) U {wa,za} and let

01/J~Da -<za-<1¢~Da

and y((1'+l)d, (r+l)d)-<wa-<Y((r+2), (r+2)).

Then La is a complete lattice. The elements of 1Ji:Da will be labelled
with a subscript a.
(iii) The sublattice Le,, for a E ]((2), a = {a, b}.
Let the subsequence ai 1 , a12 , ai 3 of a 1 1 a2, ... , an be a listing of
{a, b, a V b}. Let w1 and w2 be two copies of w and let C°' be the
chain w1 + w2 + [l). Let the valuation 'f'0t be given as follows:
a Vb,

a,

cp°'[x,y] =

b,.
{ a,1 ,
1,

if [x,y] = [O, l];
if [x,y] = [(k)i,(k + l)i) and k is odd;
~f [x,y] :'.'. [(k)!,(k+ l)i] and k is ~ven; .
if [x,y] - [(2k-1)2,(2k)2], fork- 1,2,3,
otherwise.

Let D°' = cg EB C°' and let if;°' = cp~ U 'P0t· Let L0t = (ij;~D0t) U
U{ wa, za} be given the additional order relations:

01/J~Da -<za-<I¢~Da and x(O~, O~)-<w0t-<x(02, 02).
Then La is a complete lattice.
labelled with a subscript a.

The elements of

1/->~Da

will be
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A sketch of the lattice Lo, La, and LOI are given in Figure l(a),
l(b), and l(c), respectively.
Let L' =Lo U LJ ( Lblb E K(l)) U LJ (Lala E ](( 2)). We identify all
the zeros of Lo, Lb, La and all the units of Lo, Lb, LOI. Furthermore,
let the following additional order relations be defined on L':
(A.i.) For each Lb, b E K(I), aj = aik E (b] - {0}, k = 1, 2, ... , r,
xo(2j - 1, 2j - l)-<xb(2k + r + 1, 2k + r
xo(2j, 2j)-<xb(2k + r + 2, 2k + r + 2),
xo(2n - 1, 2n - l)-<xb(3r + 3, 3r + 3),
xo(2n, 2n)-<xb(3r + 4, 3r + 4).

+ 1),

X,(l,I)

~.1~

~1~
2

(A.ii.) ForeachLJ~,a={b,c}EK( ),aj=aikE{b,c,bVc},k=l,2,3,
xo(2j - 1, 2j - l)-<xa((2k - 1)2, (2k - 1)2),

xo(2j, 2j)-<xa((2k )2, (2k )2).
Let L be the resulting poset obtained from L 1• For a subset S of L,
we write

EVERY FINITE LATTICE IS A COMPLETE CONGRUENCE LATTICE
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X,.(I,l)

Fig. l{c)

where So = Sn Lo, Sb = Sn Lb and Sa = Sn La. By observing that
the additional order relations (A.i) and (A .ii) are given along the upper
diagonals of Lo, Lb and La. We have
(B.i) For each Sj, i E K(l) U K( 2), there is a largest element
PO E 6.(1/Jo Do) such that PO ~ Ai Si E Li. Hence /I.Si in L is equal
to /\iSi in Li. Obviously /I.So is equal to /\oSo in Lo .
(B.ii) There is a least element qi E 6. +('I/Ji Di ) such that qi ;::: Vo So E
E Lo. Thus VSo in Lis equal to VoSo in Lo . Clearly VSi in Lis equal
to Visi in Li for i E K(l) u K( 2).
CLAIM

1. L is a complete lattice.

PROOF . In view of (B.i) and (B.ii), we need only verify that any
two elements of L have a join and a meet. Let r , s EL; up to symmetry,
we have the following possibilities:

(i) r , s E Lo (or r, s E Li, i E K(l) U J(( 2))
In this case, the join and the meett of r and s are respectively the
join and meet that already exist in Lo (or Li).

(ii) r EL;, s E Lj, i, j E J<(l) U ]{(2), i ~ j .
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p5,

In this case, r Vs is always the unit of L and r /\ s = PB /\o
where
and P5 ~ s are as defined in (B.i).
(iii) r E Lo, s E Li.
Let Po ~ s and qi ;:::: r be as defined iu (B.i) and (B.ii) respectively.
Then r /\ s = PO /\or and r Vs = qi Vi s.

P6 ~ r

2. Com L ~ K.
PROOF. It is not difficult to see that Lo and all Li, ·i E J\(1) U
LJ]{( 2 ) are condiscrete. Indeed, Com Li, i = 0 or i E ]{( 1 ) U J<( 2 ), is
generated by those intervals in [6.+(1fai Di)] 2 n supp(Di x Di). For
0 E Com L, if there exist rands such that r E Li, s E Lj, Li -=/= Lj, and
T
s(G), then r /\ s
r v s(G). This implies that
must collapse
some interval [x, y] having value (1, 1) and (-) = 1. Thus, if 0 -=/= 1, every
congruence class of 0 must be contained in some Li . By (A.i) and
(A.ii), we have that every 0 E Com L is generated by those intervals
in [6. +( 1f>()Do)] 2 n supp (Do x Do). For each a E J\*, and each i = 0 or
i E K(l) uK( 2), it is not difficult to see that there is an Gi(a) E Com Li
such that:
[x,y] E [D.+(1f>i'Di)) 2 n supp(Di x DJ and x
y (C-:>i(a)) if and
only if 1/>i x 1/>i[x, y] = (b, b), b ~a.
CLAIM

=

=

e

=

Let G(a) = U(Gi(a)ii = 0, or i E ]((!) Uf\( 2)), then G(a) E ComL .
The substitution property can be verified by using the formula for the
join and the meet of elements of L as stated in claim 1. For each
0 E Corn L, let
7r(0) = {ala EK, [x, y] E [6. +(1/>0Do)J 2 , x

=y(G), 1/ 0x1/>o[:r, y] =(a, a)}.
1

If a, b E tr(0), then a Vb E tr(G) by L{a,b}· If b ~a and a E tr(G), then
b E 7r(0) by La. Clearly, we have tr(G(a)) = (a]. Thus the mapping
0 - t 7r(0) is an isomorphism of Corn L with the principal ideals of!{.
Hence Com L ~ K.
Thus, we have proved:
THEOREM. Every finite lattice is tlie complde congruence lattice
of a complete lattice.
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We shall consider the problem of the form
n

(1)

Q( u) :=

(2)

u(x)

L

aij(x, u, au)8/)jU

+ b(x, u, au)

= 0

m

n

i,j=l

= h(x,u(<I>(x))),

x E an

where n c Rn is a bounded domain,
a) <I> : an ---+ IT is a continuous mapping, h : an x R ---+ R is a
continuous function with the property sup 18-ihl < 1.
We shall prove existence and uniqueness of the solution of problem

(1), (2).
Linear elliptic equations with nonlocal boundary conditions have
been considered firstly by T. CARLEMAN [1] and then by several authors, e.g. F. E. BROWDER [2), A. V. SAMARSKIJ and A. V. BITSADZE
[3], [4], A. L. SKUBACIIEVSKIJ [5]. Nonlinear elliptic equation with
nonlocal boundary conditions have been studied by L. SIMON (6], [7].
Assume that Q satisfies the conditions of the following comparison
principle of [8] (see Theorem 10.1.):
THEOREM 1. Let u, v E C(n)nC 2(D) satisfy Qu 2'.: Qv inn, u :S v
on an, where
(i)
the operator Q is elliptic;
(ii)
the coefficients aij(x, z,p) are independent of z;

(iii)
(iv)

the coefficient b(x,z,p) is nonincreasing in z for each (x,p) E

En x Rn;

the coefficients aij, bare continuously differentiable with respect
to the variable p in n x R x Rn. Then it follows that u :S v in

n.
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In [8] there are formulated conditions such that the Dirichlet problem Q(u) = 0 inn, u = r.p on an has a solution u E C 2(D) n C(n) for ·
any r.p E C(an) (see theorem 15.18 of [8]).
THEOREM 2. Assume that conditions a) and (i)-(iv) are fulfilled
with hypothesis of theorem 15.18 of [8]. Tl1en t11ere exists a unique
solution of tlw problem (1), (2).

PROOF. Denote by G( r.p) the solution u of the Dirichlet problem
Q(u) = 0 inn, u = c.p on an for all c.p E C(8D). Furthermore, define
operator B by

[B(cp)](x) := h[x,(G(cp))(<I>( :i:))],
then B: C(an)--+ C(aD) is a nonlinear mapping, C(DD) is a complete
metric space with the metric
e(cp1,r.p2) :=sup Jc.pi - 'P2l·

an

If cp E C(aD) is a fixed point of B, i.e. B(vi) = cp, then u = G(cp)
is a solution of the problem (1), (2).
Therefore to prove existence of (1), (2) it is sufficient to show that
B has a fixed point. This will be a consequence of Banach's fixed point
theorem . Since B has exactly one fixed point, then we sha ll obtain that

the solution of (1), (2) is unique.
Now we show that B : C(aD)--+ C(8n) is a contraction in C(an),
i.e. for any cp1, cp2 E C(on)
e(B(cp1),B(cp2))

= supjB(cp1)- B(c.p2)l

Sq· e(cp1,cp2),

where q is a nonnegative number < 1. Dy
[B(cp1)](x) - [B(cp2)](x)

= h[x , (G(cp1))(<I>(:z:))]- h[x,(G(cp2))(<I>(x))],

further by using Lagrange's mean value theorem and the notation bj :=
:= {G(cpj))(<I>(x)), (j = 1, 2) we find that
[B(cp1)](x) - [B(r.p2)](x) = 82h(x, b2 + rb1)(b1 - b2) =
0.2h(x,b2 + rb1)[G(cp1))(<Ii(x)) - (G(cp2))(<Ii(x))].
Consequently

If we can prove that
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< 1 is satisfied, then we shall have

e( B( 'Pl), B( <p2)) ~ qe( <i?1, <i?2).
This means that Bis a contraction in C(Dn).
By using the comparison principle we want to prove that Vy En

l[G(cp1)](y) - [G(<p2)](y)I ~sup l'P1 - 'P21·

(3)

an

For u1 := G(cpi), u2 := G(cp2) we have Q(u1) = Q(u2) = 0 inn and

~

By using notation c :=sup l<fll - <p2I we may write 'Pl - c ~ 'P2 ~
80

<fll

+ c.

Consider the functions u := u2, v := u1

+ c then Q(a) =

Q(u2) = 0

and

Q(v)

= Q(u1 + c) =

n

=

L

aij(x,a(u1 +c))-ai(u1 +c)aj(u1 +c)+b(::z:,1q +e:,a(u1 +i::)) ~

i,j=l
n

~

L

aij(x,au1)(aiu1)(aju1) + b(x,u1,au1) = Q(ui) = 0.

i,j=l

So we have

Q(v) = Q(u1 + s)

~ 0 =

Q(u2) = Q(u)

inn

i.e. Q(v) ~ Q(u) inn, and v = u1 + f; ='Pl+€ ~ <p2 = u2 = u on
It means that conditions of comparison principle are fulfilled, this
implies that u ~ v inn, i.e. Vy En u2(Y) ~ u1(Y) + c:.
Similarly can be proved that Vy En u1(Y) - c ~ u2(y), thus

an.

lu2(Y) - iq(y)I ~ c =sup l£P1 - <fl21

an

i.e. we have shown (3) which completes the proof of Theorem 2.
THEOREM 3. Assume that Q satisfies tl1e conditions of theorem
15.18 of[8) and cp : an ~ an is a continuous mapping, h is a continuous
function with property sup 18-ihl < 1, then there exists a solution of the
problem (1), (2).
PROOF. The proof of Theorem 3. is similar to the proof of Theorem

2. except of the proof of (3).
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If cl> : on -+ on, tl1en x E an implies that 4>( x) E aD, and so
G(cpi)(IP(x)) = <p1(<I>(x)), G(cp2)(<I>( :i:)) = cp2(<I>(x)) and thus

IG(ip1)(<I>(x))- G(ip2)(<I>(x))I

= l'P1(<I>(:r)I -

cp2(<I>(.r.))I

:s;

e(cp1,<p2).

So the proof can be continued in the sa1ne way.
REMARK. If condition sup I0.2hl < 1 is not fulfilled then the nonlocal boundary value problem may have no solution or it may have several
solutions.
EXAMPLE

(1)

u 11

1. n = l

= 1 in (0, 1)

{ u(O) = aou(a:-) + b0
u(l) = aiu(,B) + b1
where aj, bi are constants, a, ,BE (0 , 1], (j

( 2)

= 1, 0) .

We know that all solutions of equation (1) can Le given by u(x)

=

= ex+ d. u satisfies ( 1) iff c, d satisfy the following system of equations:

(aoa)c + (ao - l)d = - bo,

(a1,B - l)c + (a1 - l)d

=-

b1 .

We show that if the conditions lno l < 1, lcq I < 1 are not fulfilled
(sup I0.2hl < 1 is not satisfied), then a, (J E [O, lJ ca.n be chosen such that
the determinant of the above system will be 0 . In this case the system
may have no solution or it may have infinite number of solutions.
Special cases:
(i) a j = 1 , (j = 0, 1 ) ,

ho(z)=z+bo, h0(z)=l, lq(z)=z+b 1 , h'1(z) =l
and the determinant is 0 for any a, f3 E (0, l].
(ii) Similarly can be shown that if aj > 1 tl1en o, (J can be chosen
such that the determinant is 0.
EXAMPLE 2. n

=2

(1) 6.u +cu= 0 in B1,2, c .'.S 0 where B1 ,2 := {x E R2 : 1 < lxl < 2}
and the boundary condition on Sj := {x E R2 : l:r l = j} (j = 1, 2) is:

( 2)

{u(x)=.BIYb1x)+cS1,
u(x) = .B2tt(T2x) + cS2,
where 1 ~ /1 ~ 2, ~ ~ /2 ~ 1.

xES1
x E S2

In this example also we shall consider cases when lfJj I~ 1 (j = 1, 2),
i.e. when the condition sup ID-2hl < 1 is not fulfilled. Introduce polar
coor<liuates r, <pin R2 : x1 = rcos <p, x2 = rsin<p.
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So we get new unknown function

U(r,cp) := u(x1,x2) = u(rcoscp,rsincp).
Define function V by
2ir

V(r)

:=

J

U(r,cp)dcp.

0

Assuming that Vis a solution of (1), (2) we have

(3) V"

+ ~ V' + cV =

0.

Denote a fundamental system of this equation by
solutions of (3) can be written in the form
d l, d2

Vi, Vi,

then all

are constants.

From the boundary condition (2) we obtain conditions

(4 )

{ V(l) = ,81 V(-n) + 81
V(2) = ,82 V( ·12) + 82.

Thus we have shown that if u is a solution of (1), (2) then V satisfies
(3), (4), where (4) is system of linear algebraic equations for d1, d2.
If the conditions l,81 I < 1, l,82 I < 1 are not satisfied, it is not
difficult to choose constants ,Bj, /j such that the determinant of the
above mentioned system is 0. In this case problem (3), ( 4) may have
no solution or it may have several solutions. Then problem (1), (2) has
no solution, respectively it has several solutions.
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1. Introduction

Let
/!::,,. :

Q=

XQ

<

X}

< ... <

Xn

= 1

be a partition of the interval I = [O, l], hk = Xk+l - Xk and let
2
f( x) E C 3(I). We denote by 5(n,5
) the class of quintic splines s( x)
such that
(i) s(x)EC 2(I),
(ii) s(x) is a quintic polynomial in each interval [xb xk+Il· J. PRASAD
and A. K . VARMA (l] have obtained error bounds for this class of splines
when it interpolates a special lacunary data namely, the following:
su(xk) = f(xJ:), k = O(l)n;

s~)

( xk +2xk+l)

s~1 (xo)

= JQcxo),

= j<P) ( xk +2xk+l)' k = O(l)n s~(x11)

1, p

= 0, 3;

= J~(xn).

Recently Guo ZHU - RUI [2] has studied cubic splines of class C 1
which interpolate a given function f (x) at the knots and whose
second derivative interpolate J" (x) midway between the knots and with
only one end condition. Such spline functions may be used to obtain
approximate solution of initial .value problems in non-linear differential
equations. Our object here is to consider a related problem by the
2
splines of class 5<11, 5) and obtain error uounds when they are interpolants
of a certain function f( x ). We shall return ebewhere with an application
of our method in approximating the solution of Cauchy's initial value
problems.
We now state the main results tu be proved.
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THEOREM

k = O(l)n -1,

Jg, Jg',

Ji:,

k = O(l)n, fk111 1 ,
+1
there exist a unique sil(x) ES~~~ such that:

l. Given~ and the numbers fb

sil(xk) = fk;

s~(xk) = f~,

k = O(l)n;

(1.1)

k
8 II
il (

;11
XO ) =JO

Or

= O(I)n -

Ill (
)
Sil XQ

I;

;!II
=10.

Here xk+! := xk+?+ 1
THEOREM 2. Let f E Cl(I), f = 5, 6. Then for the unique spline
sLl(x) of Theorem 1 associated with f, we have

(1.2)

and if

::Rz ~ ,\

< =, then

q = 0(1)4. Here we(-) denotes the modulus of continuity of j(e),
H = max(xk+l - xk), k = O(l)n - 1 and II· II is the uniform norm.
2. Proof of Theorem 1

We shall prove the theorem with the initial condition s~(xo)
only. For the condition s~(xo) =ff{' a similar proof follows.
If we set

(2.1)

so(x)

sil(x) = {
'
sk(x),

when xo :S x :S x1
when Xk S x S :rk+l> k = l(l)n -1,

then

(2.2)

1

so(x) =Jo+ (x - xo)fo +

(x-xo) 2 11 (x-xo) 3
!
!
lo +
ao,3+
2
3

=ff{
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(x - xo) 4
(x - xo) 5
!
ao,4 +
!
ao,5,
4
5
(x - xk) 2
(x - xk) 3
1
sk(x) = fk + (x - xk)fk +
!
ak,2 +
!
ak,3+

+

(2.3)

2

3

(x - xk)4
(x - xk)5
ak,4 +
ak,5'
4!
5!
where the coefficients are determined by the interpolatory conditions
(1.1) and the continuity requirement that s.6.(x) E C 2 (I). If we apply
these conditions, we have the following three sets of equations:

+

Ji
(2.4)

=

, ha ,, h5

hs

h6

Jo + hofo + 2f fo + 3Tao,3 + 41ao,4 + 5!ao,5,

/
JI
hfi
h~
h6
Ji/ =lo+
hofo + 2 ! ao,3 + 3Tao,4 + 4 ! ao,5,

ho .

111

ha

f! = ao,3 + 2ao,4 + 3ao,5;

(2.8)
72(!'l
h~

--

(2.9)

ao,5

= - 480
hS ( Ji -

,,

- JO -

ha 11)
Jo - hofo/ - 2fo

h 0 J,")
0

+

16!"'
+ -ho
1 '
2
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240 (!'
,,
+h4 1 - JO -

h ,,, )
OJO

0

40 !"'

- -h2 ~1

0

·

~

From (2.5) we have

(2 .10)
(2.11)

(2.12)

From (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) we get

(2.13)

a1,2

hfi fo") +
= foII - 20
hfi ( Ji - Jo - hofo/ - 2

(2.14)

k

= l(l)n + 2.,

The coefficient matrix of the system of equations (2.13) and (2.14) in
the unknowns ak 2, k = l(l)n - 1, is non-singular matrix and hence
they are uniquely determined and so are, therefore, the coefficients ak 3
and ak 4,
.
'
I 5
1

>

a."

3. Auxiliary Lemmas
In this section we prove three lemmas which will be used in the next
section to obtain the proof of Theorem 2.
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LEMMA 1. Let

PROOF.

Ak,2

Jf.

:= ak,2 -

Then we have fork= l(l)n -1,

From (2.14) we have

Ak+l,2 - Ak,2 := (ak+l,2 - !J:+1) - (ak,2 -

(3.1)

Jk) =

2Q(f
') 10( I
I
II
II
2
Ill
= - h~
k+i -fk-hkli; + hk h+1-hJ-Ch+1- h )-3hkfk+! :=ab
k=l(l)n-2.
If

f

E C 5(I), then by Taylor's formula

2

ak = - -20 [h
_! !"
h~ 2 k

+ hk
10

[h 111
k k

3

4

+ h~
!111 + hi
/4) + hf /5) + O(h4 (h ))]
2 k
6 k
24 k
kw5 k

.- [h,fl:' + h} Jl') + h: !l') + O(h~w5(h,))] - ~hk [t;' + h: Jl') + h: Jl') + O(hiw5(h,))l ~
(3.2)

l

5

h J'" + _!
h f (4) + _k
h / 5) + O(h( 5)w5(hk)) +
+ _!
6 k
24 k
120 k
k

= O(h~w5(h.<:)) .

Similarly if f E C 6(I), then
(3.3)
Also from (2.13) we have

-
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So from (3.1) using (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we have

f E C 6 (I), k = l(l)n -

1.

This proves the assertion of the lemma.
Using Lemma 1 we prove
LEMMA 2. Let

Ak

'

4 ·.-

ll

!( 4 ) '

k 4-

'

and
maxhk

::::; >. < oo, H

.

mmhk

max

=

hk.

O:Sk:Sn-1

Then we have fork= O(l)n - 1,

PllOOF. From (2.8) and (2.11), observing; that Ao ,2 = 0, we haYe

(3.5)

Ak,4:

=

ak,4 -

fk 4 ),

k

= O(l)n - 1

12

= -h 2 Ak '2 + f3ki where
k

•)

120
I
h k I/
72 /
f3k := ht Uk+1 - fk - hkh - 2 h) (h+ 1 -

hi

+ ~ !"'

1 -

hk k+~

If

f

/4).

k

E C 5(I), then as in Lemma 1, by Taylor's formula

(3.6)
and if
(3.7)

f

E C 6(I), then

/

h -

/1

hkh )+
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Now using Lemma 1, we have fork= O(l)n - 1,

A

I

-{

o(tr :~: hiw5(hv)) + O(hkw5(hk)),
k-I

k,41-

I?

o(&k v=O
I: h4w6(hv)) -

if

J E C5(I)

if

f

6)

~Ji + O(hkw5(hk)),

E

C 6 (I).

The result obviously holds for k = 0. Hen ce if
maxhk

,

--<A<OO and H =
minhk -

max

O:Sk:Sn-1

hk,

we have from (3.5)-(3.7)

IA 4 I < {
k,

-

O(w5(H)),

1H

2 1!J( 6)!1

if
if

+ O(Hw5(H)),

f
f

5
E C' (I)
E C 6(I)

k = O(l)n - 1, which proves the theorem .
LEMMA 3. Let Ak,5 := ak,5- !f). Then we have fork= O(l)n-1,

< { O(w5(H)),

IAk,51-

~llJ(6)11 + O(Hw5(H)),

J E C 5 (I)
f E C'6(I).

if
if

PHOOF. From (2.12) we have
480

f

240

/

(3 .8) Ak,5=- h5 U1N-1-fk-hkh)+ h4 UJ.~r-I k
:=vb

k

f

40 ///

k '"'2

k = O(l)n - 1.

If f E C 5(I), then as in Lemma 1, by Taylor's formula

(3.9)
and if

f

E

C 6(I), then

(3.10)

vk =

hk (6)

.

2 h + O(hkw5(hk)).

Hence from (3.8)-(3.10) we have

<{

IAk,51 -

O(w5(H)),

~11!(6)11 + O(Hwo(H)),

This proves the lemma.

(5)

Id- h2fW-1 -fk

if
if

J E C 5(I)
f E c6(I).
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4. Proof of Theorem 4
Let x E [xki x.1:+1J. k

= O(l)n -

l. From (2.2) and (2.3) we have

s~5 )(x) = ak,5>

(4.1)
and

(4.2)
Therefore

!s~5 )(x) - J(5)(x)I =iak,5 -

~iak,5 -

fk 5 ) + fk 5) - j<5)(x)I ~

fk5)1 + lfk5) -

f( 5)(x)j.

If f E C 5( I), then owing to Lemma 3 we obviously have

js~5 )(x) - j<5)(x)I = O(w5(H)).

(4.3)

However, if f E C 6 (J), then

js~5)(x) - f(5)(x)I = iak,5 - fk5) - (x - xk)f(6)(~k)I,

~

(4.4)

Further if

f

lli6)11 + O(Hw5(H)) .

E C 5(J), then from ( 4.2)

s~4 )(x) - J( 4)(x) =

(ak,4 -

fk4)) + (x -

xk)(ak,5 -

fk5)) -

[j<4)(x) - fk4) - (x - xk)fk5)]
= Ak,4 + (x - xk)A.t,5 - (:z: - :r.t)[f(5)(7J.t)- 1k5)J,

(4.5)

Xk

3
:

Xk < ~k < x

-

< 1Jk < x. Thus
4

ls~ )(x) - f( 4)(x)I ~ IAk,41 + HIAk,51 + Hw5(H),
which on using Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 yields

(4.6)

is~4 )(x) - j<4)(x)I

= O(w5(H))

+ O(Hw5(H)) =

O(w5(1I)).

Now

ls~'(x) -

x

f"'(x)I

j

=

[s~4 )(t) - J(4)(t)]d t ~

Xk+l/2

( 4.7)

~Ix -

xk+1/21

is~4 )(:i:) - J( 4)(.r )I = O(Hw5(1I)).
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Set h(x) := sl:(x) - f'(x). Then by (1.1)

h(xiJ

= h(xk+I) = 0,

and so by Rolle's Theorem, there exists a JLk (:i:k
that
h'(µ,.,;) = s'f:(µk) - f"(Jtk) = 0,
from which we obtain

f

< µk < xk+l) such

x

11

ls'f:(x) - f (x)I =

!s'f:'(t) - J'"(t)Jdt <

µ1;

~Ix - µkl ls'f:'(x)- J"'(x)I

(4.8)

= O(H 2w5(H)).

Again

(4.9)

l~A:(x) - f

x

1

(x)I =

f

!s'f:(t) - J"(t)Jd t = O(JI 3w5(H)) ,

x1;

and
x

(4.10) lsk(x)- f(x)I

=

f

!sA:(t)- J'(t)Jdt = O(H 4w5(H)) .

x1;

Thus {4.3) and (4.6)-(4.10) complete the proof of Theorem 2 when
E C 5(I).

f

Now let
(4)

sk (x)- f

(4)

f

E C 6(I). Then from ( 4.5)

(x) = Ak 4+(x-xk)Ak 5'

'

(x - xJ.;) 2 (ti)
· J (~k), Xk < ~k < x.
2

Using again, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 we have

From ( 4.11) on using the method of successive integration we at once
have
(4.12)

ls~q)(x)- f(q\x)I ~ ~H 6 -qllf( 6 )11+0(H 5 -'lw6(H)),

Thus ( 4, 4) and (4.12) prove the theorem when

f

E C 6(I).

q = 1(1)4.
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5. Concluding Remark

We find that the interpolation problem:
s~(xk) =

"() =

S~ Xk

(5.1)

8 Ill (
/::J..

1

Xk+l/2

s~ ( xo )

)

1

fk
!"k'

k = O(l)n

= fl/Ik+l/2'

= f,O or

k=O(l)n-l

111
s'!!(x)
= J,0
u

2

has unique solution in the class 5(n, 5) and that it has similar error
estimates as in Theorem 2. Since the proofs for the problem (5.1)
can be carried on the same pattern as for the problem (1.1), we do not
give the details here.
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A NEW APPROXIMATION FOR THE FOURIER
TRANSFORM I.
By
A. BOGMER and I. JOO
Directorate of Posts, Budapest and
Department of Analysis, L. Eotvos University, Budapest

(Received February 19, 1989)

In [l], [2], [3} there are given approximative expressions for the
Fourier transform of functions, using the values of there functions only
in some discrete points. The method of K. BALAZS is very nice and
convenient also from point of view of numerical analysis. She gave
estimate for the error, and this shows that her method is a good
approximation.
In the present note we give a seemingly new approximation for the
Fourier transform and give an estimate for the error.
Let f be an r times continuously differentiable function on R (r ~ 1
is integer) and suppose: IJ(i)(t)! ~ k1e-k2JtJ, (k1, k2 > 0, t E R,
i=O,l, . . . ,r).
Denote

+oo
F(J,w)

:=

j

f(t)e-iwtdt

-00

(the Fourier transform of J) and approximate this by the expression:

Fn(f,w) :=

=; t

cos-2

(2k~~ -n 7f) f (tg 2k~~ -n 7f )exp{-iw tg 2k~~ -n 7f}

k=l
TH EO REM.

(1)

Under tl1e assumptions above we have

6.n := F(f,w) - F11 (f,w) = o(n- r)

uniformly in w on compact intervals of R.
PROOF.

Introduce the notations:

g(t) := f(t) · exp{-iwt},

(n -too)
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g*(<p) := g(tg<p) .
It follow immediately from the assumptions on J that
g*(<p) E C':A-7r/2,7r/2),
i.e. g*( <p) as the function of <p is r times continuously differentiable and
i
di
(i=0,1, ... ,r).
-.g*(-7r/2
+ 0) = -.g*(7r/2
- 0)(= 0)
1
1
d<p

d<p

Hence, for the Fourier coefficients of g we obtain easily (integrating by
parts r times): 1)
11:/2

(2)

cn(g*):=7r-l/

J

2

g*(cp)exp{-i2n<p}dcp=Z5(1nl-r).

-11:/2

On the other hand we have for r > 1 2)
n

11:/2

(3)

J g*(cp)d<p-~Lg*( k-2:-n1r)=

F(J,w)-Fn(J,w)=

-11:/2
=

7r

1/2 co (*)
g

(7rl/2)Ln
1·im
- n
m-+oo

-

k=l

n

m

k=l

i=-m

2

k=l

Lm
j=-m

c · exp {i2j7r(2k-1-n)} =

2n

J

=-(7r 1/ 2/n)""
lim ""Cjexp{i2j7r(2k-1-n)/2n}=
Lm-+oo L
i-:/0

m

n

= -(7r 1/ 2/n) m-+oo
lim ""
Cj ""exp{i2j7r(2k - 1 - n)/2n}
L
L
j=-m

=

k=l

m

= -7r 1/ 2 lim

m-+oo

"" exp{-i7r(n - l)s}cns(g*) =
L

s=-m

#0
m

= -7rl/2 lim

m-+oo

"" (-l)s(n-l)Cns(g*) = ~(n-r)
L

s=-m
s-:/0

l) We expand with respect to the system {ir- 1/ 2 ·

exp(i2nx)}~00 on (-rr/2,7r/2);

In fact it i~ eno~gh. assume on t(r) t~at it is of bounded variation or less, namely
that g•(r) ts per1od1c and cn(g•(r)) o(n- 1 ) .

=

'.!) If r =I then the method of (4) p. 76 . gives: Lln

=3(n- 1 )
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(taking into account (2)).
The uniformity in w on compact intervals of R follows from the
easily verificable fact that for any compact interval I C R the set
{f(tgcp)exp(-iwtgcp): w EI}= {g(cp): w EI}
is compact set in C~[-7r /2, 7r /2] and taking into account the well know
fact that if Ln : B1 -t B2 is any sequence of continuous linear operators
( B 1, B2 are any Banach spaces) converging in every x E B 1, then the
convergence is uniform on every compact subset of Bi.
PROBLEM 1. We don't know if for any fixd w ER the estimates (1)
and (2) are equivalent or not.
The implication (2)==?(1) is proved above.
The reverse, i.e. (1)==?(2) is open.
But we can say something in this direction. Namely, if in (3) we
use the points ((2k - n)/2n)7r in place of ((2k - 1 - n)/2n)7r, then for
any power type, 7r periodic g* E C~[-7r/2,7r/2], we have (formally):

7r/2

Lin=

J
-'Ir

g*(cp)dcp - ;

/2

t

g* (2k2: n 7r) = -7!"1/2 f)-l)snCns(g)

k=l

s=l

and
00

- 7flf 2(-l)ncn(9) =

(4)

L

µ(rn)-6.nm

m=l

(hereµ is the Moebius function) and hence:
l_ = o(n-r)-<==:>- Cn = o(n-r)
(r > 1 is any real number). If r = 1, then what can we say? The
Moebius function is applied in approximation theory for other problems
e.g. in the excellent book [3] of P. J. DAVIS and J. RABINOWITZ.
Our argument works obviously also for multidimension. (We omit
it because it is trivial repetition of the argument above).
PROBLEM

2. Can we state (1) uniformly in won R?

PROBLEM 3. Give the estimate (1) in terminology of the modulus
of continuity off.
PROBLEM

estimate

Cn

=

4. If f is not power type then does it follow from (1) the

o(lnl-r)(n E Z, lnl -too)?

PROBLEM 5. What can we say for complex

w?
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ON REALIZATIONS AND POSITIVITY OF LINEAR
INTEGRAL OPERATORS
By
JOUKO TERVO
Department of Mathematics, University of Kuopio
{Received January 23, 1989}

1. Introduction

Define a linear integral operator L by the requirement
(1.1)

(LIJl)(t) =

J

g(t,s)L(IJl(s))dv(s),

µ -a.e. t EX.

y

Here (X,A, µ)and (Y,A'v) are a-finite, complete measure spaces. The
function g : X x X --+ C belongs to L2(X x X,A x A',µ xv) , where
(Xx Y,A x A',µ xv) is the completion of the product of (X,A , µ)and
(Y,.41 ,v). The operator Lis a linear operator from the Schwartz class
S into S and '1' is assumed to be a finitely-valued function Y --+ S.
Assuming that the formal transpose L1 : S --+ S of L exists, one obtains
that the formal transpose L' of L exists, that is,
(I.2)

(Lw,<I>) := j((Lw)(t),<I>(t))d 1i

= (w,L'<I>),

x
for all W E D(Y, S) := {IJll'l' : Y --+ S is finitely-valued } and <I> E
E D(X,S), where we denoted (cp,1/J) := J cp(x)-ijJ(x)dx (cf. Theorem
Rn

2.5).
Let L2(X, Bp,k) denote the Bochner µ-square integrable functions
X --+ Bp,k· Here Bp,ki p E [l, ex>(, k E K' (I<' is an appropriate
class of weight functions Rn --+ R) is essentially the completion of S
with respect to the norm lllPl!p,k := ll(Fcp)kllp· The existence of L'
makes it possible to define the minimal closed extension L;,k,h and the
maximal closed extension L'#k
of L from L2(Y, BP )k) to L2(X, BP ' h),
p, )1t
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when k, h E K' and p E]l, =[. One has always Lp,...,k /& C L'#k
1l • The
P1
minimal and maximal closed extensions L,...,k
and L'#k
from BP k
Pi 11
p 1
to Bp,h can be also defined. One knows several kind of criteria for
I

J

1

1

1

I!.

I

the equality L,..., k h = L'#k h' when L is a pseudo-differential operator
p, '
p, '
(cf. [11], [5], [14], [4] and [12]). In this contribution we are interested
(among others) in obtaining analogous criteria for L ,...,k 1
p,

'I

= L'#k
h'
p, '

We characterize the solvability of the maximal equation (cf. The1

orem 3.1 ). One sees that the solutions of L #k hu =
p, '
solutions for

L~~k,h(j g(t,s)u(s)dv(s))

(1.3)

=

J

are exactly the

µ -a.e. t EX.

J(t),

y

Furthermore, one obtains that the solutions of L"" k hu =
p, '
relation

(1.4)

J

obey the

µ-a .e. t EX.

L;,k,1i(f g(t,s)u(s)dv(s)) = f(t),

x
In the case when L is a pseudo-differential operator with the symbol L(O, an algebraic characterization of solvability of the equation

f

L'#k 1 u =
p,

'I

is given (cf. Theorem 3.4). Ia addition, in this case the

equality L ,...,k 1 = L'#k h is established.
p, l
P1.
Assuming that L is a pseudo-differential operator of the Beals and
Fefferman type, that is the symbol L(., ·) E s~r, we verify that
I

l

L'# k wit
. ll a smta
. ble q
l . ,...,
2 ,q, k0 =
2 ,q, 0
so B2 ,ko = L2) (cf. Theorem 4.2).

E SMill ,i. l ,m - l
>'I'

•

Here ko =- 1 ( an d

Finally, a criterion for the positivity of L in L2(X, L2) is given,
I
when X = Y =Rn ,fl= v =Lebesgue measure, g(t,s ) is of the form
a( t - s )b( t )b( s) and L is a pseudo-differential operator of the Beals and
Fcfferman type (cf. Theorem 5.2) . The positivity of L implies the
positivity of L,..., := L2,k o, k 0 and so in the case when L"" = L'# :=
:= L;#k k , L'# is a positive operator. The positivity of L'# and L,..., is

' o,

0

often used property in the study of linear Volterra equations (cf. [8J, [2],

[3], [9] and [13]). The operators L'#k
and L p,
,...,k ,1l are called realizations
p , ,1I
of L.
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2. Notations and definitions
2.1 . Denote by K' the totality of continuous positive weight
functions k : Rn -+ C such that

(2.1)

for all

where Ck

> 0 and Nk

~ 0 are constants (here we denote

ks(O

:= (1

+

+ 1~1 ) 1 ). Let Bp,k; p E [l, oo[, k E K' Le the completion of C0 with
respect to the norm 11 · llp,k defined by
2 5 2

ll'l'llp,; =

(2.2)

((2• j l(FI'
)-n

)(()k(C)I'

de) I/p,

where F denotes the Fourier transform from the Schwartz class S into
S. The dual of S is denoted by S' (that is, S' is the space of all
tempered distributions) and the Fourier transform from S' into S' is
also denoted by F. One knows that Bp,k is essentially that subspace
of S' for whose elements u it holds: Fu k E Lp := Lp(Rn ). In addition,
one bas llullp,k = (27r)-n/p11Fu kllp- When p = 2 we write Hk = B2,k·
Hk is a Hilbert space and the scalar product is given by

(2.3)

(u,v)k

= (27r)-n j(Ftt)(0(Fv)(0k 2 (0d~.

2.2 . Let L : S -+ S be a continuous linear operator so that the
formal transpose L' : S -+ S exists, that is, the operators L and L'
obey the relation
(2.4)

(L<p,1p):= j(L<p)(x)ij;(x)dx= (<p,L 11/;)

for

cp,'i/;ES.

R"

Then L' : S -+ S is continuous (cf. the Closed Graph Theorem) and
so we can define the continuous extension L : S' -+ S' of L with the
requirement

(Lu)(cp)

(2.5)

= u(L'cp)

for

u ES'

and

c.p ES

(in S' one uses the weak dual topology). In addition, for any p E
E [l, oo[, k, h EI<' one is able to define the dense operators Lp,k ,h and
1
#LJ£ :Bpk-+ B ph by
L p,a;,
I

(2.6)

I

D(Lp,k,h) = S
{ Lp,k,h'P = L<p

for

<p E S
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and

(2.7)

D( L~~k ,h) = { u E Bp,k I there exists J E Bp,h such that
u(L 1tp)=J(tp) foralltpES}
{
L'#k hu = f.
p, '

One sees that LP >k ) h is closable, L'#k
h is closed and that LP k h C L'#,_
h·
p,
P1IC1
The smallest closed extension of Lp,k,h from Bp,k to Bp,h is denoted by
L~ ,_ / (cf. [15], pp. 76-78).
p,K, I
J

REMARK

(2.8)

I

-

J

2.1. A. Suppose that L(-) E C 00 (Rn) so that

l(D: L)(OI ~ C{Jkµp(O

for all

eE Rn,

where C/3 > 0 and µ/3 ER (here we denote ks(O := (1 + lel 2)sf 2). Then
the pseudo-differential operator L(D) defined by

(2.9)

j

(L(D)tp)(x) = (27r)-n

L(O(Ftp)(Oei(e,x)de

Rn

maps S continuously into S and the formal transpose L'(D) : S -t S
exists (L 1(D) is defined by (2.9) where L(O is replaced with L(-0).
B. Suppose that L(·, ·) : Rn x Rn -t C belongs to the Beals and
Fefferman class s~r of symbols (cf. [1 ]). Then the pseudo-differential
operator L(x, D) defined by

(2.10)

j L(x,O(Ftp)(Oei(e,x)de

(L(x,D)tp)(x) = (27r)-n

Rn
maps S continuously into S. The formal transpose L'(x, D) : S -t S
exists and the symbol L'(·, ·) of L'(x, D) belongs to
(where
<I>v(x, 0 = <I>(x, -0, </>v(x, 0 = </>(x, -0).

s:V·,¢v

2.3 . Choose 0 from C so that supp 0 c B(O, 2) := { x E Rn I lxl ~
2} and that 0(x) = 1 for x E B(O, 1). Define functions Gj E C
and 1/;j ES by
~

(2.11)

0

Gj(x) = G(x/j)

0

and

1/;j = (27r)-n(F8/).

Then one sees that for any p E [1, oo[, k E K' and u E Bp,k one has
(2.12)
and
(2.13)

ll8jU -

ullp,k -t 0

111/Jj * u - ulJp,k -t

0

with j -too.
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The pseudo-differential operators (2.9) with the symbols

F'l/;j

= (27r)-n F(FB/) = Bj
I

~

is denoted by 'l/;j(D). One sees that for any u E S, <p E S

("$j(u))(1.p)

= u(~j(D)cp) = u('l/;j * <p) = (1/Jj

* u)(cp)

and so by (2.13)
(2.14)

ll~j(u)- ullp,k -t

We remark that
(2.15)

"$j( u) E

n Bp,b

0

with j -too.

LJ

for u E

Bp,k·

kEK 1

kEK'

2.4 . Let (X,A,p) be a complete, a-finite measure space. Denote
by L2(X, Bp,k) (and by Li(X, Bp,AJ, resp.) the linear space of all
Bochner µ-square integrable functions u : X -t Bp,k (and of all Bochner
µ-integrable functions u : X -t Bp,ki resp.). For the preliminaries of
the Bochner integrals cf. [15], pp. 130-134. The space L2(X, Bp,k) is
a Banach space and the corresponding norm is defined by
(

(2.16)

J

lllulllp,k,X = \ ]

llu(t)ll~,kd µ

)

1/2

Furthermore, the space L2(X, Hk) is a Hilbert space with the following
scalar product
(2.17)

[u,vlk,x

= j(u(t),v(t))kdµ
x

In the sequel we denote by D(X, S) the linear space of all finitelyvalued functions W : X -t S, that is, for any W there exist disjoint sets
Bi EA (i = 1, ... 'm) and 1Li E
so that µ(Bi) < oo, w(x) = Ui for

s

x E Bi and w(x)

= 0 for

x EX\

m

LJ

B;. One sees that D(X,S) is a

i=l

subset of L2(X, Bp,1i:) (since any finitely-valued function u : X -t Bp,k
lies in L2(X, Bp,k)). In addition, we have
LEMMA 2.2. The space D(X, S) is dense in L2(X, Bp,k) for any
p E [l,oo[ and k EK'.
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PROOF. Let 0j and '1/ij be defined by (2.11). The space D(X, Bp,k)
of all finitely-valued functions is dense in L2(X, Bp,k)- Let u be in
D(X, Bp,k)· Then one sees that the function vj(t) := '1/ij * (u(t)) is
finitely-valued and that Vj(t) E
Bp,k c C 00 (Rn). In addition, one

n

kEK 1

has

llvi(t) - v(t)llp,k-:* 0

for any t EX

J

and
fort EX.
Hence the Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that
lllvj - ulllp,k,X--+ 0
with j--+ oo,

n Bp,k) is dense in L2(X, Bp,k)Choose w E D(X, n Bp,k)- Then the functiqn Wj(t)

and so D(X,

kEf('

:=

Gjw(t)

kEI<'

is finitely-valued and wj(t) E C for any t EX. Furthermore, one sees
that lllwj - wlllp,k,X--+ 0 with j--+ oo. This finishes the proof.
I

0

REMARK 2.3 . A. As the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows, the space
D(X, CQ°) of all finitely-valued functions X --> c0 is dense in

L2(X, Bp,k)·

B. The space L2(X, Bp,k) is essentially the completion of D(X, C(J)
with respect to the norm Ill· lllv,k,X·
In the sequel we use the following notations

(2.18)

for '11, <I> E D(X, S),

(w,<I>)x := j(w(t),<I>(t))d 11,

x
where we denoted

('1/i, </>) =

J

for '1/i, </>ES.

'lji(x)</>(x)d x

Let p1 E]l, oo] with l/p+l/p' = 1 and let P E K' so that P(O
Then one sees that the inequality

l(w,<I>)xl ~
(2.19)

= k(-0-

j l(w(t),<I>(t))ld1i ~
x

~

j lliii(t)ilv,kil<I>(t)llp',1/Pd
x

µ

~ lllll!lllp,k,xlll<I>lllv',1/P,x
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holds for any IJI, <I> E D(X, S) (for p1 = oo we define
112

Ill<!> Illoo,k ,X

'~

U t)l!~,kd µ)
I!<!>(

,

where ll«P(t)lloo k := sup IF(«P(t))(0k(01) .

'

eeR"

2.5 . Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,A 1 , 11) be two complete, a-finite measure
spaces. Denote by (Xx Y,A x A',µ x 11) the completion of the product
measure space (Xx Y,A x A',µ x 11 ). Choose a function g : Xx Y -+ C
from Lt(X x Y,A x "41 , µ X 11, C). Then one finds subsets A1 EA and
A2 EA so that µ(Ai) = 11(A2) = O and that

g( ·,s) E L2(X,C) =: L2(X)

for s E Y \ A2

and

fort EX\ Ai

g(t , ·) E L2(Y)

(cf. [6), pp. 384- 388).
Let L be a linear operator S -+ S so that L' : S
define a linear operator L in D(Y, S) by

fg(t,s)L(i!J(s))d11,
(L ill)(t) = { y

(2.20)

0,

-+

S exists. We

tEX\Ai,
tEA1.

Since IJI is finitely-valued, one sees that the function L(W(·)) is also
finitely-valued and so L(ill(·)) E D(Y, S) C L2(Y, Bp,k) · Since for any

t EX\ Ai
ll(Lill)(t)llp,k

~

j jg(t,s)J llL('11(s))Jlp,kd11 ~
y

S

(j

2

lg('" )1

2

) l/

lllL( "(·))I llp,k,Y,

one gets that LIJI E L2(X,Bp,k) and that

(2.21)

lllL "lllp,1,x

for any

k E K',

pE

s

\<L I•(','
(

) 1/2

ll

2

<l µ x "

(1, oo[. Hence we have

lllL(o!i(·))lllp,k,Y ,
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LEMMA 2.4. The operator L is a mapping from D(X, S) into

n L2(X, Bp,k) such that
p,k

(L IJ!)(t) ES

(2.22)

for any

t EX.
m

PROOF. We have to show (2.22). Choose IJ! =

I: UiXB · (here XB ·

i=l

I

I

is the characteristic function of Bi). Then one has fort EX\ Ai
(2.23)

(LIJ!)(t)

=

j g(t , s) (f)Lui)Xsi(s)) dv =
y

1=1
m

=?=(Lui)
where

j g(t,s)xs/s)dv,
y

i=l

J g(t,s)xsJs)dv EC .

Since (LIJ!)(t) = 0 fort E A1, the proof

y
is rea<ly.

I

2.6. Let Dp,k(X,S) := {u E L2(X,Bp,k)iu(t) ES for any t EX}.
Due to Lemma 2.4 one sees that L maps D(Y, S) into D 00 (X, S) :=
Dp,k(X, S). We say that L' : D(X, S) --+ D 00 (Y, S) is a formal
:=

n

p ,k

transpose of L if the relation

(2.24)

j
x
=j

(LIJ!,<I>)x: =

((LIJ!)(t),<I>(t))dµ

=

(w(s),(L'<I>)(s)) dv

= (IJ!,L'<I>)y

y

for all IJ! E D(Y, S) and <I> E D(X, S). W e have
THEOREM 2.5. The operator L' defined on D(X, S) by

(L 1 <I>)(s) =

(2 .25)

{Jg(t,s)L'(<I>(t))dp,

x

0,

sEY\A2
s E A2

is a form al transpose of L.
PROOF. Since L' maps S into S, one sees that L'(<I>(-)) E D(X, S)
for any «I> E D(X,S). Hence we obtain as above that (cf. (2.21) and
(2.23)) L'<I> E D00 (Y, S). Define

-(ts)·-{g(t,s)
g'

.-

0

for(t,s)EX\A1xY\A 2

for(t,s)EA1xYUXxA2.
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The function (t,s)
one gets

~

g(t,s)(L(w(s)),<1.>(t)) isµ xv-measurable and

j (! Jg(t, s)(L(w(s )), <J.>(t))ld v)
x

211

d1-t::;

y

<;
(2.26)

<;

<;

j (/

l!i(t,s}i!L(>J>(S))l!odv) i!<l>(t)llodµ <;

fU

112

19(t, s )1

(L

2

lllL( WO)I llo,Y11'1>( t )i!od µ <;

)

112
2

l!i(t,s)l dµ

xv)

lllL('l>(·))lllo,Ylll<l>lllo,x < oo,

where we denoted

ll'Pllo

= 1i'f'll2,k0 = ll'Plli 2 and 111'1illlo,Y = (

j

ll1J!(t)il5d

v) 112

y

(recall that L2 = B2,k 0 ).
The functional Tl : Lz

->

C defined Ly

T1w = (w,f) :=

j

w(x)J(x)dx

Rn

is bounded on L2 for any f E L2. Hence one has (cf. [15], p. 134): For
any u E L1(Y,L2), the function T1(u(-)) belongs to L1(Y) and

I

T1(u(s)}d

v=Tl ( / u(s}d v) .

Thus we have

j(u(s),f)dv
y

(2.27)

=

j T1(u(s))dv =
y
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Specifically, for any t EX\ Ai we obtain

(2.28)

j g(t,s)(L('11(s)),<I>(t))d11 = (! g(t,s)L(\ll(s))dv,<I>(t)).

y

y

Using the Fubini Theorem and the relations (2.26) and (2.28) we finally
get

j (J g(t,s)L(w(s))dv,<I>(t)) dµ =

(Lw,<I>)x =

x

=
(2.29)

y

f (/

.

ii(t" )(L(W(s )), <!>( t))d

U
=I U

ii(t, s )(L(W(s )), <l>(t))d

= /

v)

dµ

µ) d

=

v=

ii(t,s)(W(<), L'(<l>(t)))dµ) dv =

= / ( W(s)'f ii(t,s)L'(<l>(t))<l1•)

dv

= (W,L'<l>)y,

as required.

I

2. 7 . Suppose that u E L2(Y, Bp,k) and that v E D 00 (Y, S). Then
the function q: s --t u(s)(v(s)) is 11-measurable and one gets

lq(s)I ~ llu(s)llp,kllv(s)llp',1/kV·
Hence q E L1 (Y) and
(2.30)

J

jq(s)jdv

~ lllulllp,k,YlllVlllp',I/kV,Y·

y

We define u(v) := Ju(s)(v(s))dv. The estimate (2.30) yields
y

(2.31)
Denote the dual space of L2(X,Bp,k) by L2(X,Bp,k)*. We obtain
the following characterization for p E]l, oo(.
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LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that l* belongs to L2(X,Bp,k)*. Then there
exists an unique element l E L2(X,Bp,,l/kV) so that

(2.32) 1*('11) = l(w) :=

j l(s)(l!i(s))dµ

for all

1/J E D00 (X, S).

x
Conversely, assume that l E L2(X,Bp',I/kv). Then the linear form
W-+ l(il') can be (uniquely) continuously extended on L2(X,Bp,k)·
In addition, the linear mapping

such that
(2.33)

>-p,k,x(r') =I

is an isometrical isomorphism.
PROOF. Choose l* from L2(X,Bp,k)*. Then there exists an unique
element l E L2(X, B;,k) such that
(2.34)

l*(u) =

J

l(t)(u(t))d/L

x
and

111*11=11111 :=

(2.35)

J
(

j

111(t)ll 2 dµ

)

1/2

(cf. po]). Furthermore, there exists an isometrical isomorphism ip,k
from B*p, k onto BP' ' l/kv so that

[ip,k(f*)](<p) = J*(<p)

for all

<p ES

(cf. [7], p. 42). Thus we get
(2.36)

t'(il')

=J

i(t)(w(t))dµ

= Jup,k(i(t))J(w(t))dµ.

x

x

The function ip,k(i(·)) is µ-measureable and

llip,k(/(t))llp1,l/kv

= lll(t)ll·

Hence l :=ip,k(i(·)) E L2(X,Bp',I/F) and one has

(2.37)

lll/lllpl,J/kV:::; 1111111 = lllZ*lll·
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The converse part of the assertion follows from (2.31) and by (2.37)
one sees that >..p,k,X is isometric. This completes the proof.
I
REMARRK 2. 7. Lemma 2.6 implies the following fact: Suppose that

J E L2(X, Bp,k) such that f(\11) = 0 for any \II E D(X, S). Then f = 0.
This can be seen as follows: Choose f from L2(x, Bp,k)· Then one has
[>..;,\/P,X(J))(\11)

= f(iJ!)

=0

and so >-;,\;P,X(J) = 0 (since D(X, S) is dense in L2(X, BP' ,l/kv )).
Thus J = 0.
Choose p from ]1, CXJ( and choose the functions k and h from K'.
Let L be defined by (2.20). We define dense linear operators Lp,k,h and

L~~k,h
2 38
( · )

from L2(Y, Bp,k) to L2(X, Bp,h) by
D(Lp k 1i)
{

Lp,k,~~

= D(X, S)
for iJi E D(X, S),

= L iJi

D(L1;k,h)={u E L2(Y,Bp,k)I
(2.39)

{

L'#,
/u =
p,A.:. l

there exists f EL2(X,Bp,k)
such that u(L'w) = f(iJ!)
for wE D(X, S)}

f.

In virtue of (2.31) and Remark 2.7 one sees that Lp,k,h is closable,
that is, if there exists a sequence { 11' n} C D(Y, S) so that
llliiinlllp,k,Y
then

J=

+ lllL ll'n -

flllp,h,X-;: 0,

0 (cf. [14], pp. 77-79) . Furthermore, one sees that L'#k his
p, '

closed and that LP ,k )h C L'#k
~k ,1l : L2(Y, BP , k) ----t L2(X, BP ' 1i)
p, )1l . Let L p,
be the smallest closed extension of Lp,k,h· Then the relation

~
C L'#
L p,k,h
p,k,h

(2.40)
is always true.

3. Characterization of solutions

3.1 . In this character we shall assume that p E}l, CXJ[ and that L
is a linear operator from S into S such that L' : S ----t S exists and that
one finds constants C > 0 and N E N with which
(3.1)

llLcpllp,hk_N :S Cllcpllv,k

for all

cp E S.
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At first we characterize the solvability of the equation L'#k
u =
p, , 11

= f; u E L2(Y, Bp,k), f
THEOREM

E L2(X, Bp,h)·

3.1. The function tt is a solution ofL'#k
hu
p, )

=f

if and

only if J g(t,s)u(s)dv E D(L'#kh) µ-a .e. t EX and
y

p,

L~~k,h ( / g(t,,)u(,)dv) ~ f(t),

(3 .2)

µ-a.e. t EX.

I#
I#
A. Choose u from D(L p, k )h) and let L p, k )hu = f . For
any \JI E D(X,S), the function (t,s)-+ g(t,s)u(s)(L1('11(t))) isµ xvmeasurable and one has
PROOF.

f (/

(3.3)

<;

f (/

!§(t, ')u(' )( L' ( W( t)))!d

v)

d µ <;

112
19(t,,)1

~ (l l!i(t,

2

dv)

llL'(W(t))lip',1/k'lllulllv,k,Y

~

112
2
')l d µ x

v)

lll•lllp,>,YlllL'(W(·))l!lp',1/k',X < oo.

In Virtue of (3.1) the operator L'#k hk
is bounded from BP k to
p,' -N
'
Bp,hk_N. Hence one gets:

G(t)

:=

Jg(t,s)L~~k,hk_N(u(s))dv

E

Bp,hk_N

y

and the relation

(3.4)

Jg(t,s)L'#khk
(u(s))dv=L'#khk
(!g(t,s)u(s)dv)
p, • -N
p, • -N
y

holds.

y
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From the Fubini Theorem we obtain (note that G E L2(X, Bp,hk_N ))

G('1') =

=

=

(3.5)
=

f (/ s)L~~k,hk_N(u(<))dv)
f (L~~k,hk_N
f (/
f (/

= /

g(t,

('1'(t))dµ

=

( / 9(t,s)u(.)d v) ('1'(t))) dµ =

9(t,s)u(s)dv) (L'('1'(t))dµ =

g(t,s)u(s)(L'('1'(t)))dv) dµ =

U

= / u(s)

u(s)(9(t,s)L'('1'(t)))dµ) dv =

U

g(t, s)L'('1'(t))d µ) d v = u(L' '1') = /('1'),

for all W E D(X, S). Here we used the relation

(3.6)

j u(s)(g(t,s)L (w(t)))d1i j g(t,s)u(s)(L'(w(t)))dµ,
1

=

x

x

which is valid, since the functional Tu : Bp' ,I/kv -+ C defined by
= (jp',1/kvu)(v) is bounded. The fourth step in (3.5) is similarly
seen.
Due to Remark 2.7 we see that G =Jin L2(X,Bp,hk_N), that is,
G(t) = J(t) }t-a.e. t EX. Since fg(t,s)u(s)dv E Bp,k an<l since

Tu(v)

y
JL-a.e. t EX, one gets the relation (3.2) from (3.4).

J(t) E Bp,k

B. Suppose that (3.2) is valid. Then one sees that G =
(3.5) u belongs to D(L'#k h) and L'#k 1u = f, as desired.
p, '

p,

f and so by
I

'I

REMARK 3.2. As the above proof shows, the function u E
u = f, f E L2(X, BP h) if and
E L2(Y, BP k) is a solution of L'#k
p, 1
I

I£

I
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only if

Jg(t,s)L~~k,hk_N(u(s))d

(3.7)

v = f(t),

µ-a.e. t EX.

y

In virtue of the definition of LP~ k h one gets: The function u E
E D(L ~ k h) and L ~ k h u = f if and' 'only if there exists a sequence
p,
P1
{'It n} C D(Y, S) such that
>

I

Jll11tn(t) - u(t)jl~,kd + Jjj(L
v

(3.8)

y

11'n)(t) -

f(t)ll~,hd µ-;: 0.

x

From (3.8) we obtain
THEOREM

L~khu
p,

>

= f.

3.3. Suppose that the function u is a solution of
Then fg(t,s)u(s)dv E D(L~kh), µ-a.e. t EX and
y

p,

I

the relation

(3.9)

L;_k,h ( / g(t,, )u(s )d

v)

= f(t)

µ-a.e. t EX

holds.

Let u be in D(L;,kh) and let {'ltn} C D(Y, S) be a sequence
such that (3.8) holds. In virtue of {3.8) one finds a subsequence {'ltn)
of {IJ!n} such that ll(LIJ!nj )(t) - f(t)llp,k -:t 0 and llllJ!nj - ulllp,k,Y -:t 0
PROOF.

J

J

µ-a.e. in X, say in X \A (cf. [6], pp. 192-193). Since fort EX\ Ai

11] g(t,s)IJ!n;(s)dv- j
y

~

y

and since

(Uin; )(t)

g(t,s)u(s)dvllp,k

=

f

g(t,

s)L(~n;(s))d v= L

(!

g(t,

s)~n;(s)d v) ,
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one sees that

L;_k,h

(t

l g(t, s)u(s

)d v E D(L;,k,h) fort EX\ (AU A1) and that

g(t, s )u(s )d v) = f(t) fo, t E X \(AU Ai), Th;, fin;'h" the
I

proof.

3.2. In this section we assume that L is a pseudo-differential operator L(D) defined by (2.9), where L(-) obeys (2.8) . One sees easily
that

llL(D)<pllp,hk_No-Nh/k :S CoCh/kll<pllp,k,>

(3.10)

and so (3 .1) holds. The next characterization is obtained
THEOREM 3.4. Let L be denned

by (2.9).

u E L2(Y, BP ,k) is a solution of L'#k
hu =
p,
only if µ-a.e. t E X the relation
t

f, f

Then the function
E

L2(X, BP 1i) if and
'

m-a.e. EE Rn

(3.11) L(()F ( / g(t, s )u(s )d v) (0 = F(f( t))((),
holds, where m denotes tbe Lebesgue measure in R71 •
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1 the relation L'#k u =
p, ' 1t
if one has µ-a.e. t EX (say t EX\ A)

f holds if and only

L~~k,h ( / g(t,s)u(s)dv) = J(t).

(3.12)
The relation

t#

L p, klw=v
'l

holds if and only if

w(L 1(D)<p)

= v(<p)

for all <p E S

and so if and only if

(3.13)

w(L'(D)(F<p)) = v(F<p)

= (Fv)(<p)

for all <p E S.

Since

w(L'(D)(F<p))
= (27r)-n Fw((F(L

= (211')-n F(Fw)((L 1(D)(F<p)t) =

1

(D)(F<p))r) = (Fw)(L(-)<p) = (L(-)Fw)(<p),

one sees that L'#k 1w = v holds if an<l only if
p, ' I
(3 .14)
L(O(Fw)(O = (Fv)(O
m-a.e. EE Rn.
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=f

Thus L #k hu
p, '
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holds if an<l only if for any t E X \ A one has

(3.15) L(t)F ( / g(t,,)u(s)dv) (() = F(f(t))(<)

m-a.e. (ER". 1

3.5. A. Let Lp,k be the linear subspace of L\0 c(Rn) whose
elements u satisfy that u · k E Lp. Then Lp,k equipped with the
REMARK

norm l!ul!~
k :=
p,

llu · kllp

is a Banach space and the Fourier transform

F : Bp,k -+ Lp,k is an isometry. Hence for any t E X \A 1, the function
s-+ g(t,s)F(u(s)) belongs to L2(Y,Lp,k) and one has
(3.16)

I

s

v

s

g(t, )F(u(s))d = F ( / g(t, )u(s)d

v) ' foe uE L2(Y, e,,.).

This implies that in the characterization of Theorem 3.4, the function

F

(1

s

g(t, )u(s )d

v) can be ceplaccd w;th ! g(t, s)F(u(s ))d v.

B. Suppose that u E L2(Y, Li). For any v E L1, the Fourier
transform Fv is a continuous function Rn -+ C and one has

Hence the linear functional Txv := (Fv )(x) is bounded on Li, which
yields for any ~ E Rn

s

( / g(t, )F( u(s ))d
(3.17)
=

v) (() =Ti

(!

s

g(t, )F(u(s ))d

v) =

j g(t,s)T{(F(u(s)))<lv = j g(t,s)F(u(s))(()dv.
y

y

Theorem 3.4 implies immediately
CoROLLAH.Y

(3.18)

3.6. Let L be defined by (2.9). Then the equality

LP~ k h
1

holds.

)

= L'#k h' p E]l, oo[, k, h E ](
Pt

I

1
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A. We have to show L'#k
h C L ~ k h· Choose u from
p, '
p, )
I#
~
D(L k 1 ) and let L k hu = f. Let 'l/Jj(D) be defined as in 2.3. Then
p, ' I
p, '
PROOF.

I#

~j

Bp,k

--t

Bp,k is bounded,

~jV

n

Bp,k and ll~jV - vllp,k-; 0 for
p,k
any v E Bp,k· Let A be a set fa µ-measure zero such that u(s) E Bp,k
:

E

~j(u(s)),

for any s E Y \A and define u ·(s) := {
'

0,

J

sEY

s EA

\A.

one sees that
an<l
s EY \ A

for any

and so by the Dominated Convergence Theorem one has

llluj -

(3 .19)

uJllp,k,Y ~ 0.
J

In addition, one gets

0

lluj(s)llp,kN 0 h:::; ll~j(u(s)llp,kN h

ll'if'i * u(s)llp,kN0 1. ~ lli/1ill=,kN0 (h/k)llu(s)llp,k
and so
(3.20)
We obtain

lllL '11111;,h,X =

J

ll(L 1J!)(t)ll;,1id µ:::;

x

Sf (/ l9(t, ')I llL( '1'(,))llp,hd rdµ ,;
v

'.S

(!y
(l

,; Co

2

19(t, ')l dµ x
2

v) 11IL('l'(-))I11!,h,Y '.S

19(t,,)l dµ

xv) 111'1'111!,.N,h,Y

Then
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and so

(3.21)
B. To complete the proof we have to verify that

(3.22)
One sees by (3 .11) that µ-a.e. t EX

(3.23)

F((L;,1:,huj)(t))(O

= F((L~~l:,huj)(t))(0 =

=

L(~)F ( / g(t,s)uj(s)dv) (0 =

=

L(()F ( / g(t,

= L(e)F

(~j

s)(~ju)(s)d v) (0 =

(/

g(t,s)u(s)d v)) (()

= L(O(F>Pj)(OF ( / g(t,s)u(s)d

=

v) W

= (Fl/Jj)(0F(f(t))(0 = {Jj(f(t))) (c),

=

m-a.e. c E Rn

and so
(3.24)

(L;,k,huj)(t) = ~j(f(t))

µ-a.e.

t EX.

This implies that (3.22) holds, which completes the proof.

4. On the equality of realizations for L(·, ·) E

I

s:,r

We recall that s:,~m denotes the Beals and Fefferman class of
symbols (cf. Remark 2.1.B.). In the sequel we shall consider the case
1 and k = q, where q belongs to
The
where p = 2, h

=

s:,;l,m-l _

operators :Jj(D) are again defined as in 2.3. Define Li(-,·):= GiL( ·, ·).
We need
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that

that q(·)

L(-, ·) E s~~r - Furthermore, assume

Es:,;l,m-l such that with c > 0,

( 4.1)
Then for any j E N there exists

Rj(-, ·) E S~~i l ,m- l such that

J:'f' J·(L·u) -

(4.2)

t

-

L·I

r:f.
·u) + R·t,)·u
\ 'f' J

and
(4.3)
E Hq := B2,q and i,j E N.
PROOF. A. In view of the Taylor formula one gets that any q(·) E
E s:,;l,m-1, which obeys (4.1) belongs to K'. In the sequel we denote

for all

tt

(Lo P)(x, D)

:=

L(x, D)

P(x, D).

o

B. One sees that {Li(., ·)} is a bounded sequence in
thermore, one secs that {;;; j (.)}

= {e j}

s:,r.

Fur-

is a bounded sequence in s~ ~

.

(for the definition of the topology in S~~r cf. [l]). Hence one has

where {Ri,j(-,·)}i,j is a bounded set in

s:,;l,m-l

(cf. the proof of

Lemma 1 in [l]). Since {Ri,j(., ·)q- 1(-)}i,j is a bounded set in sg',~
there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for all <p E S

( 4.5)
(cf. the proof of Theorem 2 in [l ]).
From ( 4.4) we obtain that

( (;J;j o Li) u) (<p) = u((L~ o ;J;j)(x, D)cp) =
(4.6)

=

u((~j

o

L~)(x, D)<p)

+ u(R~,j(x, D)<p)

= ( (Lio ~j) u + Ri,j1L) (<p)
for

u

E S' and <p E S and so

J:'f'J·(L·u) =
I

L·I

r:f.
·u) + R·1,J·u ·
\ 'f' J

=
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Due to (4.5) one gets the estimate (4.3) . This completes the proof.

In the following we denote Lq~
:= L2,q, k0 and

L~#

L ~2 ,q, k0 , L'q#

:=

:= L' # k ,
2 ,q, 0
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I

Lq~ .-

:= Lt,q, k0 . We recall that

L2(X; Hk) is a Hilbert
space and so for any bounded sequence {Un} of L2 ( X, H k) one finds a
subsequence {tlni} so that
(4.7)
with some u E L2(X, Hk) (cf. The Banach-Saks Theorem). We use the
notations Ill· lllko,X =Ill· lllo,x and II· llko = 11·llo(=11·11£2 ).
THEOREM

4.2. Suppose that L(·, ·)belongs to S~r and that tl1ere

exists a symbol q( ·) E s~;l,m-l so that (4.1) holds. Then the equality

L q~ -- L'#
q

(4 .8)

is valid.
A. Choose u from D(Lt) and denote L~#u = f. Define
functions u j : Y -+ H q (as above ) by
PROOF.

u ·(.s)

:= {

J

'Jj(tt(s)),
0,

s E Y \A,
s EA

where A is a subset of Y such that v(A) = 0 and tt(s) E Hq for any
s E Y \A. Then we have (cf. the proof of Corollary 3.6)

(4.9)
and
(4.10)

for any NE N.

B. Since the weight functions <I> and </>obey the property (i) (cf.
[l]) one gets that k_N(·) E s;,~f,-m for N E N large enough. Hence
00

the symbol ( L o k_N )(-, ·) belongs to S<t>',¢ and so

li((L

o k_N )(x,

D)<p )!lo S

Cll<r>llo

for all cp E S.

This implies that

( 4.11)

llL(x, D)<f'llo S C!l<f'ilkN S Cll'PllkN+q

for all cp E S.
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Similarly, as in the proof of Corollary 3.6 one gets from (4.11) that for
all w E D(Y, S)

(4.12)

llLWllo.x

sc

(L

112

lg(t,,JI')

111w111,N+o,Y·

Hence the inclusion
(4.13)
holds. Specifically, any Uj belongs to D(Lq-).
C. One sees that Liv = GiLv for any v E S' . Hence we obtain
for any v E D(Lt).

(4.14)

~
~
00
Since lf;j : L2 ---+ L2 is bounded (note that i/Jj(-) E S~',¢) we observe by
(4.2)-( 4.3) that

(4.15)

11';j(Ltv) - Lt (';jv) llo ~

Cllvllq

for any v E D(Lt).

Due to Theorem 3.1 we know that there exists a subset A C X of
µ-measure zero so that J g(t,s)u(s)<lv E D(Lt) and that
y

(4.16)

Lt(/

g(t,,)u(s)dv)

~ J(t)

for any t E X \ A.

Hence we get by (4.15) that fort EX\ (AU A1)

llLt (J; (/
(4.17)

g(t,s)u(s)dv))

~ IJ';j(f(t))llo + Cll

j

llo,;

g(t,s)tt(s)dvJlq

~

y
112

S C'll!( t lllo + C

(/lg( t, s)1 2d v)

In virtue of Theorem 3.1 µ-a.e . t E X

lllull 1,,Y.
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(L;u;)(t) = (Ltu;)(t) =Lt
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(/ g(t, s)u;(s )d v) =

=Lt ([ g(t, s)~;(u(s ))d v) =Lt (~; (/ g(t, s )u(s )d

v)) ,

where the last step is a consequence of the boundedness of ~j: Hq--T Hq.
Hence by (4.17)
(4.18)

lllL,u;ll5.x :S 2C"lllfllli,x + 20'

(l

lg(t,s)l 2dµ

xv) lll•llli,Y·

The estimate (4.18) implies that there is a subsequence {uj1} so that
with some e E L2(X, L2)

IJIL; ((1/r)

(t,u;,)-') lllo,x70.

Since also

we see that u E D(L;/) and that Lqu = e = f, as desired.

I

In the case when M = m = 1 we get
COROLLARY

4.3. Suppose that L(·, ·)ES~',~· Then the relation
L ~ := L/; = L'#

(4.19)

0

holds.
PROOF.

M=m=l.
REMARK

We have only to find that q(·) = ko(·) obeys (4.11) with
I
4.4. The Corollary 4.3 implies that L ~

= L'#, when

L(x, D) is any first-order smooth linear partial differential operator

_L au( x )Du such that
lul~l

(4.20)
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5. On the positivity of L
I

5.1. In this chapter we consider the case where X = Y = Rn , µ =
I
v = m ( = the Lebesgue measure in Rn and where g(t, s) is of
the special form g(t,s) = a(t - s)b(t)b(s) with a E £ 00 , b E L2.
Furthermore, we are interested in paying our attention only to the case
p = 2 and k = ko {that is, Bp,k = L2) . Thus we are studying operators
of the form

(5.1)

(LIJ!)(t)

j a(t - s)b(t)b(s)L(w(s))dm,

=

w E D(R n' ,S).

Rn'

Our aim is to give sufficient criteria for the estimate

(5.2)

Re[Lw, IJ!]o := Re[L'l', IJ!]k 0 ,x 2: -clll'11111~
I

for all W E D(Rn , L2).
The next lemma is needed
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that

L( ·, ·)belongs to S~,'r so that

(5.3)

for all x,( E Rn.

Then for each N

E N there exist PN(-, ·) E S(l/ 2)M,{l/ 2)m and
<I> .<P

M-Nm-N
h l
R N ( ·, · ) E S<I>
.<P '
sue t 1at

(5.4)

L(x, D)

+ C(x, D) =

2(Pf., o PN )(x, D) - RN(x , D),

where L*(x, D) (an<l Pf.,(x, D)) is the formal adjoiut of L(x, D) (and
of PN(x, D), resp.) .
PROOF. A. We shall verify that for any N E N there exist
I) .. = l
N
Q J·(· , ·) E S(l/2)M-(j-1),(i/2)m-(j<P,<P
,]
, •. . ,
M-N n-N

an <l R N ( ·, · ) E S'1.>,</J

(5.5)

2(

'

such that

(t Qj) (t Q;))

wl1ich implies the assertion .

(x, D)

~ L'(x, D)+L(x, D)+RN(x,D),
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B. Assume that N = 1. Define Q1(., ·) := (Lrre(., ·)) 112 , where
LRe(., ·) := ReL( ., ·). Then by (5.3) one sees that Qi( ·,· ) E
E

S~1.~2 )M,(l/ 2 )m. The formal adjoint Q*(x, D) is generated by the

symbol Qi(x,e) := Q~(x,-0 and so Qi(.,·) E S~1.~2 )M,(l/ 2 )m. applying the symbolic calculus expressed in [l], we observe that there exist
M-1 ,m-l
d R ( ) E S(l/2)M-1 ,(1/2)m-l
symb o Is R 1,1( ., ·) E S if!,4'
an
1,2 ·, ·
if! ,4'
so
that

(Qi o Qi)(x, 0 = Qi(x, OQ1(x,0 + R1,1(x, 0 =

(5.6)
= Qr(x,0 + Q1(x,OR1 ,2(x , O + R1 ,1(x,e).
Writing R1,3(x,0
Q1(x,OR1,2(x,O + R1,1(x,O and noting that
Q~(x, 0 = LRe(x, e), we see that
(5.7)

2(Qi o Qi)(x, D) =(Qi o Q1)(x, D) +(Qi o Q1)*(x, D) =
= LRe(x, D) + LR_e(x, D) + R1,3(x, D) + Ri, 3(x, D).

Finally, we find that there exist R1 4(., ·) and R1,5(., ·) E s:,;l,m-l so
that
1

and

L(x, e) + L*(x, 0 = L(x, 0 + L(x, 0 + R1,5(x, 0 =

(5.9)

= 2Lne(x, O + R1,5(x, O.
Tims (5.5) is valid with Qi(.,·)= LReL ·) 112 and R1(-, ·) := R1,3(., ·)+
• ( " ·)
+ R1,3

+ R1,4 ( ., ·) -

R1 ,5( ., ·) E SM-I
if! ,4' 'm-1 .

C. Suppose that (5.5) holds with N = l. Then there exist Qj(-, ·) E
(l/2)M-(j-l),(1/2)m-(j-l) . _ l
l
d R (· ·) E SM - 1,m-l
E S if!,4'
, J - ,. . ., an
I ,
i:!>,efi
so
that
(5.10)
2 (

(~ Qj)

o

Ct Q;))

(x,D) = L'(x, D) + L(x,D) + R 1(x, D).
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1 2

2

To complete the induction one has to find Q1+1 (., .)ES~ .~ )M--1,(l/ )rn-l
M-(l+l),m-(1+1)
and R1+1 ( ., .)SiJ!,¢
so that

(5.11)
2 (

(%Qj) (%Q;))
o

(x,D) =L'(x,D)+L(x,D)+R1+1(x,D).
.

M-(l+l},m-(1+1)

From (5.10) we see that tlier~ exists R1+1,l(-, ·) E SiJ!,¢
such that

(5.12)

= 2(L*(x, D) + L(x, D)) + R1(x, D) + Ri(x, D) =
= 2(L*(x, D) + L(x, D)) + 2(Rt)Re(x, D) + R1+1,1(x, D).

Define Q1+1C ·) := -(1/4)Q1\, ·)R1(, ). Then we find by (5.12) that

2(

(~ Q)) (~Q;)) (x,D)

= L'(x,D)

+ L(x,D)+

+ (R1)Re(x, D) + (1/2)Rt+ i,1(x, D) + 2(Qi+ 1 o Qi)(x, D)+
(5.13)

+ 2(Qj o Q1+1)(x, D) + 2
+ (

(t, Q))

o

(Qi+!

o

(t, Q;))

(x,D)+

Q1+1) (x, D) + 2( Qj+ 1 o Q1+1)(x, D).

· t
b l R
( ) E 5 (1/2)M-(l+l),(1/2)m-(l+l) and
Tllere ex1s
sym o s
1+1,2 ·, ·
iJ!,¢
·)
E
5M-(/+l),m-(/+l)
l
th
t
.
R 1+1,3 ( ,
¢!,¢!
SUCl
a

(5.14)

= Q1+1 (x, OQ1(x,0 + R1+1,2(x, OQ1(x,0 + R1+1 ,3(x, 0
(1/2)M-/ (1/2)m-I

(note that Q1+1 ( ·, · ) E Sil!,¢

'

). Hence we have
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(5.15)

(Qi+I o Q1)(x, 0
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0 + R1+1,4(x, e),

= -(1/4)R1(x,

where

R1+1,4(-, ·) := R1+1,2L ·)Q1(·, ·) + R1+1,3(-, ·) E s:,;(l+l),m-(l+l).
Similarly, one sees that with a symbol Ri+i, 5(-, ·) E s:,;(/+l),m-(l+l)

(5.16)

(Qi o Q1+1)(x,O = -(l/4)R1(x,O + R1+1,5(x,().

Furthermore, one observes that for any j = 2, ... , I + 1

(5.17) (Qi+1 o Qj(·, ·) E s~;l-(j-l),m-1-(j-l) C S~i(l+l),m-(1+1)
and

(Q J~ o Ql+l )(· ' ·)

(5.18)

SM-(1+1),m-(/+1)

E

4!,¢>

•

Combining (5.13), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17) and (5.18) we see that

(5.19)

2 (

(~ Qj) (~Q;)) (x, D) ~ L'(x, D) + L(x, D)+
o

+ 2R1+1,5(x, D)+

+(1/2)R1+1,1(x, D) + 2R1+1,4(x, D)

+2 ( % 1 o

(t, Q;))

(x,D) + 2 (

+2( Qi+i o Q1+1)(x, D) =: L*(x, D)

M-(l+l) m-(1+1)

where R1+1(·, ·) E S4!,¢>

'

(t, Q))

o

Q1+1) (x, D)+

+ L(x, D) + Rt+l (x, D),
•

.

Tlus completes the proof.

I

5.2. We assume that there exists N E N so that
SM-N,m-N C
4!,¢>

(5.20)

o,O
5 4!,¢>·

From the previous lemma we obtain

5.2. Suppose that L(., ·) E S~~~m so that the estimate
(5.3) is valid. In addition, assume that tl1e inclusion (5.20) holds witl1
some NE N. Let L be defined by (5.1) where a E L1 n L= ar1d b E L2
such that
THEOREM

(Fa)(,\)~O,

I

- - - -

-

m-a.e. AERn, a(x)=a(-x)=:av(x), b(x)=b(x).
Then there exists a constant c ~ 0 so that

(5.21)

(5.22)

Re[Lw,w]o~-clil'111115

1

forallwED(lr ,S).
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PROOF. A. Let N be a natural number such that (5.20) holds. Due
to Lemma 5.1 we find symbols

p (· ·) E S(l/2)M,(1/2)m
N

,

4>,</>

an

d R (· ·) E
N

,

SM-N,m-N C
4>,</>

o,O
5 4>,</>

so that

L*(x, D) + L(x, D) = 2(Pf.:

PN )(x, D) - RN(x, D).
A direct computation yields (we denote dm( t) = d t)
[L w, IJl]o

o

j ((L w)(t), llt(t))od t =

=

Rn'

=

(5.23)

j ( j a(t - s)b(t)b(s)L(w(s))ds, w(t))
Rn'

=

Rn'

dt =
0

j ( j a(t - s)(L((bw)(s)),(bw)(t))ods) dt
Rn'

Rn'

and

j ( j a(t - s )((bw)(t) , L((bw)(s )))o<l s) d t

[IJI, L IJl]o =

Rn'

(5.24)

=

j
Rn'

(J
n

1

n

1

(1
~ .[ (!

=

j

Rn'

=

Rn'

a(t - s)(L*(bw)(t),(bw)(s))ods) dt =

a(t - s)(L*(bw)(t),(bw)(s))odt) ds =

a'(t - s )(L'(b>Ji)(t), (b>Ji)(s ))od s) dt

Here we applied (2.27) and in the third step wee used the Fubini
Theorem, which is legitimate, since the function

(s, t)-+ a(t - s)(L*(blJl)(t), (bw)(s))o = a(t - s)b(t)b(s)(L*w(t), 'l'(s))o
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I

-

belongs to L1(Rn x Rn). Noting that b =band a=
the Fubini Theorem and by (5.23), (5.24) that

-

av
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we obtain by

2 Re[L llt, llt]o = [L w, llt]o + ['11, Lll']o =

=

j j a(t - s)((L + L*)((b'11)(s),(b1J!)(t)))o =
nn' Rn'

=2 j

(5.25)

Rn'

j a(t - s)(PN((bw)(s)),PN((bw)(t)))oRn'

-j j

a(t - s)(RN((b'1t)(s)),(b'1t)(t)) 0 .

nn' nn'
C. For the rest term in (5.25) we get

j j a(t - s)(RN((bw)(s)),(bw)(t))o

(5.26)

~

j j

la(t -

s)l

<

llRN(bw)(s))lloll(bw)(t)llo ~ CllallL llbllBlll1Itlllfi,
00

nn' Rn'
since RN : L2 --> L2 is bounded.
D. The function

(t,s,x)--> a(t - s)PN((bw)(s))(x)PN((bw)(t))(x)
I

I

belongs to L1(Rn x Rn x Rn) (note that PN(llt(s))(x) is of the form
m

L,(PNcf'l)(x)xB1(s), since Wis finitely-valued Rn'

-->

S). Hence the

l=l

Fubini Theorem, the Parseval identity and (5.21) yield
(5.27)

=

jj

a(t - s)(PN((bw)(s)),PN((bw)(t)))odtds

j U(!

=

a(t - >)PN((b'I')( s))(x )PN((b>V)(t))(x)ds) d

t)

dx

=
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~ J. ([, (a• PN((b"')())(x))(t)PN((Mi)(t))( x t) ~
)d

J(1

= (2n )-n

Rn

~

dx

F( MPN(( bi!!)(· ))(x ))( -\)F( PN((bil!)( ·))( x ))(-\)cl,\) dx =

nl

(2• i-•

!. (J,

2

(Fa)(>.)IF((PN(b"')())(x ))(J.)1 d >.) d x

Thus the assertion follows from (5.25)-(5.27).

~

0.

I

REMARK 5.3. A. In the case when lvI = m, the inclusion (5.20) is
always valid (with N = M). The inclusion (5.20) is also valid (with
'some N E N) when there exists a constant c > 0 such that ~</>~eke;.
B . The proof of Theorem 5.2 yields also the following fact: Suppose
that L(-) satisfies (2.8) and that
Re L(O ~

(5 .28)

o.

Let a E L1 n L 00 , b E L2 such that (5.21) holds. Then the operator L
defined by

(5.29)

(Lil!)(t)

j a(t - s)b(t)b(s)L(D)(il!(s))ds

=

Rn,

satisfies
(5.30)

Re[L iI!, il!]o

~ 0

I

for all iI! E D(Rn , S).

We have only to note that L(O+L*(O = ReL(O = ((LRe(0) 112 ) 2 ,
and then the proof runs similarly as in Theorem 5.2.
C. Suppose that n 1 = 1. Let T be a positive number. We can choose
b = X[O,T]· Then the operator L is of the form

(LIJl)(t)

={

l
0,

a(t - s)L(il!(s))ds,

t E [O,Tj.
t

tf. [O , T].

The function a can be chosen to be an extension of a continuous function
A : [-T, T] -+ R such that a(t) = a(-t), a E L1 n L 00 and that
(Fa)(-\)~ 0 a .e. ,\ER.
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D. Suppose that b = X[O,T] and that A is a continuous function
[O, T] --t R. Let a be the null-extension R --t R of A. Then one has
t

(Lw)(t) :=

T

j A(t -s)L(w(s))ds j a(t - s)L(w(s))ds
=

0

0

and

T

(L*w)(t)

=

T

j a(s -t)L*(w(s))ds = j a(s -t)L*(w(s))ds
0

t

and so

((L

+ L*)w)(t) =

J

a(t - s)b(t)b(s)(L + L*)(IJ!(s))ds,

R

where

a(t) = { a(t),
fort;::::: 0
a(-t), for t :::; 0,
and where L* and L * are the formal adjoints of Land L, resp .. Since
2 Re(L 'l', w]o = [(L + L *)w, w]o, the positivity of L can be examined
with the help of L + L *, which is of the considered form.
E. Let k(·) be in

A1 1 rn 1

S~,,p'

LJ

symbolic calculus on

so that k 2::: c<P

A{ 1

1

</>m. Applying the

s!~~m, similar criteria as in Theorem 5.2 can

A1,m
I

I

be obtained also for positivity of Lk': L2(Rn, Hk) --t L2(Rn, Hk)·
F. We remark that in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we verified the
estimate
Re[Lw,

'l']o 2:::(27r)-n

j ( j (Fa)(>.)F(PN(bw)(·))(x)(,\)j d>. )dx2

Rn

Rn'

- CllaiiL 1ibllBlll'l'lllB·
00
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ON RANGES OF ADJOINT OPERATORS
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For a densely defined operator A in the (complex) Hilbert space H
there is an interesting· recent characterization ( [4], Theorem 1) of the
range of A* i.e. a necessary and sufficient condition for the solution of
the equation

A*z = y

(1)

where y is a given element of H and z is of course the solution of (1)
searched for.
The method of proof by SEBESTYEN gives a solution of a problem
of DOUGLAS [2] concerning the factorization of unbounded operators,
especially with a bounded cofactor. A characterization of the range of
a contraction (i.e. an operator on H with norm not greater than one)
is given in ([3], Theorem 4.1) recalling that the result is implicit in the
work of DE BRANGES and ROVNYAK ([l], p. 23) and that it seems to
have been first proved by R. C. DOUGLAS.
Here we give a form of characterization of the range of adjoint, not
necessarily bounded operator of the latter kind in (ii) of the theorem
below, where (iii) is Sebestyen's result.
THEOREM. Let A be a densely defined operator with domain D(A)

in a (complex) Hilbert space H and yin H. Tl1e following assertions
are equivalent:
(i) There is z in H such that A*z = y,
(ii) T11ere is a constant c ~ 0 such that

2Re{x, y) -11Axjj 2 ~ c
(iii) Tl1ere ism

~

(x E D(A)),

0 such that

l(x, y} :::;

mllAxll

(x E D(A)).
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PROOF.

(i)

==}

(ii). Using (i) we have

2Re(x, y) - llAxJl 2 = 2Re(x, A*z) - llAxll 2 = 2Re(Ax, z) - JIAxll 2 =

= llzll 2 -

zJ1 2 S llzJ1 2 = c

JIAx -

(x E D(A))

(ii) ==} (iii). If xo is an arbitrary fixed element of D(A), taking
80 E [O, 27r) such that (xo, y)ei 8 o = l(xo, y)i. We have from (ii), with
x 1 ei 8 otxo (t ER) that

=

2

2tl(xo, v)I - t 11Axoll
and then that
(2)

2 = 2Re(xt, y) -11Axtll 2 Sc

(t ER)

(t ER).

It is easy to see from (2) that Axo
that

= 0 implies I(xo, y) I = 0

and then

l(xo, y)i = 0 = llAxoll·
Then we can assume, without losing generality that Axo -:/: 0. In this
case taking to =

111~~:iN in (2), we have
l(xo, Y)l

2

llAxoll 2 = 2tol(xo, y

)I

2

2

- tol!Axoll Sc.

Since xo in D(A) is arbitrary it follows from this and ( *) that

(x E D(A))

l(x, Y)I S JcllAxll

(iii) ==} (i). As in the proof of ([4], Theorem 1), let r.p: R(A)
be given on the range R(A) of A by

r.p(Ax)

= (x,y)

~

C

(x E D(A)).

r.p is continuous. Therefore r.p can be extended in a unique way to a
continuous linear functional on the closed subspace R(A) of H. Here
R(A) is a Hilbert space in its own right, so the celebrated Riesz
representation theorem gives a uniquely determined z in R(A) with
r.p(w) = (w,z) (w E R(A)). In particular we have

(x, y)

= r.p(Ax) = (Ax, z)

(x E D(A)).

It follows from this that, by the definition of the adjoint,
z E D(A*), A*z = y

The proof is complete.
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1. Introduction

An undirected graph may be considered as a model of network
for transmission of material flows. The lines of the network may be
unreliable. One of the characteristics of the network reliability is the
number of spanning trees of the corresponding graph.
It is natural to consider two types of problems on network reliability:

(Pl) a problem of analysis: find the number of spanning trees of a
graph (or obtain formulae for the number of spanning trees for some
classes of graphs) and
(P2) a problem of 5ynthe5is: conGtruct a graph with given number
of vertices and edges which has the maximal (or minimal) number of
spanning trees (or, moreover, describe "optimal" graphs of some types).
Many papers are devoted to the first problem (see for example (1],
(2], [3]). One approach to this problem is based on the fact that the
number of trees of a graph equals a principal minor of a certain matrix
of the graph (4]. In many papers this fact was used to derive formulae
for the number of spanning trees of a graph.
An investigation of the characteristic polynomial of the above matrix (we call it the polynomial of the graph) gave an algorithm for
obtaining formulae for polynomials and for their roots (and, as a
byproduct, for the number of spanning trees) of graphs decomposable
with respect to certain operations onto graphs with known polynomials

[5].
Many formulae which were derived elsewhere may be easily obtained
by the method described in [5] since the graphs for which these formulae
were deduced may be constructed by using the above operations from
graphs whose polynomials are known or may be easily found.
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Another way to find the number of spanning trees of a graph is to
use the principle of inclusion and exclusion [6]. By this method formulae
for the number of trees in some special cases were also obtained. As it
was shown in [7] the basic formula for the number of spanning trees of
a graph derived in [6] by the principle of inclusion and exclusion is one
of the relations between the coefficients of the polynomial of a graph
and its complement stated in [8]. This shows the relationship between
these approaches.
Note that the problem of counting spanning trees in a graph is a
part of a more general problem of determination of the probability of
connectivity of a graph with randomly deleted edges [9], [12].
Much fewer papers are devoted to the construction of graphs with
given number of vertices and edges and the extremal number of spanning trees (see e.g. [7], [8], [13-15]). As A. K. KELMANS has noted in
his publications, there are different directions for generalizing the above
problem. One of the generalizations is to find a subset X of m vectors
of a set A from then-dimensional space J(n (I< is a field or a ring) such
that X has the maximal number of bases of X.
Another generalization is to construct a graph with a given number
of vertices and edges and with the maximal probability of connectivity
(see e.g. [11], [16], [17]).

In [18] a coding of trees is given providing a natural correspondence
between the set of codes of spanning trees of a graph and the set of
codes of spanning trees of the so called extension of the graph. This
correspondence provides a simple relation between the so called volumes
of a graph and its extension (and in particular a simple relation between
the spanning tree numbers of a graph and its regular extension). The
results of this paper can be used to obtain simple combinatorial proofs
of many previous results on the number of spanning trees of a graph
and to obtain formulae for the number of spanning trees of graphs of
some new classes.
This paper is based on [18]. Using the above mentioned results we
obtain formulae for the number of spanning trees of graphs of some
types. By means of these formulae we find graphs with given number
of vertices and edges which have the extremal number of spanning trees
among the considered classes of graphs.

2. Some notions and notations
We consider undirected graphs without parallel edges but possibly
with loops [4]. Let VG and EG denote the set of vertices and edges of
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a graph G, respectively. Let d( v, G) denote the number of edges of G
incident to a vertex v (loops are counted once).
Let r( G) and t( G) denote the set and the number of spanning trees
of a graph G, respectively.
Let 11"(G) = 11"{d(v,G): v E VG}.
Let g(n, m) denote the set of graphs with n vertices and m edges.
3. Previous results
l. Let G be an undirected graph. Let X be a finite set of elements

and Xv~ X for v E VG. Put X(v) = {vx: x E Xv} for v E VG. Put
X = { X ( v) : v E VG}.
Let us construct the new graph r = G(x) as follows:
(al)
Vr = U{X(v): v E VG} and
(a2)
for a pair of vertices v1x1 and v2x2 of r
(v1x1,v2x2) E

Er iff (v1,v2) EEG.

We call G(x) the x-exten.!ion of G .
Put IVGI = n, IX(v)I = k(v) and IVG(x)I = s so that l::{k(v) :
v E VG}.
2. Let f : VG - t K be an arbitrary function where K is a
commutative ring.
Suppose first that G is a tree T. Put

R(T,f) = 11"{j(v)d(v,T)-I: v E VT}.
For an arbitrary graph G put
R(G,f)

= _L)R(T,f): TE rG}.

We call R( G, !) the spanning tree volume of a weighted graph ( G, !) (or
simply a volume of ( G, !) ). Put
fX(v) = L)f(vx): vx E X(v), v E VG}.
3.

THEOREM

[18).

R([G]X,f)

= Q(G,x,JX) · R(G,jX),

Q(G,x,JX)

= 71"{ (:l:)P(a): a E VG

wl1ere
and

(a, v)

E EG} ]

k(v)-1

}

: v E VG .
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4. Consider a particular case when f = 1. Then R( G(x ), !) =
=t(G(x)). Suppose also that all the sets X(v) in x={X(v):v E VG}
have the same cardinality: IX(v)I = k for any v E VG .
Let [G]k denote the graph G(x) in this case. We say that [G]k is
the k-regular extenJion of G.
COROLLARY

[18].

t([G]k)

= knk- 27r{ d( v, G) : v E VG}k-l · t( G)

Thus we have a formula for the number of spanning trees of the
k-regular extension of a graph G in terms of the number of spanning
trees and the vertex degrees of G.
5. Let pm be a graph with m edges (so that pm and sm are the
chain and the star with m edges). Let m · pl be the graph-matching
with m edges.
THEOREM

[7], [13], [14) . Then

t(Kn - mP 1) > t(I(n - Fm)> t(Kn - S::1)
for any n ~ 2m and for any graph pm with m edges distinct from mP 1
and sm.

6.

THEOREM

[13], [14].

t(Kn - Pm)> t(Kn - Fm)> t(Kn - Sm)
for any n
from

~

m

+ 1 and any connected graph pm

with m edges distinct

pm and sm .

7. Let

cm be the cycle with m edges . .

THEOREM

[13] .
t(Kn - cm)> t(Kn - F"')

for any n

~

m and any 2-edge-connected graph pm with m edges.

4. Comparison of graphs by the number of spanning trees of
their extensions
1. Let Tn denote the set of trees with n vertices. We would like
to compare n-vertex trees by the number of spanning trees of their
extensions. Put 7r(G) = 7r{d(v,G): v E VG}
1.1. Let A and B be disjoint undirected graphs, a E VA and
b E VB. Let (Aa o bB ) denote the graph obtained from A and B by
identifying vertices a from A and b from B with a new vertex (aob) = z.
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LEMMA. Let ai, a2 EVA and d(a1,A) 2: d(a2 , A). Then 7r(Aa1 o
o bB) $ 7r(Aa2 o bB). The proof is easy, hence omitted.
1.2. Obviously t(Aa1 o bB) = t(Aa2 o bB). Therefore Corollary III.
4. and Lemma 1.1. imply
LEMMA. Let ai, a2 E VA. Suppose that d(a1, A) 2: (> )d(a2, A).
Then t([Aa2 o bB]k) 2: (>) t[Aa1 o bB]k) for any k = 2, 3, .. ..
1.3. Let T 1 and T 2 be trees with the same number of vertices: T 1 ,
2
T E Tn . We write T 1 j T 2 if T 1 = (Aa1 o bB), T 2 = (Aa2 o bB) and
d(ai,A) 2: d(a2,A) for some A and B.
Let Pn and Sn denote the chain and the star with n vertices,
respectively (so that Pn, Sn E rn). One can easily prove.
LEMMA.

Sn j Tn j Pn for any Tn E

Tn.

1.4. From Lemma 1.2 we have
LEMMA. Let T 1, T 2 E Tn. If T 1 $ T 2 then 7r(T 1) $ 7r(T 2).
1.5. Corollary III. 4, Lemmata 1.3 and 1.4 imply
THEOREM.

= knk-2 . 2 n-2,
t([Sn]k) = knk-2. (n - 1),
t([Pn]k)

(al)
(a2)
(a3)
for any Tn E

t([Sn]k) $ t([Tn]k) $ t([Pn]k)
Tn

and for any k

= 1, 2, ....

2. From Corollary III. 4. we have:
THEOREM. Let G be a graph with n vertices and m edges.

and equality holds iff G is a regular grapli.
3. Let as above g(n, m) be the set of graphs with n vertices and m
edges. Different authors (e.g. Bedrosian, Kelmans) independently have
the following
CONJECTURE. There exists G* E g(n,m) such that t(G*) 2: t(G)
and 7r(G*) 2: t(G) for any GE g(n, m).
In particular if 2m/n = d is an integer then there exists a regular
graph G* E g( n, m) such that t( G*) ~ t( G) for any G E g( n , m ).
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4. Corollary III. 4. implies
PROPOSITION. Suppose that Conjecture 3 holds for a pair ( n, m ),
and that G* is a corresponding graph from_g(n, m). Then

t([G*]k);:::: t([G]k) for any

GE g(n, m) and k = 1, 2,. ...

5. Consider the set of graphs with n vertices and n edges. Let Cn
be the cycle with n vertices and Rn be the graph obtained from the
star Sn with n vertices by adding a new edge between two end vertices
of Sn.
THEOREM.

t([Cn]k)

(al)

= knk-2 . 2k-l . n,

(a2)

t([Rn]k) = knk- 2 · 12(n - 1),

(a3)

t([Rn]k) ~ t([G]k) ~ t([C11]k)

for any GE g(n,m) and k

= 1,2, ....

The proof of the theorem is based on Corollary III. 4. In order
to prove the theorem we introduce some operations on graphs which
"improve" graphs just the same way as we did it for trees (see Sec. 1).
The upper bound can also be proved by means of the Proposition.
6. Consider graphs from g( n, n + 1). Let Bn denote the graph which
consists of three internally disjoint chains P1, P2, P3 with the common
end vertices such that
if n + 1 = 3k then each Pi has k edges,
if n + 1 = 3k + 1 then P1 and P2 has k edges and P3 has k + 1 edges,
if n + 1 = 3k + 2 then P1 and P2 has k + 1 edges and P3 has k edges.
Obviously B 11 E g(n, n + 1). A. K. Kelmans proved before that

t(Bn) > t(G) for GE g(n,n + 1)- {B11 }.
It is easy to see that
7r(Bn) > 7r(G) for any GE g(n,n + 1) .
Thus for g(n, n + 1) Conjecture 3 holds and G* =En. Therefore from
Proposition 4 we have
THEOREM.

t([En]k)

> t([G]k)

for any GE g(n, n

+ 1) -

{En}.

7. Using Proposition 4, Corollary III. 4. we obtain from Theory
III. 5. - III. 7.
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THEOREM.

for any n 2".. 2m, k = 1, 2, ... and for any graph pm with m edges
distinct from mP 1 and

sm.

(a2)

+ 1, k = 1, 2, ... and for any connected grapl1 pm with
m edges distinct from pm.

for any n ~ m

(a3)
for any n ~ m, k = 1, 2, ... and for any 2-edge-connected grapl1 pm
distinct from

cm.

5. Conclusion

In general it is not clear what is the relation between the number
of spanning trees of a graph and its set of the vertex degrees. It seems
to be natural that (as pointed out in Conjecture 3) among the graphs
with the maximal number of spanning trees (and with given number of
vertices and edges) there should be a rather regular graph with respect
to its vertex degrees. But now this conjecture is proved only in some
particular cases. The importance of Corollary 4 is just the fact that it
gives the directed interconnection between the set of the vertex degrees
of a graph and the number of spanning trees of its extension. This
makes it possible to use previous results on graphs with the maximal
number of spanning trees for obtaining new constructions of optimal
graphs under some restrictions.
In this paper we gave new constructions of graphs with the extremal
number of spanning trees among the graphs obtained by a regular
extension from graphs with fixed number of vertices and edges. The
above results prove in particular that the conjecture on regularity of
optimal graphs holds for the cases sonsidered.
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Computer Center of the L. Ei:itvi:is University, Budapest
(Received April 19, 1989)

An arithmetic function f(n) ¢ 0 is said to be multiplicative if
(n,m) = 1 implies that

f(nm) = f(n)f(m)
and it is completely multiplicative if the above relation holds for all n
and m. Let J,l and J,l* denote the set of complex-valued multiplicative
and completely multiplicative functions, respectively.
In 1980 J. L. MAUCLAIRE and LEO MURATA [3] proved that if
f E Jl satisfies the properties
(n = 1, 2, ... )

lf(n)I = 1
and

-x1 L lf(n + 1)- f(n)I --t 0

(x --too),

n$x

f E Jl*. By using the method of K. H. INDLEKOFER and I. KATAI
[1]-[2] one can prove that for any fixed positive integer B the conditions

then

f

E .il,

IJ(n)I

=1

(n

; L lf(n + B) - f(n)I --t 0
1

= 1, 2, ... ),
(x --too)

n$x

imply that

f(pk) = (J(p))k

(k=l,2, .. . )

for each prime p coprime to B.
The aim of this note is to prove t.he following
~ ) Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scien-

tific Research grant. 907.
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THEOREM. Let A, B be positive integers and let C be a non-zero
complex number. If J E .Al satisfies the conditions

IJ(n)!

(1)

(2)

1

-x L

lf(An

(n = 1, 2, . .. )

= 1

+ B) -

CJ(n)I-; 0

(x-; oo).

nsx

(k

(3)

= 1, 2, ... )

for eacli prime p coprime to 2A.B. If (2, AB) = 1, then (1) and (2)
imply that
J(2k)

= (!~)) k-1 (J(2))k

(k

= 1,2, .. .)

and

J(A)2 = C2.
PROOF. Let A, B be fixed positive integers . For an arbitrary positive integer n, let B(n) be the product of prime factors of B composed
from the prime divisors of n, i.e. B(n)IB, (B(n), B / B(n)) = 1 and
every prime divisor of B(n) is a divisor of n .
For each positive integer Q we define the sequence R = R(AQ) =
{Rd~o by the initial term Ro= 0 and by the formula

Rk = 1 + ...
(4)
for k 2:: 1. Moreover, let

(5)

Tk(n, Q) = (AQ)k B(Q)n

First we show that
(6)

L

+ (AQ)k-l

f(Tk(n,Q)) -

f E .Al

ck

+ BRk(AQ) .

with the property (2) implies that

J(QB(Q)))k-1
J(QD(Q)n)
( J(B(Q))

=

o( x ) (x-; oo)

nsx

holds for every positive integer k, Q. By using (2) and (5), it is obvious
that (6) is true for k = 1. Let k > 1 and assume that (6) holds for
k - l. By using (4) and (5), we have

Tk(n,Q)

= AQTk-1(n,Q) + B

and
(QD(Q),Tk-1(n,Q)/D(Q))
Thus, Ly (2) and using the fact f E .Al, we get

= l.
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(7) ~ f(Tk(n,Q)) - C f(QB(Q))
f(B(Q)) f(Tk-1(n,Q)) = o(x)
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(x-+ oo).

n~x

Since (6) holds for k - 1, (7) implies that (6) also holds for k. So (6)
has been proved.
Let f E .1'l satisfying the properties (1) and (2). We shall prove
that if the positive integers k and Q satisfy the conditions
(Rk(AQ), B(Q)

(8)
then

J(Ak-lQk B(Q))

(9)

+ B) =

1

= ck-1 (f(QB(Q)))k.
(f(B(Q)))k-1

Assume that (8) holds. Let Rk = Rk(AQ). Then, we have
1
(10) (Rk, (AQ) B(Q)(AQRkm+1) + B) = (Rk, B(Q)
for every integer m. Considering
n = Rk(AQRkm + 1)
and taking into account (6), using (1) and (10), we get

L

J((AQ) 1 B(Q)(AQRkm+1)

-C

+ B) =

1

+ B) -

k (!(QB(Q)))k-1
J(B(Q))
f(QB(Q)(AQRkm

+ 1))

=

o(x)

and so, by (2)
CJ(Ak-lQ/c B(Q)) - ck f(QB(Q))k
J(B(Q))k-1

"""' IJ(AQR m
~
k

+ 1)1

=

o(x)

m~x

as x-+ oo. This with (1) implies (9).
Let p be prime for which (p, 2AB) = 1. It is obvious that (8)
holds for every positive integer k if Q = 2B or Q = 2Bp. In this case
B(Q) =Band by (9) we obtain

(u)

J(Ak-1 2kB1c+i) = ck-1f( 2B2)1c 1f(B)k-1

and
f(A1c-1 2kBk+1P1c)

= c1c-1J( 2B2p)k 1J(B)k-1

which, using the fact f E .Al and (p, 2AB) = 1, give

(12)
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for every positive integer k. So we have proved (3).
Finally, assume that (2, AB) = 1. In this case (8) holds for every
odd integer k ~ 1 if BIQ. Thus, by applying (9) in the case Q = B, we
have

J(Ak-lBk+I) = ck-IJ(B2l/J(Bl-1,
and so, by (11)

J(2J.:) = (J('2))k

(13)

for each odd integer k ~ 1. The proof of the theorem has b een finished
if we show that

(14)
holds for each positive integer k, since by (13), (14) we have f(A.) 2 = C 2.
Let B = B(A)Bo. By Dirichlet's theorem there is a positive integer
Qo such that

AQo

(15)

=

1

Let R = R2(AQo)
and by (12)

f(Rk)

(16)

(mod 4Bo)

= 1 + AQo.

and

(Qo,2AB) = 1.

Using (15), we have (R/2, 2AB) = 1

= f(2k)f(R/2)k

an<l

f(Q5) = f(Qol

for every positive integer k. Since

CJ(R)f(A.Q6Rkm)- C 2J(Qo)J(QoRk+lm)

=

{f((AQo) 2 Rk+lm

=

2

+BR)- C J(Qo)f(QuRk+ 1m)}-

-{f(R)f((AQo)2Rkm

+ D) - CJ(R)J(AQ5Rkm)} .

by (6), using (1), we get

L

lf(R)f(AQ5Rkm) - CJ(Qo) 2 f(Rk+I m)I =

m <x

0

(m,AQ R)=1

= IJ(R)J(AQ6Rk)- CJ(Qo) 2 J(Rk+l)I

IJ(m)I
m<x

(m,AQ(jR)=l

and
(17 )
I3 y (16) and (17) it follows that

f' JI

r 1..):+l ·~I -- J_~
1·") \j·r-1!.: '
ri
. \ - ;
\- ll

.J \. -

v

= o(x)
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which proves (14). This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARKS. (i) Similarly to the proof of (18), using (6) and (12) one
can deduce that if f E .Al with the properties (1) and (2) then

f(Pk)

=

p

(

1)k-1 (f(P)l

f(A - )
cP-1

for each positive integer P coprime to AB. Thus, from our theorem,
we have

f(AP-1)

= cP-1

for each positive integer P coprime to 2AB.
(ii) Using (8), (9) and (12) one can prove that if (2, AB)= 1, then

f(Ak2k+l)

= ckf(2)k+l

and so
for each positive integer k.
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MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS SATISFYING A
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1. An arithmetic function f ( n) ¢. 0 is said to be multiplicative if
= 1 implies that

(n, m)
(1)

J(nm) = f(n)f(m)

and it is completely multiplicative if (1) holds for all n and m. Let
.Al and .Ai* be the set of integer-valued multiplicative and completely
multiplicative functions, respectively.
M. V. SUBBARAO [3] proved that if

(2)

f(n

+ m) = J(n)

f E .At

8atisfies the relation

(mod m)

for every positive integer n and m, then J(n) is a power of n with
non-negative integer exponent. In [l J among others we extended this
result proving that if (2) holds for every positive integer n and every
prime m, then J(n) also is of the same form.
In the space of the sequences { x 1, x2, . .. } let E, I, 6. denote the
operators defined by following relations

for any integer k 2: 0 let 6. k = (E - I)k with 6. O = I.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following
THEOREM.

Let k

2: 0 be an integer. If f

E

.At and 6.k f(n) satisfi.es

the relation
(3)

6.k f(n

+ p) = 6.k f(n)

(mod p)

•) Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research grant No. 907.
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for every positive integer n and every prime p, tlien J( n) = na, where
a is a non-negative integer.
2. LEMMAS. We need some lemmas for the proof of our theorem.
Note that in Lemma 1-2, we shall not use the multiplicativity of f(n).
LEMMA 1. Let J(n) be an integer-valued arithmetic function and
k, Q be positive integers. If 6k J(n) satisfies the relation

=

6k J(n + Q)
6k J(n) (mod Q)
for every positive integer n, then for s = 1, ... , k

(4)

(5)6k-s J(n

+ tQ)-6k-s J(n) =~

. 0

(n ~

6}(Q, t) = 6if(l

(mod Q)

J

J=

holds for every integer n ;::: 1 and

1
) 6 }-s+j(Q, t)

t;::: 0, where

+ tQ) -

6if(l)

(i = 0, 1, ... ).

PROOF. Lett be a fixed non-negative integer. Obviousily, (5) holds
for n = l. Let n > l. We shall prove (5) by induction on s.
Using (4), we have

n-1

L

n-1

6k J(i

+ tQ)

=L 6k f(i)

i=l

i=l

and so
6k-l J(n

(mod Q),

+ tQ)- 6k-l f(l + tQ)

=

6k-l J(n)

- 6k-l f(l)

(mod Q),

which proves (5) in the case s = l.
Assume that s < k and (5) holds for s. By using (5), we have
6k-(s+l) J(n

+ tQ) -

6k-(s+l) f(l

+ tQ)-

-6k-(s+l) J(n)

n-1

=

L {6k-s J(i + tQ) i=l

6k-s f(i)}

=

+ 6k-(s+l) J(l)

=

MULTIPLICATIVE FUNCTIONS SATISFYING A CONGRUENCE PROPERTY II .

and so

6k-(s+l) J(n

=

+ tQ) -

6k-(s+l) J(n)

t (n -:-1)6~-(s+l)+j(Q,t)

255

=

(mod

Q),

J

. 0

J=

which proves that (5) holds for (s

+ 1) and so Lemma 1 is proved.

2. Let J(n) be an integer-valued arithmetic function, k be
a positive integer and Q be a prime. If 6 k f (n) satisfies the relation ( 4)
for every positive integer n, then for s = 1, ... , k
LEMMA

holds for every positive integer t, where [x] denotes the largest integer
not exceeding x.
PROOF. Applying (5) in the case n = 1 + iQ and t = 1, we have

6k-s J(l

=~

. 0
)=

(7)

+ (i + l)Q) -

(i?) 6}-s+j(Q,

1)

6k-s J(l

+ iQ) =

=

J

[~]

.

[~]

.

= ~ G~)6}-s+jQ(Q, 1) =
= I:

; =0

C)6}-s+jQ (Q, 1)

(mo<l

CJ) ,
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because it is well-known that for a prime Q we have
if (Q,j) = 1 and

6 k-s J(l

(}3) = (})

(if) = 0

(mod Q)

(mod Q). From (7) it follows that

+ tQ) _ 6k-s J(l) =

t-1

= L {6 k-s J(l + (i + 1)Q) -

6

k-s f( 1

+ iQ)} =

i=O
t-1 [(s-1)/Q]

=I: I:
i=O

J

f;

t-1

6}-s+jQ(Q, 1) ~

[(s-1)/Q]
=

(~)6~-s+jQcQ, 1) =

j=O

[(s-1)/Q] {
=

.

L (. t

j=O

J

C)
.

)6~-s+jQ(Q, 1)

+1

}

=

(mod Q),

which proves Lemma 2.
LEMMA 3. Let a be a positive integer. If J E .Al satisfies the relation

(8)

J(n +pa)= J(n)

(mod p)

for every positive integer n and every prime p, then
each prime q

f

E

Jl * and for

(9)
where a(q) 2:: 0 is an integer.
PROOF. Assume that f E Jl satisfies the relation (8) for every
positive integer n and every prime p. We first note that by (8) it
follows that

(10)

J(n

+ hpa) = J(n) (mod p)

for every integer n 2:: 1, h ~ 0 and every prime p.
We shall prove that for a prime p and a positive integer m

(11)
Plf(m) implies plm.
Assume indirectly that for a prime p
Plf(m) and pfm.
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Thus (p, m) = 1 and so by Dirichlet's theorem there exist positive
integers x, y such that
{12)
(m,x) = 1 and mx = 1 +pay.
Applying (10), by using (12), we have

0

=f(m)f(x) = f(mx) = f(l +pay)= f(l) = 1

(mod p),

which is a contradiction, since pis a prime. So we proved (11).
We now prove that f E .Al with (8) implies J E .Al*. We show it by
proving that for each prime q and each positive integers
(13)
We use induction on s. Let q be a fixed prime. Obviously, (13) holds
for s = 1. Assume that (13) holds for s. Let p > q be an arbitrary
prime. For each prime p there exist positive integers u = u(p), v = v(p)
such that
(14)
Since pfu, then, as we showed above
(15)
f(u) "¢ 0 (mod p).
Using (10) and (14), we have

J(q 8 u)

= J(l + pav) = f(l) = 1

and

f(q 8 +1u) = f(q

+ paqv) = f(q)

(mod p)
(mod p).

From these, by using (14) and (15), we get
(16)
f(q 8 +1) = f(q)f(q 8 ) (mod p).
Since p > q is an arbitrary prime, from (13) and (16)

J(qs+l) = J(q)J(qs) = (J(q))s+l
follows, which proves that (13) holds for s + 1. Thus
Finally, by (11) it follows that for a prime q
{17)
where a(q)
(18)

f

E

.Al*.

J(q) = ±qa(q)'
~

0 is an integer. We shall prove that
f(q) > 0

for every prime q.
Let t > 6 be an odd integer. Clearly there exists an odd prime p
such that qt 1 (mod p) and so

=

(19)

qt ·p

<l'-1

=1

(mod p°').
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= -qa(q)

If J(q) < 0, then by (17) J(q)
t a-1

case n = 1 and hpet = q ·p

f
and

follows. Applying (10) in the

1, we have

-

({Pa-l) = f(l + hpet) =f(l)

f ( qt ·pa-1)

=

(f(q)) t ·pa-I

= -q (q)t ·po-1
0

(mod p)

=

(mod pet),

-1

because t · pet-l is an odd integer, f E .,{,{* and (19) holds. Then we
have 2 0 (mod p) in contradiction with p > 2. Thus we proved (18).
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

=

3. PROOF
relation

OF THE THEOREM.

t::,k J(n

(20)

+ p)

Assume that

=

t::,k J(n)

f

E .,{,{ satisfies the

(mod p)

for every positive integer n and every prime p. For I.;= 0 the assertion
follows from the result of [1]. In the following let k 2:: l. We i;hall prove
that f E.Al and (20) imply f E.Al*.
Using Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it follows by (20) that for s = 1, ... , k
(21)6k-s J(n

+ tp) -

6 k-s f(n)

=~ (n ~ 1) 6 ~-s+j (p, t)
. 0
J=

(mod p)

J

and
((s-1)/p)

(22)

6}-s(p,t)=

L (.t

i=O

i

+1

)6}-s+ip(p,l)

(modp)

hold for every positive integer n, t and every prime p. Let a = 0:( k) be
an intger for which k < 2Ct. It can be easily seen that
(23)
for every prime p. Thus, using (21) and (22), we have
A Q(
- Q ( mo d p )
u.
f p, p.Ct)_
= ... -= u.A k-J(
I
p, pCt) =
and
(24)

J(n

+ p°'+ 1) -

f(n)

=I: (n ~
. 0
J=

1
) 6j(p,pet)

J

=
0

(mod p)

for every positive integer n and every prime p. Using Lemma 3, (24)
impliei; that f E .M,* and
(25)

J(q) =

qu(q)
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for every prime q, where a(q) 2: 0 is an integer.
Now we prove that for distinct primes q, r we have a(q)
so the proof of the theorem will be finished.
Applying (22) in the case k = s, we have
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= a(r), and

J(l + tp) - 1=t{J(p+1) - 1} (mod p)

(26)

for every positive integer t and every prime p 2: k, because [(k-1)/p] =0
for p 2: k. Applying (26) with t = p+2, we obtain that (J(p+l)-1) 2 :=0
(mod p) and so by (26)

(27)

f(l

+tp) =1

(mod p)

holds for every integer t 2: 0 and every prime p ~ k.
Let q, r be distinct primes and let a( q) 2: a( r) . Then there is a
prime p such that
p

> ma.x(k, qa(q)-a(r)) and qr· 6

-

1

=0

(mod p)

for some positive integer s. (For the existence of such p, see, e.g. [2]).
Using (27) , we have f(qrs)
f(l) = 1 (mod p) and

=

J(q r s)

= f(q)(J(r))s = qa(q)ra(r)s = qa(q)-a(r)

(mod p),

which imply a(q) = a(1·) = a. Hence J(n) = na for every positive
integer n. This completes the proof of our theorem.
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Let J,l and J,l* be the set of integer-valued multiplicative and
completely multiplicative functions, respectively.
In 1966 M. V. SUBBARAO [2] proved that if f E J,l and f satisfies
the relation

(1)

f(n

+ m')

=f(m)

(mod n)

for every positive integer n and m, then
(2)
J(n) = n0t (n = 1, 2, ... ),
where a is a non-negative integer. In [1] A. Iv ANY! extended this result
proving that if f E J,l* and (1) holds for a fixed nt and for every positive
integer n, then f(n) also is of the same form (2).
The purpose of this note is to generalize the results of SUBBARAO
and Iv ANYI mentioned above. We shall prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let M be a positive integer and let

and

J E .,l,l. If J( M)

-=/:-

0

=

f(n + M) f(M) (mod n)
for every positive integer n, then
f(n) = n0t (n = 1, 2, ... ),
(3)

where a is a non-negative integer.
We shall use the following result in the proof of our theorem.
LEM.MA. Let A be a positive integer and let

(4)

J E .,l,l.

If

f(l +Am)= 1 (mod m)

*Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific
Research Grant 907.
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for every positive integer m, then there is a non-negative integer a such
that

IJ(n)I = ncx

(5)

for all positive integers n which are prime to A.
PROOF. We first prove that

= f(a)f(b)

f(ab)

(6)

holds for all positive integers a, b which are prime to A.
Let a, b be positive integers for which (ab, A) = l. Let p be a prime
which satisfies the condition

(p, ab)= l.

(7)

Then there are positive integers x, y, u and v such that

ax=l+Apy, (x,ab)=l,

bu= 1 + Apv, (u, abx) = 1.

From these we have

abxu

= (1 + Apy)(l + Apv) = 1 + ApT,

where T = y + v + Apyv. We now apply (4) with m given by py, pv
and pT, respectively. Then we have

f(a)f(x) = f(ax)
f(b)J(u) = f(bu)

(8)
(9)
and
(10)

f(ab)J(x)f(u)

=
=

1
1

(mod p),
(mod p)

= J(abxu) = 1

(mod p).

From (8) and (10) we get that f(x)

f(ab)f(u)

"¥=.

= J(a)

0

(mod p) and
(mod p),

which with (9) imply that

f(a)f(b)

=f(ab)f(b)f(u) =f(ab)

(mod p).

This shows that (6) holds, since there are infinitely many primes p
satisfying (7). So (6) is proved.
It can be easily seen by (7) and (8) that if (a,A) = 1, then

(11)

J(a)

¢0

(mod p)

if (a,p) = 1.

From (11) it follows that for each prime Q coprime to A we have

(12)

J( Q) = ±Qcx(Q)'
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where o:(Q) is a non-negative integer. By using (6) and (12), in order
to prove (5) it is enough to show that

a(P)

(13)

= a(Q)

for all primes P, Q which are prime to A.
Let P, Q be distinct primes with ( PQ, A) = 1 and let o:( P) 2: o:( Q).
Then there is a positive integer s such that
(14)

PQs)2ip(A) 1
H = H(s) := (
A - > p2(a-(P)-a-(Q))ip(A),

where r.p denotes the Euler's totient function. If follows from Euler's
· Theorem that H is a positive integer and
(15)

(PQ 5 ) 2<p(A)

= 1 +AH.

Applying (4) with m given by H we have
(16)

f [(PQ 5 ) 2<p(A)] = J(l +AH):= 1 (mod H) .

On the other hand, using (6), (12), (15) and the fact (PQ, A) = 1 we
have

(17)

f [(PQs)2ip(A)] = J(P)2ip(A) J(Q)2sip(A) =
= p2u(P)<p(A)Q2s,.(Q)ip(A)

= p2(a-(P)-a-(Q))1p(A)

(mod H),

which with (14) and (16) implies a(P) = o:(Q). So we have proved that
(13) holds.
By this the lemma has been proved.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Assume that M, f satisfy the cpnditions of the theorem and (3) holds for every positive integer n.

We apply now (3) with n = M 2 1J(M)jm. Since J(M) i= 0, we
have f(l + MIJ(M)lm)
1 (mod m) for every positive integer m.
Applying the lemma with A= Mlf(M)I we have

=

= J(a)J(b)

(18)

J(ab)

and
(19)

lf(n)I = na-

for all positive integers a, b, n which are prime to M J(M), where a is
a non-negative integer.
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We shall deduce from (18) and (19) that

f(nM)

(20)

= ncr f(M)

(n = 1, 2, ... ).

Let n be a positive integer and let Q be a prime for which

(Q, nM f(M))

= 1.

Then from (3) we get that

f(nQ 26 M) = f[M

(21)

+ (nQ 25 -

l)M] := f(M)

(mod (nQ 26 -1))

holds for every positive integer s.
Since (Q,nMf(M))

= 1, it follows from (18) that
f(nQ 25 M) = f(Q) 25 f(nM),

which with (19) and (21) implies

= ncr f(M)

(mod (nQ 25 - 1))
for every positive integer s. This shows that (20) holds.

f(nM) := ncrQ 2crs f(nM)

We get directly from (20) that
f(n) = na

(22)

if (n, M) = 1.

By using (22), in order to prove our theorem it is enough to show that
if pjM then

f(pk) = po:k

(23)

(k

= 1, 2, ... ).

Let d be a positive divisor of M. Then there are infinitely many
positive integers m which satisfy

(m+~,Md)=l.

(24)

By using (3), (22) and (24) we have

f(M)

=f(md + M) = f(d)f ( m + ~) =
M)cr = f( d) (M)cr
f (d) ( + d
d
=

m

which implies

(25)

f(d)

dcl =

f(M)
M°' .

(mod m),
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Applying {25) in the cased= 1 we get that J(M) =Ma, and so

f(d)

(26)

= da

for all djM.

It can be easily seen by (26) that
(27)
where pkollM. If k

> ko, then it follows from (20) that
f(pk-ko M) = (i-ko)a f(M),

which with (27) implies
( 28 )

!(/') = (i-k 0 )a f(pko)

=

(pk-k 0 )a(pkor =Pak.

From (27) and (28) we have proved that (23) holds.
Finally, from (22) and (23) the proof of our theorem is finished.
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ON RIESZ BASES II.
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M. HORVATH and I. JOO
Department of Analysis, L. Eotvos University, Budapest
(Received August 31, 1989)

In this paper we shall generalize a result of [1] connected with
exponential Riesz bases.
Given a Hilbert space H the system {<pn} l C H is called Riesz
basis in H if there exists an isomorphism A of H onto itself such that
{A<pn} is an orthonormal basis in H. If H = L 2(0,a), (a < oo) or
H = L 2 (0, oo) and ( <p 71 ) is of the form eiAnx, ,\ 71 E C, then we call ( <p 71 )
exponential basis in H. We shall prove the following
THEOREM. Let (eiAnX) (n E Z) be a Riesz basis in L 2(0, a) (a< oo)
and let 0 < a' < a. Then the system (eiAnx) contains a subsystem wl1ich
is Riesz basis in L2(o, a 1 ).
REMARK. In the important special case ,\ 71 = n this result was
obtained by the second author in [l] as a byproduct of his investigations
in control theory [2].
For the proof we introduce first the notion of sine type function,
used first by B. JA. LEVIN [3] (see also [4]).
An exponential type entire function F is called of sine type if
(a) Its zeros .\ 71 are in the horizontal strip 0
(b) 0 < inf IF(x)I,
xER

< b :S: Im.\ 11 :S: C < oo,

sup IF(x)I < oo.
xER

We shall use the following characterization of exponential bases.
LEMMA 1 ([5]). Let 0

< inflm.\n, sup lm,\ 11 < oo and :mppose that
n

n

inf l.\n - ,\k I > 0. Then the following statement are equivalent:

n=f.k

(A) {eiA,.x} (n E Z) is Riesz basis in L 2(0,a),
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(B) There exists a sine type function of exponential type with zero
set {µn} (n E Z) (counted with multiplicity) such that for some
0 < d < 1/4 we have

(1)

d Re(>. 11 _1 - An) S Re(µn - .An)~ d Re(.An+l - .An).

LEMMA 2. Let F be such a sine type function with indicator diagram [-ia, ia] and let Pn} (n E Z) be its zero set, each zero counted
with multiplicity. Then we have

n(r + T) - n(r)

(2)

T

a
-t 7r

(T-too)

uniformly in r E R, where

n(r)

:=

I:

l.

n
Re>.nE[O,T]

PROOF. It is enough to prove (2) for r > 0. We know ((4]) that
there exist N, PN > 0 such that

n(r + N) - n(r) S PN

(3)

(r > 0).

Let c > 0 be fixed. By (3) it is enough to prove that for T > To(c)
the values r, T can be shifted by 0(1) such that the modified values,
denoted again by r and T, satisfy

(4)
where c = c(F) is independent of c:, r an<l T . In what follows we shall
suppose that

r?. T

(5)

because for r S T ( 4) follows from [7], p. 323. Consider the segment
[reit?, (r + T)eit?] where the angle 0 < {) < ~ is defined by
r sin{) = 2 sup lm.Ak·
k

(6)
In

[4], Lemma 2 and 3 it is proved that
r+T

(7)

J :t
r

argF(teit?)dt = -7r[n(r

+ T) -

n(r)J

+ 0(1)
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where the constant in 0(1) does not depend on r, T and {). By the
Cauchy-Riemann equations

:t
Fix k

-l :t

In jF(teit?)I.

> 0 arbitrarily, then (7) implies

J

r+T
(8)

=

argF(teit?)

ijt?+k)
IlnjF(te

~
)i-ln!F(te )ldt=7r[n(r+T)-n(r)]+O(l).

r

We shall prove that (5) and (6) yiel<l

(9)

ln IF(teit?)I

sup

. {)

- - - - - a sm

0

--+

(r

--+

oo)

t

tE[r,r+T)

and the same is true with {) + k instead of{) whenever 0 < k < {) and
> ro (this ensures that 2{) < 7r/2). First we verify (4) using (9).
Choose k > 0 so small that

r

sin( t9

If T

> To(c:)

I

+ k)
k

sin {)

_

I

- cos u0 < c:.

then by (5) 1 - cos{)< c: and
ln IF(teit?)I
{)
-----cos
< c:,
t

ln 1Ftei(i9+k))I

- - - - - - a sin('{)
t

+ k) < ck

and then
1

T

rj+T 1 ln IF(tei(t?+k))I - In IF(teii?)I

t

k

<lt=a+O(c:).

r

Comparing this with (8) we get (4). So it remains to prove (9). The
following factorization of F is known [7], p. 311:
(10)

In IF(teit'J)I

j ln IF(te~11

= .!_Im
7r

T -

1

dr +at sir119

+ ln IB( teit'J)I

R

where B(z) is the Blaschke product corresponding to the zeros of F,
namely

B(z)

= IT
nEZ

(i -_:An:_) (i - ~An )-l
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From the boundedness of ln IF(t)i we get
1
/lnlF(r)I
c
-Im
.i'J dr <-Im
1

(11)

7r

T -

te

7r

-

J
T -

1 . dr = c.
te 111

R
R
We estimate the Blaschke product rn>ing the inequality

lnJl+uJ:SJul

(-l=fauEC).

We have

L

1
x

Re.Xk~-!

<c

J,\k-zl!Akl -

L

0<

x

Re.Xk~-2"

Consequently for z = teii'J, t E [r, r
(12)

1

JRe,\kl 2

< c/x.
-

+ T]

we get
ln( t cos i?)
-ln IB(z)I ::=:; rr
i9 .

t cos
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With (11) this gives (9) and so (4). Lemma 2 is proved.
Lemma 3 ([6]). Let P.n} (n E Z) be a sequence of complex numbers
satisfying
0

< inf Im>.n,
n

sup Im>.n < oo,
n

inf l>-n -

n-:/:k

>.k I > 0

and the condition (2). Then for every 0 < a1 < a the system { eiAnx}
which is assumed to be a Riesz basis in L 2(0, a) contains a Riesz basis
in L 2 (0, a').
From the lemmas 1-3 the Theorem follows immediately.
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